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AS WE SEE IT

STOP DIGITAL MADNESS!
J. Gordon Holt

T

he title of this month's column

is

the

ery. by aProfessor Judith Reilly, that digitally

legend Sheffield Labs emblazoned on aT-

mastered analog discs damage turntables.

shirt acouple of years ago, to promote their

Now, reilly. ..!

jaundiced view of digital audio. Since then,

Prof. Reilly, who teaches physics and

even Sheffield's reactionary perfectionists

mathematics at Quinsigamond Community

softpedalled their anti-digital crusade, per-

College in Worcester, Mass., has uncovered

haps because of the number of CDs they've

what appears to be astatistical correlation

been selling! Their personnel no longer
wear those T-shirts at CES, which is unfor-

between the number of hours aphono turnable has been used to play digitally mastered

tunate. Although most people in the audio

discs, and the constancy of its speed.

field no longer see digital audio as mad-

This seemingly outrageous story was

ness, digital denouncing is still very much

published in the March/April 1985 issue of

with us.

Fanfare magazine, in Neil Levenson's regu-

Irefer to the recently-announced discov-

Stereophile

lar column. If memory serves me, Neil was
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also one of the first writers to report that

• The damage must be done by these

digital audio rots the innards of amplifiers.
(Obviously, all those spiky digital Ones

pulses.

abrade the insides of the wires!)

involve some sort of structural modifica-

According to Levenson's report, Professor Reilly, a vocal-music enthusiast, ob-

• Since the damage is permanent, it must
tion to the turntable.
• This "modification" consists of micro-

served that her own turntable exhibited an

scopic cracks induced tpto the turntable's

unusual amount of speed variation, and
confirmed with atachometer that, indeed,

bearing and spindle by the "digital" spikes.

it was no longer meeting its speed-

'tables occur in cyclic bursts, which could

constancy spec. For reasons not explained

be due to periodic changes in bearing
friction.

in the article, Prof. Reilly began investigat-

• The platter speed variations in damaged

ing the possibility that her turntable had

• Such changes could be caused by changes

been damaged by playing digitally mastered
discs, and set out to form ahypothesis.

in temperature between the bearing surfaces.

Over aperiod of time, she measured the

serve as afocus for friction-generated heat

speed constancy of "many hundred" high-

buildup, then the concentration and release
of this energy is the mechanism causing the

quality turntables, mostly in dealer
showrooms, obtaining a"history" of each

• If the microcracks exist, and if they

speed variations measured.
This is quite ahypothesis, and certainly

turntable to determine how often it had
been used to play digitally mastered discs.

one that will gladden the heart of every

The results were unequivocal: every meas-

digiphobe! But even assuming that Prof.

urement showed that a turntable's speed

Reilly's measurements and measuring techniques are beyond reproach, she is going to

regulation deteriorated after afew hours of
playing digitally mastered discs; if the play-

have avery hard time selling her hypothe-

ing extended for more than a few hours

sis to the rest of the scientific community:

(say, 10), the damage was irreversible (the

on the face of it, the relationship she pro-

speed constancy variation was permanent),

poses is absurd.

regardless of the type of disc played (fig. 1).

Basically, what she asks us to believe is
that "ultrasonic spikes" from digitally mas-

If. however, the playing was for just afew
hours, the speed variation might go away,

tered records somehow reach the turntable's

at least most of it (fig. 2). Interestingly.
Prof. Reilly found that the speed variation

hardened steel bearing at sufficient intensity
to crack them. Personally, Ido not believe it.

in "damaged" turntables was temperature-

Before Ipassed final judgment, howev-

related: at temperatures below 65° F. little

er. Itook the trouble to phone the good

or no speed variation was noted, but at

Professor. She sounded personable, intelli-

higher temperatures it became great (figs. 3

gent, and just as puzzled as Iabout her own

and 4). [See figures on page 14.1
Now, it is one thing for an accredited

here are her responses:

findings. Iraised some specific questions;

scientist to report such an apparently

Do you have objective evidence of the

preposterous phenomenon; it is another

existence of these spikes in the playback
signal from digitally mastered audio

entirely to explain it in scientific terms. Undaunted, Professor Reilly takes acrack at it.

recordings? "Yes; we have oscilloscope

Here is her scenario:

t
races."

• Observation: Permanent damage is done

How large are the spikes, relative to max-

to turntables by playing of digital records.

imum recorded program level? "The spikes

• The only observable difference between

were 80 mV, in the midst of program mate-

analog and digital records is large amusical

rial that was only 20-30 mV."

spikes (see scope photos) of much greater
magnitude than the music content in
which they occur.
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Are they random or cyclical in occurrence?"Cyclical. They occur regularly? "Yes."
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Rarely—perhaps once in alifetime—an
audio component appears that is truly unique. And, it must be
personally experienced to be appreciated. Its performance
cannot otherwise be related. We firmly believe the Audio
Research SP11 Stereo Preamplifier is such aproduct.
PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: High level, ±.5dB 1Hz to 100kHz, -3dB points .2Hz and
>250kHz.
PHONO: ±.2dB RIM accuracy 20Hz to 40kHz.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: <.005% @ 2V RMS output, 5to 30kHz
(Typically <.001% midband).
GAIN: High level inputs, 30dB; Phono, 76dB.
NOISE: Output noise (gain down), -110dB IHF weighted ref 2V RMS output. Input
noise, high level, gain maximum <5uV equivalent input, IHF weighted, or 106dB below
1Volt RMS input. Phono, RIM IHF weighted <.2uV or 74dB below lmV input.
SELECTED FEATURES:
•Automatic warmup, brown-out, power-line interruption muting and manual muting at
all preamplifier outputs, with new shunt circuitry.
•Subsonic phono filter with 6dB/octave rolloff (to eliminate ringing) with transition to
12dB/octave. Front panel switchable.
•Absolute phase switch for main outputs, plus unswitched inverting and non-inverting
outputs.
•All input/output connectors connect "ground" before "hot".
•Level set control in addition to normal gain control. Allows essentially unlimited input
signal range while preserving optimum gain control usage.
•Toroid power transformer for low mechanical noise and low external magnetic field.
•Call or write for literature on the complete line of Audio Research products.

audio research corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430

Phone (612) 566-7570, Telex 290-58:'.

At what frequency?* *Between 25 and 60
kHz."
From what signal sources have you ob-

her findings "with great interest." Which
ones, Iinquired? "Oh, there's no point in
my telling you their names. They admit pri-

served these spikes? All digitally mastered

vately that I'm on to something, but they

recordings."

wouldn't admit it publicly."e (And They

Audio compact cassettes loo? "Yes."

didn't. We mentioned Professor Reilly's

And CDs, of course. "Oh, yes. And ana-

claims to two of them; both expressed dis-

log mastered discs that had been fed

may at Professor Reilly's findings, and
could find nothing in the performance of

through adigital delay line." 2
How consistent was the relationship be-

their turntables, whether of analog or dig-

tween playing digital discs and the in-

ital background, to confirm her findings.)

crease in platter speed variation? "100%
consistent. They all showed it."
Prof. Reilly went on to say that several
turntable manufacturers were investigating

One manufacturer was named during
our conversation: Mark Levinson Audio
Systems, who supposedly repaired a
preamp of Professor Reilly's after it had
been "damaged" by receiving the input

IAudio compact cassettes (the common. garden variety
sold at K-Mart are doing extraordinarily well to NtlUCelt
Out IS kfio. at -10 dB level, let alone 40.60 kilo at •SO dB!
Tape saturation at high frequencies ensures that no ultra
sonic pulses such as those described by Prof. Reilly can
possibly he gotten from the playback of acassette, no matter how it was originally mastered.
2One of the hest-kept secrets in audio has been the fact
that some disc-cutting systems convert an analog signal
into digital. put it into aholding buffer It,, delay it so the
automatic groove•pitchidepth control can anticipate it i.
then convert it hack to analog. Thus, many analog
mastered discs on the market have actually been digitally
processed along the way.

from digitally mastered analog records. I
s% In asubsequent commation. Professor Reilly averred to
me that I.inn had talked to her about the problem, and
was taking steps so address it. hut didn't want their name
associated with her findings. VPI was said to have "come
to her - with problems !bey had found with their own
products: Harry Viiisfeld of VPI stated unequivocally that
he'd heard of Professor Reilly but never talked to her on
any subject. Professor Reilly said that SOTA wanted to
have nothing to do with her: this turned out to be true :
but SOTA is trying to duplicate her findings. so far with no
- SUCCCSti
— LA

1

called them the minute Igot through talking to her.
According to MLAS engineer Sid Chatterlee, the "repair" had been aroutine updat-

The mechanism described by Prof. Reilly
violates everything we know (or, to be
charitable, think we know) about physics
in general and audio in particular.

ing, done under Prof. Reilly's strict instruc-

Ultrasonic spikes have been observed by

tion that no digital recordings be played

other researchers. The output from awide-

even in the same room where her compo-

band phono cartridge exhibits these spikes
when the stylus mistracks; they have been

nent was being "repaired."
Professor Reilly subsequently sent us a
packet of material showing many speedconstancy measurements, microscope shots

measured at amplitudes as great as +50 dB
at frequencies as high as 60 kHz. They are
not, however, part of the disc content—

of microcracks on what were identified as

they are the result of mistracking during

platter spindles, and some poor Xeroxes of

playback, impact pulses caused when astylus momentarily loses contact with the

oscilloscope traces showing the large "ultrasonic spikes" protruding from what appeared to be musical program material.
Now, hard evidence is hard evidence,
and Prof. Reilly appears to have more than
enough to support her claim that something narsty is afoot. When honest re-

groove wall, then slams back into it. There
have not, however, been any independent
confirmations of spikes (whether from mistracking or some other cause) from digitally mastered LPs and not from analog
mastered LPs.

search turns up an inexplicable relation-

The only cyclical information above 25

ship, it cannot be dismissed out of hand. If

kHz that's part of any vinyl recording of

such arelationship does exist, Icannot haz-

music is the continuous 40-kHz tone that

ard aguess as to what its cause might be; I carries the difference information on RCA's
CD-4 quadrophonic recordings. By the
must say Iam very dubious about all this,
for several reasons.

Historically, the oracle of ancient
Greece was seen as the source and
revelation of truth.
With ORACLE turntables we strive
for true sound reproduction. Our
technological resources are dedicated
to the achievement of the highest
standards of manufacturing and to
offer uncompromising quality of
sound. ORACLE research developped
the first power supply conditioner —
the DYNAMIC ISOLATOR, the first
platter resonance absorption device
— the PERIPHERAL WAVE TRAP, the
foremost REFLEX CLAMP. With its
GROOVE ISOLATOR, ORACLE as
attained an unsurpassed standard in
mat technology.
There is more — for instance,
ORACLE's own award-winning
suspension system with its
proprietary dampening materials
together with the unique drive belt
tracking adjusment capability.

time this 40-kHz carrier is run through

These are some of the technological
achievements which together enable
to offer complete, fully integrated,
exceptional turntables for which
ORACLE is acclaimed by audiophiles
throughout the world.

They are also some of the reasons
why the purity of the ORACLE soun is legend to those who own our
turntables. It is a true sound. Hear It.
Listen. Let the record speak for itself.

For informative documentation please
write to:
Dept. M
ORACLE AUDIO CORPORATION
505 Industrial Blvd.
Sherbrooke, Que., Canada
J1L 1X7

RIAA equalization, it is no more powerful

intensity the amplifier's maximum output

than the rest of the musical signal. 4

capability (they cannot exceed it). Now,

But let's grant her the benefit of the

here's apossible source of destructive energy!

doubt for amoment and pretend that all

A frequency of 60 kHz is considered to be

digitally mastered source material does
contain the pulses she sees as the source of

radio band is 50 kHz), and 200 watts is only

digital damage. Let's follow the level of
those pulses through a top-notch audio
system.
In the worst case, of an MC cartridge

aRadio Frequency (the bottom of the AM
abit less than half the power at which commercial AM stations operate. But a radio
antenna delivers most of its power into the
air; an amplifier delivers most of its power

generating 1mV output at 1 kHz, there

to the loudspeaker. And the parallel con-

could be 300-mV pulses of .016 ms duration when mistracking. These are very

struction of speaker cable acts to cancel
most of the signal that might otherwise be

strong in comparison with the rest of the

radiated into the air. But it's obvious that
some spurious RF is going to be floating

audio signal, but 300 mV is 1/5 of what you
get from aflashlight dry cell, with nowhere
near the dry cell's available power. There's

around in your listening room, but Iseriously doubt it could damage aturntable?

no way aflashlight battery can crack aplat-

I'll leave out the question of turntable

ter bearing unless it's used as ablunt object.

damage from the acoustic waves radiated

Now let's assume that those 300-mV

by the loudspeaker or the electromagnetic

pulses don't just overload the pre-preamp

radiation from speaker cables. To the best

and get clipped off, which is what usually

of my knowledge, speaker hookup is un-

happens. Assume that they're amplified

necessary to Prof. Reilly's findings. Even if

along with the signal. Before the program

it were, the quantities of energy available
acoustically or electromagnetically are tru-

level reaches 1 volt, the signal will go
through the RIAA equalizer, which will

ly minute.

knock about 30 dB level off the pulses, put-

My real question concerns how much

ting them at +20 dB relative to the main

power is required to induce micro-cracking

1-volt signal, or 10 volts above it. This is

in turntable spindles. Ultrasonic energy in

pretty big by comparison with 1volt, but in

the range of 1watt and below is routinely
used in industry for the nondestructive

order to even make a mark on a platter
bearing with 10 volts, you would have to
deliver it to the bearing via wires, and

checking of the structural integrity of metal
castings, but it takes at least several watts to

touch them directly to the bearing surface.

crack steel under ideal circumstances, using

But we're not doing that. The bearing is

the object's natural resonant frequency.

safe inside its steel or brass well, the whole

Unfortunately, Isee no way to get enough

assembly is at ground potential (or floating,

ultrasonic energy to the turntable spindle

if you didn't ground your turntable), and

or bearings to induce microcracking. 80 mV

the audio signal is enclosed in the metal

is less than one-tenth the level used for

preamp chassis, which should prevent the

nondestructive testing, and none of the

escape of even the miniscule electrostatic

devices in an audio system carrying higher

fields the pulses produce around the wires
carrying them.

energies have away of delivering that energy
to the turntable! If there is no way of getting

By the time they get to the power ampli-

enough ultrasonic energy to those bearings

fier, the ultrasonic pulses may approach in

to crack them, how do we explain Prof.

4At 6dB/octave. an RIAA phono section reduces HF energy (relative to tkHz) by about 14 dB at 10 kHz, 20 dB at 20
kHz, 26 dB at 40 kHz, and 32 dB at 80 kHz. There are two
other ways an ultrasonic tone can get onto adisc: inter'.
tionally. in the production of afrequency test record, and
inadvertently, when an improperly oriented cutting stylus chatters rather than cutting smoothly through the nitrate surface of the master
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Reilly's findings? We don't. And Ihave a
strong suspicion we won't have to, because,
very frankly, Ifind this business just alittle
bit fishy.
One high-end turntable manufacturer of
our acquaintance has already attempted to

Stereophile

IF YOU LOVE MUSIC
Mounting

your

speakers

on

HERCULES speaker stands, is
the least expensive way to
DRAMATICALLY improve your
systems performance.
THE HERCULES EDGE
• Adjustable spikes on base, for
maximum stability and coupling.
• Adjustable cone-point set screws
on plate provide optimum coupling
of the speaker to the stand.
• Rigid, non-flex design.
• Lead-sand filling capacity adds
weight and dampens resonance.
• Superbly finished.
• Four models to match a wide range
of loudspeakers.

YES, YOU CAN UPGRADE
SPEAKER STANDS!

IHE AUDIOPHILES CHOICE

4701 West Armitage • Chicago, Illinois 60639
1-800-882-2256
In Illinois (312) 745-5500

duplicate her findings, and has found no

beyond adoubt that Professor Reilly's dis-

correlations between the kind of disc played

taste for Ones and Zeroes so stimulated her

and the speed variation of his 'tables. More-

latent and hitherto-undiscovered psionic

over, the kinds of speed variations discov-

ability as to interfere with the normal oper-

ered by Professor Reilly—up to 1.5%, alternating over a 10-minute period between

ation of the turntables she tested. She will
then become an international celebrity.

+1.5 and -1.5—are gross; the turntable

—JGH

manufacturer was unable to find anything
approaching that much speed variation, and
the off-speed conditions he did detect were

LA comments:

stable. All this without respect to the type

This editorial frankly worries me. On the

of discs played. Isuspect others will have no

one hand, Ifear that the mere mention of

better luck corroborating Prof. Reilly's

rampant (potential) problems in the turntable world will impel thousands more to

findings.
And Iam suspicious of Prof. Reilly's use

hasty purchase of aCD player—a technol-

of the word "digitized" in referring to turn-

ogy which Iconsider immature. On the

tables which have ostensibly been damaged.

other hand, aspersions seem to be cast here

As ascientist, she should know better than

at work which is sincerely done, and for

to so abuse aterm whose meaning is clearly

which we have no hard evidence to the
contrary.

defined. To "digitize" means to convert
into binary code. No one has yet done that

The publication of Prof. Reilly's work as

to aturntable platter.

an AES preprint, however, invites critical

Iam suspicious about that claim of 100%
consistency in Prof. Reilly's test results.

examination. In my discussions with Prof.

Though it isn't impossible, 100% consistency in any experiment is very unlikely.
Iam also suspicious of Neil Levenson's

much reference was made by them to
metallurgical papers, quantum theory, confirmations from reputable outside compa-

oscilloscope traces, which provide the
"evidence" of ultrasonic pulses. On those

reputable companies. Inevertheless get the

Reilly and her colleague Neil Levenson,

nies, and ongoing research with still more

traces, the pulses taper in width, as though

idea that both investigators possess avery

accompanied by strong sidebands, and

hazy grasp of many technical aspects of
digital sound reproduction in particular,

they are almost symmetrical, having similar positive and negative amplitude. In oth-

and science in general.

er words, they are not "pulses," but very

Ithink Prof. Reilly and colleague should

brief bursts of noise spanning several kilo-

button up, in print, until they have work

hertz. They do not look like the mistrack-

that can stand the light of day. This work
should specify the differences in technique

ing pulses that others have observed, nor
do they resemble anything involved in the

they employ (tachometers are not used by

digital audio process.

any turntable companies in measuring

Imay later regret my acute skepticism.

speed), specify the names of all the compa-

We have adepartment in Stereophile for

nies who have participated in their re-

expressions of such regret, called "Crow

search, include acomplete listing of turn-

Pie." As of now, however, Ipredict that one

tables measured with dates and witnesses,

of three outcomes will follow Professor
Reilly's pronouncement, though not neces-

and present a complete bibliography for
those wishing to verify their assertions. If

sarily in this order of probability: (1) She

the Professor Reilly hypothesis is correct,

will find her measurements to have been

an emergency is at hand in analog record

faulty, and will send aguest submission to

playback. If, as Isuspect, her hypothesis is

"Crow Pie;" (2) No one will be able to

incorrect, complete publication of the data

duplicate her findings, relegating them to

and techniques should reveal it as such.

"curiosity" status; or (3) It will be proven
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DO YOU REALLY THINK MAJOR
BREAKTHROUGHS IN AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
OCCUR EVERY OTHER YEAR?
New, improved, state-of-the-art, ...
every year or two the definitive technological advancement arrives. With all the hype Madison Avenue can
muster, manufacturers plaster the pages of magazines with the latest and
greatest audio gizmos.
Apte Corporation is different.
For over seven years we have made our equipment essentially the
same way. We have made some changes. We are constantly re-evaluating
our products, but we keep coming back to the original Holman designs
with arenewed commitment not to "mess with
success." We will introduce new and different
models when we find
ways to improve the ones
we have now.
The audio equipment
HP/Holman Pre-Amp $680
we sell was created by a
brilliant engineer who designed them in aquest for optimum technological performance—and as alabor of love. The construction is exceptional,
each unit should last indefinitely. The controls are each there for a
functional reason. The highest quality components have been used and
they are precise and effortless to operate.
The goal for each Apt/Holman pre-amplifier and amplifier is to
reproduce music as it was recorded by exceeding laboratory reference
standards. In operation, Apt equipment will be accurate to the point of
invisibility As you listen, you will find they are truly remarkable both for
what they do—and for what they do not.
Apt means suited to its purpose, appropriate and fitting.
For the name and address of adealer where you can evaluate the Apt/
Holman amplifier and pre-amplifiers, please call Apt Corporation in
Lowell, Massachusetts 617-458-7675.

apt
Stereophile
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Typical

non-digitized

turntable a new. never-played Goldmund Studio.
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Benefit of air-conditioning: "thoroughly digitized" Beogram 1800, but air-conditioned.

SHINON
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MC cartridge
Boron cantilever
Microridge stylus
OFC coil winding
Machine cut AlMg body
1mV output
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LETTERS
Wall Panels

lous overkill!). You can bu)' the panels
fmm most Owens Corning suppliers, either

Editor:
In Vol. 6, No. 1("As We See It") you mentioned Fiberglas panels made by Owens-

from stock or on special order; prices start
at about SI a square foot.

Corning for acoustical treatment of alisten-

As for musicality versus accuracy it is

ing room. What is the name of these

very difficult to know exactly u,hat even

panels? Locally, everyone knows of their

the "best" recordings are supposed to sound

existence but no one knows what they are

like, but it is not difficult to ascertain that
some components color the sound more

called or where to get them.
I've noticed aseeming paradox in your
magazine over the course of the past two

than others. The more colored of those
components often make the best record-

years. You state that the ultimate test of a

ings sound more realistic (musical) than

sound system is to compare it with live mu-

do the "accurate" components, u,
hich is

sic, yet you are constantly choosing com-

wiry u,eu,illfrequently express apreference

ponents that favor "musicality" over those

for the less accurate ones. This ma) ,seem

that are "accurate" (e.g., your comparison

inconsistent, but it is ha rd!) paradoxical.

of the Klyne SK-5 preamp to the ConradJohnson Premier Three in Vol. 8, No. 2). If
live music is the test, why doesn't "more
accurate" translate into "more musical"?
In praise of yet another company, please

LA's Footnotes
Editor:

note that Acoustat has always been polite

Can't we put alid on this LA guy with all

and courteous and taken the time to an-

the footnotes? Holy Christ, I'm tired of him

swer my queries; local dealersupport has

shooting his mouth off on every page.

been outstanding.
Keep up the fine work. It is refreshing to

(As soon as he sees this letter, I'll bet he
prepares a list of all the pages he hasn't

read amagazine that isn't afraid to speak its
mind and is truly interested in educating

footnoted on. What abore!)
Hilary Paprocki

the public about the quality of sound rath-

Rochester, NY

er than the meaningless improvement of

Icounted only 45 in Volume 8, Number

ever-diminishing distortion.
One other thing: Video in Stereophile?

—LA.

No. Autosound in Stereophile? A resound-

Dolby for Dubbing?

ing No!
Lee Swanson

Editor:
Could Dolby B or Dolby C noise reduc-

Lubbock, TX

tion be used to advantage in dubbing 78

The Fiberglass panels are called "720 Series
acoustical u,
all panels," and 7jpe

23 is

preferred for this application. The 4' by 8'
panels consist of adense, fairly rigid Fiberglass core with afinished decorative "skin"
on one side, and are available in 0thicknesses

ranging from

I" (satisfactory)

through 2" (recommended) to 7- (ridicu-

Stereophile

rpm discs to tape?
Edward H. Bennett, Jr.
Lake Forest, IL
Icome to think of it. Ican't let this criticism alone. Ifigure that since Idon't get around to writing acolumn. I
might as well put in my two cents (times 45. Iguess) at the
bottom of the page. Moreover. Iget lots of compliments
on my footnotes—though most are from my family (it's
the only part of the magazine they read!).
—LA
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No. Dolby noise reduction is a so-called
two-pass system, which reduces noise in a
recording medium by boosting treble prior
to the record phase and then cutting it by
the same amount on playback. When the

My Counterpoint preamp has a sign
printed on it: "This device inverts absolute
polarity," as if to warn me in case Ishould
want to do something about it. Counterpoint makes apolarity inverting device, but

signal's treble is reduced in playback, it
returns to its original strength, but tape

this seems to be another diddler's delight.

hiss is simultaneously reduced by the same

nels, or simply flip polarity in both chan-

Does it invert the polarity between chan-

amount as signal treble was reduced. In

nels to counteract the odd number of am-

other words, for Dolby NR to work, the

plification stages of the preamp?

treble must be boosted before the point at
which the hiss originates—the tape.

1lie awake at night worrying about all
this.

With '8 rpm discs, background hiss is
inextricably mixed in with the program

tubes for reproducing musical midrange

as soon as it comes off the disc. Dolby B or

New topic: Since many people prefer

C would boost the hiss along with the tre-

and high frequencies (if one likes rolled-off
highs), and transistors for bass, what is the

ble and then reduce the two of them by the
same amount, and you would end up
with exactly the same amount of hiss you

divides the frequency spectrum before the

started with.
Hiss that is already in the program is
best removed with asingle-pass dynamic
noise suppressor such as the Burwen

feasibility of making ahybrid amplifier that
output stage? Everything below, say, 100 hz
would be amplified by transistors, and frequencies above 100 hz by tubes. Such an
approach would allow optimization of
both the amp and dedicated speakers.

DNF-1201A or the Packburn 123, both of
which automatically limit HF response as

Could the amp have an adjustable crosso-

the signal volume diminishes. The Pack-

quency for use with non-dedicated
speakers?

burn unit also includes a very effective
transient-noise filter for removal of ticks
and pops.

ver to allow user-variable turnover fre-

Such an amplifier would eliminate the
need for biamplification in many systems,
and might require smaller amounts of amplifier output, which would cost less.

Phasing Conphusion
Editor:
When speakers are out of phase, are they
out of phase with each other only, or can
they be out of phase with the source while
still in phase with each other? Since there

Thanks for the excellent reviewing and
fine writing: it is refreshing to not have to
read around pomposity, rambling, accusations, and defensiveness. You're obviously
pros, having agood time!
Sheldon Collins

are four ways to hook up cables (A-A, A-B,
B-A and B-B), it seems that there are three
"out of phase" possibilities and only one
"in phase" connection.

Weehawken, NJ
We're sorry you're laying awake at night.
Audiophiles recognize two kinds ofphasing: In one, the two channels are out of

Suppose the wires in one channel of a
cartridge are reversed at the factory; will
phase relative to each other; in the other,
reversing the connections to either speakthe two channels bave identical phase, but
er correct polarity?
are reversed with respect to the original
Suppose that reversal gets the channels
in phase, but puts them in configuration BB; will the speakers then have inverted
polarity? I'm not sure Ican hear which
configuration sounds best (or "correct")
for all program sources.
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sounds.
Reversed relative phase is adisaster in
any stereo system, producing thin bass
(the two channels cancel each other out)
and an amorphous sound field that
makes yours ears feel funny. 1f one chan -

Stereophile

The State of the Arm

gi

Eminent Technology
mi 510 Cactus Street
Tallahassee FL 32301
(904) 575-5655

ne! of astereo cartridge is reversed, revers-

electronic gear that uses tubes. The amp you

ing connections at one speaker or at one

describe would not find much of a market.

cartridge output will correct the situation
—though the system as a whole may still
have reversed polarity (It is best done at
the cartridge, so that other signal sources
will remain in phase.)
Reversed polarity is difficult to ascertain. Counterpoint is one of the few companies who even tell you whether their
products invert phase, though you can
usually find out with enough effort. Some
commentators in the underground press
feel that preserving absolute phase within
each piece of equipment is important, but
this seems ludicrous. Since phase reversal
is accomplished by each gain stage, a designer would be supposedly better off to
use 8gain stages rather than

Most mu-

sical instruments produce strongly asymmetrical waveforms, but, while it has not
been proven that our ears can tell the
difference, there is no question but that
reversing absolute polarity usually changes
the sound of a system. Since there is no
way of knowing which recordings are
right, the best you can hope to do is choose
what sounds "best" for most recordings,
assuming that "best" is "correct." z There
is no industry standardfor absolute phase
on a disc, and only afew record companies even try to be consistent about it from
one recording to another
The Counterpoint product you mention

New Horizons
Editor:
My wife and Ienjoy live music in all its
forms, as well as reproduced music, and we
own a $10,000+

audio system. Until

Stereophile's recent mention of hi-fi VCRs, 5
though, reproduced music only reached
one of our senses: our ears. We now own a
Super Beta Hi -Fi unit, and enjoy watching
music bring produced as much as we enjoy
listening to it. We look forward to the time
when surround-sound decoders reach audiophile quality.
We would also like to incorporate high
quality sound into other parts of our environment; reviews of high-end automotive audio systems would be appreciated.
We do not fault others who enjoy music
without video, or who wish to restrict their
musical listening to their home, eschewing
live concerts. Ihope we speak for many of
your readers who wish to own systems
that more closely approach the sights and
sounds of live music; we would welcome
reviews of hi-fi VCRs, surround-sound
Decoders, and any other technology you
deem appropriate to make reproduced
music more closely approximate the real
thing.
James A. Chaney, Ph D

is designed to reverse phase so as to ac-

Jonesboro, AK

commodate records that sound better in
different phase alignments.
Your idea for the hybrid amplifier
makes logical sense but, as you pointed
out, probably not commercial sense. Audiophiles haie demonstrated many times
their scorn for any product which attempts to do anything for them that they
feel it's their prerogative to do for themselves, such as mating two different amplifiers for bass and treble. And only an
audiophile would consider any piece of
2 Unless. of coupe. you have a prcamp like the KR ne
SK•5, which has phase inversion as afront-panel option.
My guess is that there will he Sor lo such preamps by the
time we go to the Winter CES.
—LA
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Up With Down!
Editor:
)GH's editorial, "Down With Flat!," in
Vol. 8, No. 4strikes me as the most important piece Ihave read in my nearly 40 years
as ahigh fidelity hobbyist.
If he is right, and loudspeaker response
must be contoured to sound flat (that is,
real), then everything else we are doing is
almost irrelevant. We are like naturalistic
painters who pay meticulous attention to
the details of color and texture, but don't
come within acountry mile of the actual
3- Having aGrand's Time."

Vol.

No. 6

Stereophile

REDEFINITION.
THE CARVER
RECEIVER

Redefines your expectations of
receiver performance with the power
you need for Digital Audio Discs plus
virtually noise-free stereo FM reception A receiver with astonishing performance incorporating two highly
significant technological breakthroughs Bob Carvers Magnetic
Field Power Amplifier and his
Asymmetrical Charge Coupled
FM Detector
MUM POWs Your system
needs an abundance of power to
reproduce. without distortion, the
dynamic range of music on Digital
Audio Discs and fine analog
recordings
The Magnetic Field Amplifier in the
CARVER Receiver gives you 130
watts per channel* of pure. clean
power with superbly defined, high
fidelity reproduction
The Magnetic Field Amplifier
produces large amounts of power
(absolutely necessary for the accurate reproduction of music at
realistic listening levels) without the
need for heavy heat sinks, massive
transformers, and enormous power
capacitors required by conventional
amplifier design
Unlike conventional amplifiers
which produce aconstant, high voltage level at all times, irrespective of
the demands of the ever-changing
audio signal (Even when there is no
audio signal in the circuit at alll). the
Magnetic Field Amplifier's power
supply is signal responsive Highly
efficient, it produces exactly arid only
the power needed to carry the signal
with complete accuracy and fidelity

--

The Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled FM Detector was first introduced in CARVER sTX-11 Stereo
Tuner, receiving unparalleled critical
acclaim

Sole] Nne WOO Oe.p. semi liMpkFrn it. power
supp.y wane Sfflorl am waled pm«
it., power to speakers

The 130 watts-per -channel'
CARVER Receiver is about the sarne
size and weight of conventional receivers having merely 30 watts per
channel'
NO11114111111EEPTIOlk The AM FM CARVER Receiver gives you FM
stereo performance unmatched by
that of any other receiver
As it is transmitted from the station,
the stereo FM signal is extremely
vulnerable to distortion. noise, hiss
and multipath interference
However, when you engage
CARVERS Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled FM Detector circuit, the
stereo signal arrives at your ears virtually noise-free You hear fully separated stereo with space. depth and
ambience'

Rebected mutt pain
nnals Wu» /Wald.

Aarnmetmal Cnarge
Couçéed FM Detector
Ço.S. yOur Mfl a
sono misSe

/AIIFAIffi
/I a

"A maior advance Its noise reduction
for stereo reception ranged from appreciable to tremendous It makes the ma/orgy of stereo signais sound virtually as quiet
as mono signals yet it does not dilute the
stereo effect"

Johan D. Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW

"Seoaraton was still there only the
P.k-kground Il(),Se had been diminished,
and with g. much of the sib/an eann
hissy edginess so characteristi, of mug,
path nrerference"

Leonard Feldman, AUDIO

'What

deingtpsnes

the TX. 71,s ris

abey to pull clean noise-free sound out
of weak or multipath hdden signals that
would have you lunging for the mono
swrtch on any other tuner we know 0f

HIGH FIDELITY

The Carver Receiver is without duesnon one r
ri tire finest products olds kind
•
CVO, listed

Leonard Feldman. AUDIO
The CARVER Receiver has been
designed for fidelity, accuracy and
musicality You will want to visit your
CARVER dealer for apersonal audition of this remarkable instrument
'130 watts per channel RMS into 8
ohms. 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more
than 0.05% total harmonic distortion

Ili III MIL WW110111e*,
a a WIIILMOUNI.\
95t^...

CARVER

Powerful Musical Accurate

Carver Corporation PO, Box 1237 Lynnwood.VVA 98036

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Ltd.
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"CARVER CD PLAYER:
SUPERB SOUND
PLUS THE
DIGITAL TIME LENS"
.11100 .
111G VINE

"Leave it to Hob Guyer to e•Ilne up uith
(.7) player designed to please both those
mho luit' CDs and those ii/ro still have
resertutions about their sound quality. -Lemarit Feldman
110 11 IGIZIAE

filtering technology and very importantly,
Carvers unique distortion reducing dither signal that effec trveh,/ removes the low level quantization distortion existing in all other CD players
Except for features like display and programming the real determining factor in CD
player qualify is its ability to reconstruct music
from digital information bits And that is not an
easy job nor one that con be effectively achieved
while skimping on circuitry

IMPROVED TRACKING
The Curver Compact DISC Player answers
the audiophile's demand for oCD Player which
provides not only the greater dynamic range
and richer bass expected from compact disc
technology, but also the musicality spectral
balance and spatial qualities of well executed
analog high fidelity recordings

The Carver Compact Dec Player reads discs
with more precisely focused loser power than
most other models, resutting in improved tracking and less chance of drop-outs when dust or
smudges are encountered on aCD

ABSENCE Of PHASE ERROR
One of the important tests applied to determine the eflectrveness of digital-to-analog
translation circuitry is the reproduction of a
square wave

LOGICAL
How logical it is for aphysicist dedicated
to delivering music with maximum dynamic
impact to offer astate-of -the-art CD player
Anyone who ever wondered why Carver makes
amplifiers capable of delwenng hundreds of
wattsof power needwonderno longer afterthey
have heard the Carver Compact Disc Player as
asound source
There are dozens of models of compact
disc pnyersnowomilabie,manyof them demon
strafing little regard for the finer points of digital playback technology Bob Carver was in no
hurry He wanted to do digital right .
And he did
The state of the art has advanced consid erably since the first players appeared several
years ago The Carver Compact Disc Plover
makes use of the latest triple loser beam :
ups, sophisticated oversom piing digital

nal is passed through astet register which
delays the samples so that the weighted average of alarge number of signals is generated
Through ocomplicated process, frequency
bonds are suppressed between 20kHz and
160kHz, eliminating harmonic distortion problems early on before the complicated DA 16
bit translation
The same oversampfing process also distributes the same amount of noise over twice
os wide afrequency range, resulting nhalf as
much noise in the final signal Then after translation to analog the signal is once again filtered for agentle roll-off above 2014-1z This
yields amarvelously natural musical sound to
the final output

,tdri 1.,••••

owriallo

DIGITAL ALTERING
Along with apotentially audible signal
ranging up to 20141z there are endless Ilf luyes
of the signal at 40kHz 80kHz and 160kHz
While they ore above the ronge of human
hearing, they must be removed from the signal
to prevent harmonic problems which could turn
into audible distortion Earlier CD models
placed on anti-imaging filter after the digital.
analog convener stage Carver uses DIGITAL filtering ahead of the D'A converter through a
process called mulhple oversampling The sig-

KI111_

Corporation, PO Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 9801

'Reproduction oía IkHz digitally generated signal uus as close to atrue square
mire as lhave ever seen from aCl) player
that used digital filtering. alie Carver
Digital Disc Played shouts avirtual absence ofphase error."
At
MAGAZINE

when compared with the amount of L-R signal
found on the corresponding analog disc

A
A

toittrl,
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mr) the LI Iwrslon
dern.a.,1
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A. SquoteursetepmductionlkHz
B Pm-to ephase tat signal(200Hz and
2kItz)Mth Digital Time Lance.

PLUS THE DIGITAL TIME LENS
On top of this unemng ability to produce
natural, real-sounding music from the CDS
cbgital bits, the Carver Compact Disc Player has
the remarkable Digital Trme Lens circuit to insure /Our listening enjoyment.
The Carver Compact Disc Player Éthe
worlds only compact disc player to address
the problem of the bright, hot, harsh sounding
midrange and alock of ambience and spatial
detail characteristic of the majority of compact discs currently available.
When Bob Carver obtained his first compact disc player, he was surprised at the sound
derived from most of the compact discs he purchased The three-dimensional musical perspectrye which his analog system provided in
lush abundance on phono discs evaporated
into allot, bnttle wasteland After extensive
testing Bob uncovered two fundamental flaws
in almost all compact discs 1) An unpleasant
harsh spectral energy balance. The overall
octave-to-octave energy balance was shifted
on the CD towards more midrange above
4001-17; 2) The amount of L-R signal (which
carries the spacial detail of the music) on the
CD was Inexoitcabhr but substantially reduced

c.

Carvers circuitry corrects the ratio of 1R
to L+R by performing one extra, but important mathematical operation on the signal
stream that all other CD players foil to perform
This final operation makes all the difference
The result is anatural sound with rnore of
the three-dimensional information that places
us in the same space with performers You won't
need the Digital Time Lens on all CDs But it is
there when you need it
In the beginning. Carver hoped, indeed he
expected, that once recording artists and engineers became more expenenced with CD technology fewer and fewer CDs would require the
Digital Time Lens But both laboratory and listening tests reveal that the great majority of
even the most recently released CDs benefits
significantly from the Digital Time Lens

EASY TO USE
Ease of operation is ahallmark of Corer
components and the Carver Compact Disc
Player is noexception. Asubtle but easy-to-read
LCD display nol only shows selection number,
elapsed titre and total time of the CD, but also
"talks" to the user Turn on the Carver Compact
Disc Player and the display asks for adisc When
the disc tray is open, the display reminds you
with an OPEN readout When aCD has completed playing the multi-function display
reeds END

With the Carver Compact Disc Player's
Programmable Random Access Playback Setern, track search and programming of different selections rs asnap, os eautomatic repeat
oto previous selection or an enhre CD. For classical music lovers, the Carver Compact Disc
Player has compete indexing capabilities as
The large, easy-to-use feather-touch controls include pause, fast forward and reverse.
You can even monitor music at high speed to
find ocertain patron of aselection
We know you really enjoy music so, you
owe it to yourself to begin your digital experience with the only full feature CD player that
has the Carver touch The only CD player that
can actually improve on what is already the best
playback medium ever offered
Audition the Carver Compact Disc Player
with Digital Timelensat yourCanuer Dealer
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IF YOU ALREADY HAVE ACD PLAYER
Ry buying aCl) Player you made a
commitment to vastly impniv your sound
sourcvtnow uou can at, the short extra step
that lets digfial realize its true potential
lliat step is the CiRrER Digital lime
LOIS. Simply oinned it hetinyn your CD
player and your pnvmplifier or Meeitvr
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shapes of objects. We are, in essence, creat-

with my observations. Ihave never before

ing unwitting aural abstractions or carica-

read aconfession such as the one you pub-

tures, instead of attempting to recreate the

lished. And it is a confession. You con-

original shape of the sound.
If Gordon is right—and Ithink he is—is
not this the area urgently in need of investigation? Could he not begin by giving us a
generalized graph of what aspeaker's high

fessed that you cheated, just as Ihave been
cheating. Flat response is not only atradition, it is areligion.
Your article brought fresh air into my
listening room. Bless you, J. Gordon Holt.

end should be like?

Robert J. Ballard

Ihave tried rolling-off aspeaker's top,

Johnson City. TN

and for the first time Ifeel Iam beginning
to recreate the live musical experience.
Please, please follow up on this.

Off Days?
Editor:

Kenneth La Fleur

Idisagree with DAS's review of the Mag-

Hingham, MA

num FT-101 tuner. Ihad opportunity to au-

Most "high-quality" loudspeakers Ihave
tried equalizing seem to do best with a
gentle mlloff starting at around 2kHz (-1
dB), with about 4 dB of loss at 10 kHz,
then flattening out again. (This can be accomplished between the preamp and power
amps, ria two resistors and acapacitor per
channel.)

DIY
Editor:
Like many other stereophiles, Iam a
DIY. All of my electronics and speakers
are home-brewed, and, while Ihaven't yet
figured out how to make my own phono
cartridges and turntables, Iam working on
them.

dition the Magnum in my home several
months ago, and found it audibly inferior
to my Technics ST-S6 and Dynaco FM-5
tuners. Ihave aroof antenna, and can pick
up stations in Seattle 25 miles away. The
Magnum is noisy.
Neither do Iagree that the Magnum "runs
very cool." The unit Iauditioned ran warm,
though nothing to worry about. Although
your reviewer pointed out that the FT-101
is an analog tuner, he should have stressed
that one has to manually tune each station
—a feature that many users may find unacceptable. Ihave to question your reviewer's
competence when he writes that the Magnum "is recommended without reservation." Iguess we all have our off days.
TerryJang
Vancouver, BC Canada

Ihave worked diligently to obtain flat response from my speakers, with remarkably
good success. With careful trimming of the
latest design Ican get 30-20,000 Hz response, +/-2 dB—but when Ido, it sounds
awful: screechy and irritating. It may measure flat, but it sure doesn't sound that way.
Ialways end up setting the system by ear,
because only then am Ihappy with the
sound. But as an engineer. Iam frustrated
by the fact that Ihave been blaming myself
for apparently having used the wrong
measuring techniques for setting flat response. Now akindred soul in the person
of J. Gordon Holt comes along and says
that what Ihear is really true.
Bless you! Now Iknow Iam not alone
4 A D0-11-lburelkr
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Blowing Our Horn
Editor:
Ienjoy your magazine very much, but
your comments and articles sometimes tantalize me. For instance, your subtle allusions to horn loudspeakers.
Ihappen to be one of the very rare audiophiles who takes horns seriously. What
has happened to horns in the underground
(non-Stereo Review) world? When you
reviewed the Lensic movie theater system,
there seemed to be magic happening despite the lousy frequency response. In the
most recent issue, you suggest that frequency response isn't everything, and that perhaps it ought to be dropped as amajor sig-
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The Reviewers' Choice...

is now even better
1411114;

The Premier H S-12 Headshell
• will give you adramatic upgrade in
performance in four important ways:
The solid magnesium body provides unparalleled rigidity with
moderate mass. The linear crystal/oxide-free copper cartridge lead
wires allow clearest signal transfer. The azimuth adjustability allows
perfect cartridge azimuth alignment. The double lock pins
improve torsional stability.

The Premier VTA-16 Adjustable Base
allows MMT owners to easily adjust VTA
without compromising rigidity, even while the
record is playing. Retro -fits all Premier MMT
arms and all tonearms with a 16mm arm post.

The PIB-1 Universal Interlace Box
provides an optimum electrical
mechnical link between any tone arm
and the outside world. Use the
connecting cable of your choice.

~Mho
P. 0. Box 5046
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PREMIER By SUMIKO

94705

41543414500

nificator of quality! Is this areflection of

systems are multiamp horn-based systems.

your previous horn exposure?

The three major horn and driver manufacturers catering exclusively to the hi-fi mar-

Some years ago Paul Messenger, in his
"Subjective Soundings" column in Hi -Fi
News and Record Review, described in detail his experiences with aJapanese horn
system. He reported that it had simply the
best sound he had ever heard! (This from
an Englishman, no less.) It was athree-way

ket are Onken, Goto (or Gotto), and YL or
YSL (they apparently tried unsuccessfully
to sell their products in this country many
years ago; Ifound ads in old Audio
magazines).
Altec, JBL, Klipsch, and Tannoy are still

multiamped system using highly modified
Quad tube amplifiers and preamplifiers, a

very popular in Japan. There is also amar-

99-dB-sensitive 15" Altec Lansing 4I6A

channel) custom triode tube amps to serve

ket for small, low powered (5-15 watts per

woofer (20-500 Hz), asand-filled wooden

as midrange or tweeter amps in highly effi-

horn midrange employing asophisticated

cient horn systems!

compression driver made by Onken

What Ifind amazing about the American

(500-7,000 Hz), and an Onken tweeter (7
kHz on up). In particular, PM noticed no

and British hi-fi scene is that they both do
an extraordinary job of covering them-

obvious "horn sound." Since then, he has

selves and each other, but neither wanders

talked about horns, notably Lowther and

much outside the English-speaking realm,
except for cartridges and tonearms.

Tannoy, continuing to elaborate on the advantages of horn sound: ease of handling
dynamics, etc.
Following up on Paul Messenger's article,

nores horns, multiamping, and such small,

Iresearched the Japanese hi-fi scene to the

high-quality amps as the old Pioneer M22

limited extent possible. Here's what Ifound:
Most of the serious Japanese audiophile

Ithink it would be safe to say that the
American underground press largely ig-

class A, the Sony TAN86 class A, and
souped-up Dyna Stereo 35s and 70s, etc.

UNCOMPROMISING...

COHERENCE ONE
PREAMPLIFIER

350W MONO AMP

loow STEREO
ROWLAND ti>RESEARCH

20 MOUNTVIEVV LANE, UNIT C
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80907
(303) 528-8388

MODEL 7$3250
MODEL 5$2750

COHERENCE
ONE $2800
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One of the World's Finest Moving Coil
Cartridges, just Happens to be
aMonster.

Introducing the New
Alpha 2- moving coil
cartridge from Monster
Cable.'
We borrowed alittle knowledge about electromagnetic
field behavior from our cable
designs and combined it with
the incredible tracking, ultra low
distortion "Micro Ridge" stylus. Then we attatched it to an
exremely hard, rigid, yet very
quick, hollow-tube sapphire cantilever. Finally, we tuned the
suspension and samarium cobalt
magnetic assembly with sophisticated new measuring techniques and countless hours of
late night listening.
'Thin Alpha Two ha sbeen awarded Internatenal
Aude Pesew's esteemed Cle.s la razing. the
lanlYturin due to has e
turd rirai Mr**

It worked.
the Alpha
Two is acartridge transducer
that surpasses our greatest expectations, reproducing
recordings like no other cartridge has ever done before.
Listening to your records
all over again.
You'll be hearing things on
your favorite recordings that
you've never heard before. A
natural instrument presentation.
with extreme clarity and focus.
placed across asoundstage with
exacting precision.., yet never
harsh, bright or fatiguing.
Monster Cable Products. Me.
liii Townsrud. Sari France:lb. CA 91107
115 777 1355 Telex: 470594 NICSVI'l

The world's "other" fine
moving coil cartridge.
Its little brother. the Alpha
One, has established itself as the
leader in anew generation of
moving coil designs. It employs
many of the same features as
the Alpha 2... at amore modest
cost. Audition both of these fine
cartridges at your Monster
Cable Alpha Dealer.
They'll turn your sound system into aMonster.

2.
11101151111—CMW

The Monster Speaks:
Analog or Digital?
The latest generation of moving coil cartridges like the Alpha Series clearly
demonstrates that the best sound comes from an analog disc. When
comparing acompact disc to an analog record one needs to consider the
cartridge used. You'll find analog to be superior. We invite all music
listeners to do the Alpha 2 vs. CD comparison.
It's an eye opening experience!
Tips on Getting the Best Possible Sound.
Pay careful attention to cartridge set up. Always load the cartridge as close to
the manufacturers spec as possible (80-100 ohms for the Alphas), not 47K!
Use aheadamp of the best possible quality (our Alpha Plus is really
excellent). And amazingly enough, we've found that most high gain
preamplifiers sound better with agood headamp in front of them!
1invite you to send me your comments. Good listening!
Noel Lee
Head Monster

Iwould like to propose the following
change of direction:

10 (available as reprints of Volume 1and
Volume 2, $25 each.

Choose one classic horn loudspeaker
(Altec A7, Tannoy, or whatever) to include
as a known standard in all amplifier and
loudspeaker reviews. This would allow a
headphone-like examination of an amplifier's capability at very low levels. In the case

What aDawggsp)
Editor:
Ijust received my copy of Volume 8, No.
4, and was quite impressed by the cover.
Many times my own dog walks into my

of loudspeakers, you would have adynamic

listening room and looks at me as if to say

standard to answer many important questions—e.g., How easily can current mini-

that he's worried about his master's vice!

monitors handle crescendos?
Second, just as you have aBritish voice

That cover should be made available as a
poster. If you do so, consider this letter an
order for one.

on the scene (Mr. Alvin Gold), should there

While impressed with the cover, Imust

not be aJapanese voice as well, to describe

bring up the fact that this particular issue
had more typos than any other Ihave read
in the year-and-a-half I've been reading

the ultra high end from their point of view?
Third, how about testing some of the
large super speaker systems of the past, using current, state-of-the-art electronics?

Stereophile. Sam Tellig's article on the

Let me emphasize that I'm not simply
pro-horn or pro-Japanese. Imerely ques-

prising to find out that the QED cable that

tion the intellectual rigor of your subjective
analysis when you and your industry col-

does the Target turntable shelf. Apparently.
the Audio Cheapskate is too cheap to hire a
proofreader!

leagues seem to exclude avery large area

Quads was especially bad. It was quite surSam mentions costs $000, as seemingly

from your collective purview. The Japanese

By the way, Iwas with some disdain that

approach is so totally different that it
should have been an ongoing subject of dis-

I noticed that the Audio Cheapskate
column has moved to the front of the

cussion in all of the major magazines; I

magazine. For some inexplicable reason, it

have read not asingle reference to it.

seems more appropriate to me to keep it in

Many millennia ago, you reviewed the
classic Altec A7 loudspeaker. Iwould dearly
love acopy of that review!
Alexander Davenport
Albuquerque, NM

the back. This is no reflection on Sam's
ability as awriter—his column is one of
my favorites—but Ifeel that all cheapskates should be relegated to the back, as
this is where the cheap seats are.

The U.S. audio "underground" has been

But seriously, keep up the good work
and keep giving us covers like the one you

so nasty to horn loudspeakers for so long

gave us this month.

that its' almost impossible to find amanu-

Michael Povman

facturer who will loan us a pair for review We're still trying.

We're sorry Vol. 8, No. 4was so filled with

Brighton, MA

tems, and have no contacts in Japan; any

typos, especially because we had just instituted our proof-reading program! The

volunteers among our readers. Japanese
speaker systems in general have not done

failure to follow up. The QED DIN-to-DIN

well in these pages.

lncon P8 cable costs S45; the Target turn-

We haven't heard anyJapanese horn sts-

$000 wasn't actually a typo, but rather a

Your suggestion that we use astandard

table shelf costs $89; finally, the spiking

horn loudspeakerfor all speaker reviews is

conversion kit available front May Audio

impractical; our speaker reviewers don't

Marketing costs $30.

share my tolerance for horns.
The Altec
was reviewed in two

in question is named Ralph, and resides at

Quickies in Vol. 1No. 12 and in Vol. 2No.

the Publisher's home.
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We'll tri ,to get out adog poster; the dog
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Price is no object.

One look at these exquisite audio components will tell you we spared no expense
building them. But one look at their price tags
will confirm the fact these audiophile-quality
components are realistically priced.
Consider the B-2X Power Amplifier,
the accurate and musically powerful foundation of this tria You get 170 watts of Class
A power RMS per channel, both channels
driven into 8ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz at no
more than 0.002% total harmonic distortion. But without the size and heat problems

conventionally designed Class Aamps give you.
Internally, the B-2X shows engineering taken to extremes. Massive power supply
capacitors (488,000uF total) handle awide
current output range. So low impedance
loads, whether resistive or capacitive, are
handled with ease (625 watts/ch. dynamic
into 2ohms). And atwin monaural configuration makes the B-2X beautifully transparent and dynamic.

The C-2X Preamplifier is adelight to
hear. Or, rather, to not hear. The internal components were selected to meet the tightest
tolerances. And every section of the circuitry
is isolated and specially shielded to virtually
eliminate noise, distortion and crosstalk.
A dual-transformer power supply

provides completely independent power for
input and output. All this attention to detail
results in apreamplifier whose pinpoint
image placement, dynamic contrasts and
soundstage come alive on adead silent canvas.

Suggested retail price is $1,500.

Suggested retail price is $1,300.

111~2181111101111101
••••0•••

And finally, the T-2X Tuner, with its
computer-controlled five-digit servo tuning
system. So you can enjoy broadcast reception accuracy to within one hundredth of a
MHz (or 1kHz) to deliver the renowned
Yamaha natural sound. Even on stations
that were previously unlistenable because
of poor sonic performance. And for sheer
pleasure and convenience, you'll have
10-station random access tuning with

Wenlea

multi-status station memory operations.

Suggested retail price is $600.
The Yamaha Audiophile Series' components are
only available at select Yamaha dealers. For more informa.
t
ion and the name of your nearest Audiophile Series
dealer. write: Yamaha Electronics Corporation, P.O. Box
6660, Buena Park. CA 90622.

YAMAHA'

A New Reference

The sole value of an audio system lies in
its ability to evoke emotional pleasure
through the accurate reproduction of a
musical event. Holding to this philosophy
is essential, for if other values interfere,
performance and enjoyment will be
compromised.
Products recognized for their ability to
reproduce music and to advance our perception of high fidelity emerge from unique
companies. Within such acompany the
personal philosophies of those involved in
the design, and the working environment
in which they function, directly contribute
to the results achieved. The community of
individuals dedicated to the production of
Mark Levinson components has established an unequalled tradition of
excellence and accomplishment, while
accepting the responsibility for refining the
state of the art in music reproduction
within the boundaries technology and
imagination allow.
The design of products to serve as areference is an essential element of our vision
and they are conceived as ultimate statements of our craft while serving as a
benchmark for future designs. To further
define areference product, its presence in
asystem yields alevel of performance
which is unachievable through the use of
any other comparable component.
The ML-2 Power Amplifier set new standards for music reproduction when it was
introduced in 1977. The No. 20 Monaural
Reference Amplifier establishes an even
higher standard which surpasses the ML2in all subjective as well as quantifiable
parameters. The No. 20 shares the classic
exterior architecture of its predecessor
while incorporating atotally new generation of topology for all stages. The design
is executed with singular attention to detail
and incorporates every element that has
the capability to contribute to sonic
performance.

The No. 20 is designed to significantly
advance current concepts of sonic performance and audio technology. The power
supply of the No. 20 is the most sophisticated design ever used in an audio
amplifier. Within each mono chassis the
plus and minus rails use completely separate components. Individual transformers,
rectifiers and filter capacitors eliminate
any modulation of one rail by the other so
that the last nuance of detail is not masked
by the amplification process.
These already remarkably pure supply
rails are further conditioned by electronic
regulation. This is standard practice in
premium preamplifiers, but remains ararity in power amplifier design due to its
additional complexity and high cost. The
use of individual and non-interactive electronic regulation circuits in the No. 20
results in musical reproduction of unprecedented purity and control.
The No. 20 introduces new audio circuitry
for all active gain stages. These gain
stages utilize careful selection and matching of components assembled in modules
to provide even more accurate matching
of performance characteristics. Gas-tight,
gold-plated pins are used for all modular
connections eliminating the need for any
wire in the signal path. The No. 20 is built
to easily accommodate the most demanding applications, but is also completely
protected against accidental abuse by
innovative circuits that never compromise
its sonic performance.
The No. 20 Monaural Reference Amplifier
is rated at 100 watts at 8ohms, 200 watts
at 4ohms and 400 watts at 2ohms continuous sine wave power, from 20Hz to
20kHz with no more than 0.4% THD or
IMD (SMPTE method).
In the final analysis, the sense of harmony
between the artistic and the technical is
the No. 20's greatest strength and the reason why it establishes anew reference.
All Mark Levinson products are handcrafted in limited quantities to ensure their
high standards and are available through
authorized representatives.

ue_vinson
Madrigal Ltd., PO 80> 781. Moj,j
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The evolution continues...
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The new NQ 20
Monaural Reference Amplifier
introduced February 1986

RECORD

CLEANING

hrP_r ÉCTED
Have you ever listened to atruly clean record? If so.
you know the musical results can be intoxicating But.
if you aren't familiar with Nitty Gritty Record Care
Products, your answer would have to be.

No

The

fact is, if you're not cleaning your records on a Nitty
Gritty, your records are still dirty ,
Dust, grease, and static electricity contaminate your
records Record brushes and their related ointments
do little to change this

Microscopic examination

reveals the garbage left behind by these hand held
cleaners This garbage is preventing you from hearing
as much as 30% of the music And it's ruining your
records and stylus prematurely
Nitty Gritty record cleaners employ a unique
cleaning fluid, deep scrubbing action, and a powerful
vacuum that totally purifies the record's grooves The
results of a Nifty Gritty cleaning is the elimination of
dust, grease, and static electricity And much more
musical enloyment
Your local Nifty Gritty dealer would be happy to
demonstrate these results, Call or wnte for information
and a list of dealers,

Awarded "Product of the Year" in 1984 by AUDIO VIDEO
INTERNATIONAL.
Selected for the

- Design

and Engineering Exhibit" at

the Consumer Electronics Show in June 1985
Recommended by
STEREO REVIEW -"

Nifty Gritty Is a very effective record

cleaning system It performed much better than one of the most
highly regarded manual systems in a direct comparison"
AUDIO

MAGAZINE

- "(Nifty

Gritty)

yeilded

massive

improvements in noise and musical detail over the best hand
brushes
"
STEREOPHILE - "
these record cleaners effect a major
sonic improvement, even on new records
they literally clean
up the highs, improve tracking, yield better air and imaging and
extend record life You will be amazed

"

AUDIO AMATEUR -"This is the first time Ihave felt that thave
record care under control"
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW - "INItty Gritty) made
previously dirty records sound like heaven

"

SENSIBLE SOUND- "Thanks to Nifty Gritty, there is now no
reason for any music lover to deprive themselves of the best
possible sound their record collection can provide SON HI Fl -"The Nifty Gritty is, in conclusion, the best audio
component this decade has produced"
Major manufacturers of compact disc players now recommend that CD's be cleaned for best results The reason for this
is simple

any obstruction of the player's light beam will cause a reading error

The new Nifty Gritty CD CLEANER is the first motorized CD cleaner to use bi-directional, asymmetrically pitched
rotation

It's faster, easier to use, and more thorough than any other CD cleaner

But, that's not all Nitty Gritty PURE CD is the first CD cleaning fluid that restores tiny surface scratches and even
protects against future surface damage while it cleans and destats Your CD's will love Nifty Gritty lust as much as
your records
NITTY GRITTY,

4650 ARROW HIGHWAY *F4, MONTCLAIR, CALIFORNIA 91763

(714) 625-5525
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STEREOPHONIC
STEREOPHONIC
SOUND

What it is and isn't; Where it comes from
George M. Graves II
Stereophonic: adj., from the Greek stereos, meaning solid (having three dimensions),
and pbonis, pertaining to sound.

S

olid, three-dimensional sound; that is

what it means, but if most of us went

Movies were the first place stereo was
used publicly, and perversion of the word's

through our record, tape, or CD collections,

moaning started almost immediately. The

we would find damn few recordings that fit

movies were in the worst of economic dol-

the definition. Sure, almost all of them say

drums: television, the new kid on the block,

"Stereo" on the cover (nobody buys mono

was killing them. To counter TV, the motion

recordings any more if they can help it),

picture industry tried various "gimmicks"
(such as 3D) to lure the pub.ac back to the

but it's aperversion of the truth—not to
mention the language—that allows most of
the recorded product we buy to be called
stereo.

theater. One of the more successful gimmicks was the total sense of involvement
imparted by wide screen movies; systems

Most people associate stereo with the

like Cinerama and Cinemascope caught on

number two; stereo sound has two chan-

big. To heighten the sense of realism, most
of these wide screen techniques incorp-

nels, two amplifiers, two speakers. Stereo
photography uses two pictures, the cameras
have two lenses. Stereophonic sound uses

orated multi-channel sound for dialogue,
sound effects, and music. When an actor

two channels because that ss the minimum

walked across the wide screen, his voice

number of channels needed to reproduce
sounds from more than one direction. In a

could go with him.

properly produced recording, it is possible
to do this with almost uncanny precision.
If that is true, why are there so few real

The studios dubbed the multi-channel
sound "Stereophonic," presumably because at least two speakers were used. In
the strict sense of the word it wasn't stereo:

stereo recordings? To answer that, we must

most of it was mono, with "panning" used

backtrack afew years to the early days of

to position sounds where they belonged on

stereo, the mid- '50's.

the screen. Even the music for such Cinema-

Stereophile
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scope blockbusters as The Robe (1953) was

having to unlearn some twenty years of au-

recorded using multiple monophonic mike

dio debauchery. It won't be easy; the con-

pickups, then mixed down to two chan-

veniences of multi-miking are very real

nels. In the public's mind, the meaning of

when confronted with the true difficulty

stereo was confused from the start.

of making good, simply -miked recordings.

We audiophiles look down our noses at
such large record companies as RCA,

It takes more than just going to two microphones to make arecording work, and the

Columbia, and DGG, because they do all
their recordings just as the '50s movies did

ones with the experience.

small labels like Telarc and Delos are the

stereo. We tend to forget those companies
weren't always bad; the early stereo recordings on those very labels are among the few
"real stereo" recordings ever made. In the
'50s, nobody in the classical music record-

Why We Hear What We
Hear—When What We Hear
Is Stereo

ing field had yet discovered multi-miking.

With our two ears, and the incredible data
processor that connects them (the brain),

Stereo was new, and, since the only commercial outlet for these recordings was

precision the source of a sound in a

open-reel tape (stereo cassettes and records
were still several years in the future), record companies didn't spend alot of money
on equipment to make them. In most cases,

it is possible to pinpoint with remarkable
360-degree spherical space, and even to estimate with some accuracy the size and texture of the sound source.

these early stereo recordings were made

Our two ears are about seven inches
apart, separated by the head, which serves

using only two, or at most three, microphones. These were fed directly into an

as both abaffle to isolate one ear from the
other, and as a "wave guide" to give the

early Ampex or Magnecord two-track tape

brain clues to asound's directionality.

recorder, and most of the time were made
in parallel with the standard mono version.

The brain uses arelatively simple pair of
clues to locate the origin of asound: phase

(The third mike was for mono-playback
compatibility.)

one ear than the other) and amplitude

It really wasn't until the '60s, when record producers started to rely on multimicrophone recording techniques to give

differences (for sounds that are closer to
differences (the head casts an acoustical
"shadow," attenuating the volume of
sounds reaching the ear farthest from the

them more control over the "finished

source). Frequency cues tell us more about

product," that we saw a decline in the
number of true stereo recordings. Most

the sound than about its direction. A large

recordings made during the '60s and '70s
were so ineptly produced as to be laughable. And, unfortunately, the major labels

the size and texture of the object making
object produces low frequencies, asmall
object high frequencies; a soft object
sounds dull rather than brittle; and so on.

had all the big name talent. To hear Eugene

The brain's processing ability allows us

Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra,

to "focus" our hearing on one instrument

one had to buy Columbia (or later—ugh—

within the complex fabric of orchestral

RCA, or even later still, Angel). Only lately

sound, by comparing the neural impulses
from both ears and partially blocking out
the unwanted ones. (Try this with afinger

have afew small labels like Telarc catered to
the audiophile's thirst for decently-miked
recordings.
The Compact Disc may be changing all
that. Because CD obscures detail so much
less than most analog reproduction, even
the mass hi-fi magazines have condemned
the "traditional" multi-miking and treble
hyping of the major labels, which are now

34

in one ear!) Of course, watching the instrument you wish to hear helps in blocking
out the others, but it has been found that
sightless people can do it too, often better
than the sighted.) Without the brain's enormous processing power, the ears would be
no more than apair of barometers dangling

Stereophile

Music Interface Technologies
In 1981. Bruce Brisson created the first computer
model that predictably optimized audio signal
carrying cables to be linear in both the amplitude
and phase domains. To optimize his cables to be
free of these distortions. Bruce Brisson invented
and pioneered atechnology dedicated to audiothe use of multigauged conductors. Optimized on

his computer. this technology assures that cables
passing complex audio signals will be free of
these distortions. From his computer have come
more "Class A" cables than any other designer.
These noteworthy products include Interlink Reference' 0 .Powerline ."2. Spectral MH-750' and
Ml-500"

MIT products are also designed with this computer model by Bruce Brisson. They are
linear in both the amplitude versus frequency and frequency versus time domains and
thus neutral in any system. MIT products were designed to reveal the full potential of the
best audio systems, not to equalize shortcomings.

MIT MH-750 Music Hose critically acclaimed for its neutrality, clarity,
dimensionality, frequency response, and dynamic range.
MIT MI-330 interconnect designed to equal MH-750 in performance.
Computer designed to be the most linear interconnect ever produced.
MIT MH-650 moderately priced Music Hose with the balance and clarity
unique to Bruce Brisson's products.
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Sales and Marketing:
Research and Development:
Transparent Audio Marketing
Music Interface Technologies
PO. Box 117, Rt. 202
3037 Grass Valley Highway, Ste. 8212
Hollis, ME 04042
Auburn, CA 95603
(207) 929-4553
(916) 888 -0395

Interlink Reference' and Powenine"" 2are registered tradenames of MonsterCable' Products. Inc San Francisco. CA
94107
Spectral Mli•750'. and MI-500' . are registered iradenarnes of Spectral Audio Associates, Sunnyvale. CA 94089

Transparent Audio Marketing Introduces
The Van Den Hul
MC-10
A J Van Den Hul has had much to contribute to
moving-coil cartridges There have been numerous cartridges that have employed his stylus
designs Van Den Huis modifications to the EMTFranz cartridge have resulted in new reference
standards for moving-coil cartridge performance
There will no doubt be other cartridges that will
benefit from Van Den Huis approach to stylus
design but the Van Den Hui' MC-10 is the only
cartridge that Van Den Hul has created from the
inside out

The MC-10 is the result of Mr Van Den Huis
years of experience and research with every
aspect of moving-coil cartridge design The Van
Den Hul' MC-I0 is entirely proprietary it employs
his own generator. suspension cantilever and
Stylus
The Van Den Hui' MC-10 is now available It is
the moving-coil cartridge for those who are disCrImInating enough to wait for digital to get better
The Van Den Hut - MC-10 is distributed solely by
Transparent Audio Marketing Inc

Write or call to find oat what Cst , gu ,shes the Van Den Hut
cartridges

MC •10 t.t
oro all other moving-coil

TRANSPARENT AUDIO MARKETING, INC.
Box 117. Rt 202 Hollis, ME 04042 (207) 929-4553
Also Distributing

—Audio Interfaces that Faithfully Reveal the Source —
Electrocompaniet •MIT •Prisma •Respons • VDH • MC -1B • EMT
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from the head. They would respond to
sound without telling us much about it.
When we listen to arecording, we listen
through aset of "surrogate ears" (the micro-

zero decibels, to represent the maximum
sensitivity of the microphone. Inside the
circle are concentric lines, each marked as
aminus-decibel value.

phones) placed at the performance site in

If amicrophone is equally responsive to

our stead. We must rely upon the amplitude

sounds arriving from all directions, it will

and phase characteristics supplied by those

produce full output (0 dB) for sounds arriv-

"ears," and on the phase and amplitude

ing from all directions. A plot of its polar

integrity of the recording process, to deliver

pattern will merely follow the circumfer-

areasonable facsimile of that performance.

ence of the circle all the way around, at

Fortunately, the recording process seems to

zero dB attenuation. Thus the polar re-

be fairly accurate at preserving this information, although it varies with the type of
recording (digital or analog), brand of recorder, and storage medium. The biggest
problems lie in the microphones: how they
are used, where placed with respect to the
sound source, and how many used are the
major factors in determining how good a
job microphones do at "hearing" aperfor-

900

90*

mance for us.
There are as many ways to mike amusical performance as there are musical performances to mike; this article is not intended as a primer on microphone technique, which would require an entire
book.' But since some of what Iwill be dis-

180°

cussing later on requires an understanding
of microphone pickup patterns. Iwill di-

Figure 1

gress for amoment to explain them.
Microphone Pickup Patterns

Omnidirectional microphone
sponse, when viewed from the side of the
mike (as shown), will be acircle. And since

The most important difference between
microphones is their pickup pattern, also
known as the polar pattern.
The polar pattern is a graph showing
how the microphone responds to sounds

it would be uniform when viewed from in
front of the mike, we may define the mike's
pattern as asphere. A microphone having a
spherical pattern is called an omnidirectional mike.

reaching it from different directions. The

The second basic pattern type is unidir-

graph itself is acircle with the microphone

ectional, which means the mike is most

at the center, its front aiming at the top of

sensitive to sounds arriving from in front,

the circle (Figure I). The top is marked zero

and least so from the rear. The most com-

degrees, and represents a sound arriving

mon variety of unidirectional mike has a

perpendicular to the microphone's diaph-

heart-shaped pattern (Figure 2), and is

ragm; that is, on-axis.

called acardioid mike. The classic cardioid

The circumference of the circle is marked

pattern is 6dB down in output at the sides
(90 °off-axis) and up to 25 dB down at the

IIf you are aseeker of justice. Irecommend The
phone Handbook hy John Eargle Available from Mar Publishing (1120 Old Country Road. Plainview. NY 11803) for
about $30. this is an invaluable guide for anyone doing
recording or sound reinforcement, or who just wants to
learn about microphones.
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rear.
The third basic pattern, inherent to microphones using ribbon transducers instead of
diaphragms, is the figure-8, or bidirection-

Stereophile

al. This has full sensitivity at front and
back, and minimum sensitivity at the sides
(Figure 3). Note, however, that the polarity of the bidirectional microphone's output
is reversed between front and back.
It should be clear from the foregoing that
the volume with which an omnidirectional
microphone picks up amusical instrument
will depend on one thing only: its distance
from that instrument. With other patterns,
both distance and direction affect the sensitivity of the mike. These are the factors
which influence the ability of astereo mike
setup to capture the amplitude and phase
relationships that yield an accurate stereo
image.

Figure 2
Cardioid microphone

Multi-Miking and Why It Is
Beyond the Pale
The rationale for using amicrophone for
each instrument or group of like instruments is that it gives the producer ultimate
control over the sound of his product. If
"product" does not seem like the appropriate word here, that's only because you
don't understand the Marketing Mentality.
The producer maintains control by
recording each instrument separately, taping them all a 48-track recorder. Never
mind the instrumental balance or overall

Stereophile

Figure 3
Bidirectional microphone
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It has been said that the history of the progress of man is the ability to do more with
less—Perreaux of New Zealand concurs
wholeheartedly.
In the world of audio components,
Perreaux does more than anyone else,
with far less. In fact, Perreaux accomplishes more because it uses less.
The "less" that comes between you and
the original music signal, the more it
sounds like the original music. In audio,
this concept is known as "straight wire
with gain". The ideal amplifier would have
no parts other than awire between the
source and the speakers. Perreaux
comes closer to this ideal than any other
audio component ever created. The renowned British magazine HI Fl FOR
PLEASURE says: "There is little more
that tcan add about the 'sound' of the
Perreaux as it can't really be said to contribute any particular character of its own
to the musical performance—it is as innocent acomponent as Ihave ever been

privileged to hear."
Perreaux circuits are so simple that a
single integrated circuit chip usually
contains more circuitry than aPerreaux
component. No integrated chips or trick
circuits are used by Perreaux. Each
circuit has been refined over and over
again until it accomplishes its task with the
shortest circuit path and the fewest parts.
Perreaux simply designs the most refined
audio components in the world.
Other manufacturers use additional parts
to correct for differences in transistors,
Perreaux tests, calibrates and matches
every transistor. Others use additional
parts to block radio interference, Perreaux
plates its circuit board with 24 karat gold,
creating the most conductive ground
plane possible to "absorb" and isolate interference. Others require complex protection circuits to prevent their amplifiers
from self destructing, Perreaux power
amplifiers require no protection circuitry
whatsoever—the stability is inherent in
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the design. While other manufacturers
require additional circuitry to boost the
gain of alow output moving coil phono
cartridge. Perreaux preamplifiers accept
moving coils without any additional preamplifier circuitry.
Perreaux has even created an amplifier
capable of harnessing all the electricity
your power company can supply to your
home—the PMF5150B. Its brute strength
is also derived from elegant simplicity.
Perreaux can deliver more massive power
than any other home amplifier with only
five transistors in the driver stage and
twelve transistors at the output. The filter
capacitors and power transformer can
deliver over 2,000 amps to the circuit.
eliminating the need for dual transformers
which cause severe phase shifts.
Every Perreaux component reflects its internal beauty and simplicity with its external design. Perreaux has no flashing
lights or panels that glow in the dark.
Perreaux has no need to shout its authority.
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Perreaux International
875 MerrIck Ave

Perreaux

516-683-3000

Westbury. NY 11590

"The MG-III is aremarkable
speaker at any price; at $2,200*
it will be arunaway best seller."
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW (USAI
HOTLINE :31, 1984

"With me, it's no4a question of
trying to live wit cut them, rather
than with them.

other words,

I'm 'hooked'."
HI-FI ANSWERS
Jay. 1985

"Here we have a
audiophile spe
HI-FI NEWS AND
JUNE, 1984

"One of the best
Riviera (Con su

markable, true
er."
CORD REVIEW (U K I

Critic's
Choice

unds at the
rElectronics

Show)."
AUDIO MAGAZINE
MAY, 1985

"Especially with

II orchestral

music, the MG-1 really shows its
full potential."
STEREOPLAY (GEdiel ANY)
AUGUST, 1984

"This speaker willibe aClassic:
HIGH FIDELITY (DMARK)
JULY-AUGUST, 191

The Absolute Sc.,Ind

Magazine

SEE REVIEW IN VC., 9 NO 35
AUTUMN 1984

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Magneplanar MG-III

level; just make sure the level of each mike
is high enough to keep it out of the mud,

are used for general pickup, providing
what is essentially purist (and correct) ste-

performance "in the can" as quickly as

reo. The stereo pair are augmented only by
slight "spotlighting" of certain parts of the

possible, and get those expensive musicians out of there! , Play back the tape, and,

orchestra via "accent" mikes. The key to
this approach is restraint—just barely

with the help of the big multi-track con-

cracking open the accent mikes when

sole, set all of the levels to obtain the desired

needed—a trait traditionally cultivated in

balance, use pan pots to place each instruthe multi-track master tape down to the re-

the British. Properly done, this recording
approach gives a very realistic-sounding
recording with genuine depth and spa-

and low enough to avoid overload. Get the

ment laterally across the sound stage, mix
quired two channels, and "sweeten" the

ciousness. (Good examples of this tech-

whole thing with some artificial reverb.

nique are the Vaughan-Williams Sympho-

That's how it's done.

nies with Sir Adrian Boult.)

And we all know how it sounds. First of
all, there is no stereo here. (There may have
been ahigh stereo mike pair for perspective, but it's usually subjugated to the
panned sources.) Only the instruments

True Stereo Recording: The
Handle On the Holy Grail
"Only arank amateur would use true stereo miking on an orchestra," Iwas told one

have been miked, not the space they oc-

day by J. David Saks of RCA's Red Seal (clas-

cupy. The recording is, in effect, multi-

sical) Division. Mr. Saks was answering my
query as to why RCA doesn't use true ste-

channel mono.
Secondly, with each instrument miked
separately, you end up with averitable for-

reo miking any more. He added that he

est of microphones, and spillover of sources

didn't believe stereo miking gave amore
realistic soundstage. He felt that hi-fi

into the wrong mikes becomes aserious

should give you "better than real," and

problem. Isolation baffles are used to re-

averred that the "unique perspective" af-

duce spillover, but they can be of only limited

forded by multi-miking gave the listener

effectiveness. This inter-microphone interference causes phase cancellations and as-

that "something extra." Oh well, what
could you expect from the company which

sociated tonal colorations.
Multi-miked recordings usually have

gave us Dynagroove?
The aim of true stereophonic recording

lateral spread (albeit not beyond the edges

is to capture not just the sounds of musical

of the loudspeakers), but no convincing

instruments, but those sounds in their

depth differentiation. Instruments are frequently in the wrong places or, worse, ap-

original performing space. Remember, ste-

pear in different places during the course

do this requires that the mike pickup cap-

reo means "having three dimensions." To

of the work. Also, there is apeculiar flat-

ture as accurately as possible the complex

ness to instrumental sounds, much like the
sound from mono discs. Multi-miking yields

patterns of phase and amplitude which
comprise the original sounds in the origi-

multi-directional sound, like the early
film sound tracks, but not stereo.

bilities of two human ears. Naturally, this

There are exceptions to this rule. EMI,
for instance, uses amodified multi-mike
technique whereby two high microphones
2 GING has here put his finger on the main reason why
multi-miking is so popular: It's cheap. American orchestra musicians are the most highly paid in the world, and
classical music has never paid its way for any major record
company. It would be nice, though, if they would all decide to stop losing money. Perhaps some of the competent
recording companies could then get acrack at our hest orchestras.

Stereophile

—JGH

nal hall, relative to the positions and capacalls for simplicity.
The most popular stereo miking arrangements used by "purist" professionals are
the A-B and A-B-C approaches. These consist of two (A-B) or three (A-B-C) mikes
lined up, several feet apart, across the front
of the orchestra in what would be best
described as a"spaced array." One mike is
placed on the left side of the stage about
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halfway between the edge of the stage and

from the front. On Telares, you can tell the

the conductor (who is generally dead-

strings are on the left, the woodwinds

center), while the other is placed sym-

more-or-less in the center, and basses at

metrically on the right side of the stage.

the right, but that's because these instru-

The third (C) mike, if any, is located in the

ments are closer to one mike than another.

center behind, and usually above, the conductor.

The omni mikes also explain why Telares

These microphones are generally mounted
on tall stands, or suspended from the ceiling,

so often have excessive reverb; the mikes
don't suppress rear-hall echoes. However,

to get them high in the air. C. Robert ("Bob")
Fine used Telefunken U-47M condenser
microphones in the A-B-C configuration
for almost all of the original Mercury "Living Presence" series of stereo recordings,
and there are those who feel that his orchestra recordings have never been surpassed to this day. (The center mike had
nothing to do with stereo; it was simply to
prevent loss of center information when radio stations broadcast the recordings in
mono.)
At their best, the stereo Mercurys are
without peer in terms of overall balance,
stereo imaging, and natural orchestral
sound, even if the performances do sometimes lack the polish of aBernstein or an
Ormandy. At their worst (usually due to
poor acoustics at the recording site), they
are still better than 95% of the classical
output of RCA, Columbia, and DGG.
Today, Telarc Records professes to use
Mercury's A-B-C microphone setup, but,
although Telares generally sound natural,
they do not image nearly as well as do the
old Mercurys. Why? The main reason
seems to be Telares choice of microphones.
Telarc uses Schoeps' "Colette" mikes with
their omnidirectional capsules, not the
cardioid mikes used by Fine for Mercury.
You cannot use three spaced omnis for
stereo! This is why Telares image poorly.

Figure 4
Single point stereo microphone

The third mike destroys the integrity of
timing cues, and introduces comb-filter ef-

sincclarc is obviously striving for the

fects which add ambiguity to directional

greatest possible ambience and spacious-

information. (Comb filters are, in fact, used
in devices that synthesize stereo from

sold very well, Ican hardly criticize them

mono signal sources.) The detrimental ef-

for something so trivial as rotten imaging. ,

ness, and the company's recordings have

fect of the middle mike is moderate when
all three are unidirectional; it is much

A classic minimal-mike pickup configu-

worse when randomized reverb from the

3The snideness is warranted. Imaging specificity should
be heter-than-real on an audio-only recording, where
our ryes cannot help us to localize asound source. —JGH

rear is picked up as strongly as direct sound
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ration is the coincident XY arrangement, in

tends to equalize the difference between

which two directional microphones are

the front and rear rows of the orchestra,

placed one above the other with their axes

substituting for our ears' built-in ability to

aimed in different frontal directions. Many

compensate for such balance differences.)

microphones incorporate this arrangement

A variant of coincident XY which has be-

in asingle case, and are thus called stereo

come rather popular lately is the MS

or single-point mikes (figure 4). Coincident

("Middle-Side" or "Mono-Stereo," depend-

stereo mikes are designed to pick up only

ing on who you believe) system. Devised

amplitude differences in the direct instru-

during the '30s by a German engineer

mental sounds; they tend to produce ex-

named Lauridsen, MS uses asingle-point

tremely stable imaging, at the expense of

mike combining aforward-firing cardioid

soundstage depth and spaciousness. (Cen-

capsule with a coincident side-firing

terfill is determined by the angle between

figure-8 capsule (Figure 5). Neither of the

the mikes, and can be varied from

outputs from this pair produces aproper

excessive—with center bunching—to in-

stereo signal on their own, but when

adequate.)

properly matrixee produce asuperb ste-

A purist recording setup might consist of

reo signal. And, by varying the matrix

one of these single-point stereo mikes

proportions, it is possible to widen the

hung about 10' above and 15' behind the

pick-up pattern to over 120°, or to narrow

conductor's head. With this microphone

it to dead-mono without physically mov-

aimed to cover the entire ensemble, the

ing either microphone element!

Figure 5
M-S stereo microphone
recording will sound quite like what one

Another popular purist approach (my

might have heard from agood, moderately

personal favorite) is the so-called modified

close, orchestra seat.' (Raising the mikes

XY or semi-coincident method, also called
the ORTF system. Similar to coincident

4 A microphone always tends to make things sound farther away than they would were we to listen from the
microphones position. because the microphone lacks our
cars ability to "zero in on specific sounds. That ability
is impaired when we listen to widely spaced loudspeakers.
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miking in its use of directional microphones, in ORTF the mikes are separate.
5See "Introduction to Surround Sound" in this issue.
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ENIGMA System $2895

DIPOLE BASS?
•Why are so many superb loudspeakers enclosureless?
•Do they have an advantage in midrange-treble clarity and accuracy?
•Is it really impossible to obtain deep bass without resorting to an enclosure?
•Could an enclosureless subwoofer be designed with awesome depth and power?
•Would it be as fast as those superb enclosureless systems?
•If such a product could be designed, would it be
Just ask an ENIGMA owner

The Answer"?
or call 1-800-331-6677

A complete full color product brochure and comprehensive technical manual
-Acoustic Disclosures" is available for $5.0.3.
Sound Associates, Inc.. Suite A, 11112 North Port Washington Road, Mequon, Wisconsin 53092,414-242-3301
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They are placed 6 to 9 inches apart instead

field stereo microphone. This fabulous-

of one above the other, their axes aimed

sounding mike (and, at $5000, fabulously

90° apart. The spacing allows some response to phase differences, and produces

expensive) has four cardioid capsules,
aimed in atetrahedral array, and uses avery

excellent soundstage depth and spread

complicated controller which allows it to

without the exaggeration and vague imag-

be configured to produce almost any kind

ing of widely spaced omnis.
One variation of this method has the two

of stereo or surround-sound (Ambisonic)
output. Imust say that this is the first CD in

microphones crossed, with their fronts al-

my experience that images correctly (I was

most touching and firing across each other.

beginning to think there was something

Another uses bidirectional mikes about 6"

wrong with CD in this regard.) This record-

apart, in conjunction with a sound-

ing is highly recommended. If you have an

absorptive baffle which reduces their rear

Ambisonic decoder, the Soundfield mike

pickup.

Good Stereo, Old and New
All of the above variations on the coincident technique yield pinpoint, absolutely
accurate stereo imaging! Find an early stereo pressing of Fritz Reiner and the Chicago
Symphony performing Richard Strauss'
Ein Heldenlehen for an excellent example
of what real stereo sounds like. RCA recorded
this performance on March 6, 1954 (yes,
1954) using apair of Telefunken cardioid
condenser mikes hung on a"T" bar microphone mount (ORTF). This recording had
everything going for it. It was recorded in
Chicago's Orchestra Hall before it was
renovated—and ruined as arecording venue. Reiner is recognized as the interpreter
of Strauss, and the orchestra never played
better. All of these elements combing to
make arecorded performance that is—in a
word—thrilling. It shows off real stereo in
amanner that is rare today, and gives pause
to those who think that our recording technology has advanced so much in the ensu-

will yield (so Iam told) the most accurate
reproduction of a performing space that
you can get.
But Ambisonic reproduction is not stereo.
It is surround sound—a whole different
ball game that most perfectionists are not
yet inclined to play. This is not so much due
to any fundamental objections to full-surround reproduction, but to doubt that it can
be implemented without unacceptable degradation of the front, primary-information
channels. These two channels [can] do a
very good job of reproducing spatial information if the recording is done right.
As with so many other things, the secret
of proper stereo recording is simplicity: the
minimum number of microphones necessary, used in the most straightforward manner possible. Only through this approach
can we capture the phase and amplitude
relationships which make the difference
between the two-dimensionality of multichannel mono and the depth and spaciousness of real stereophonic sound.

ing thirty years. (Curiously, the recent CD
release of this performance demonstrates
little of the stereo imaging and spaciousness that mark the analog LP version. I
guess it just goes to show that RCA can't do
anything right anymore.)6
Today, true stereo recordings are few and
far between; Iwas ecstatic to recently come
across aCD made by the British Nimbus organization. This disc of Elgar string music
was recorded using asingle Calrec Sound6 Or. some people are sure to say, that digital can't help
hut screw things up!
—LA
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Acoustat speakers
were designed to work the way your ear
was designed to hear.
Perfectly.
Acoustat speakers utilize aunique
full-range electrostatic element —
one that operates in much the
same way as the recording microphone and the human ear.
Because of this, they are capable
of reproducing music exactly as it
was recorded with all the sonic
brilliance and realism you hear
at a live concert.

Acoustat speakers provide
musical enjoyment that is unequalled by any other loudspeaker
system regardless of price. We'd
like you to hear the full story of
Acoustat speakers and electronics.
Call or write for the name of the
Acoustat dealer nearest you —
then give your ears the music they
deserve.

COUbTFIT]
SPEAX ERS

ELECTRONICS

Revolutionary by Design
3101 Southwest First Terrace Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315
Telephone 305/462-6700

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
138e's ST-140 Power Amp
(Again!) and PRO 10MC Preamp
Sam Tellig

I

've been meaning to write about the B&K

even gutsy—yet the midrange is silky-

ST-140, but keep getting sidetracked. Well,
the Steve Kaiser/Frank Van Alstine flap

smooth and sweet.

discussed at the end of this article gives

B&K is slightly less detailed but just as dy-

me an excuse.

Compared to the Eagle 2 ($895), the
namic, if not more so. ,There isn't the same

Seriously, Iwouldn't want to see this

richness of harmonic information, but

controversy—essentially a feud between

there is agreater mellowness and richness

John Beyer and his ex-partner, Steve
Kaiser—obscure the point that B&K

modern concert hall—crisp, clear, excep-

products are among the finest values on the
market today.

of sound. The Eagle is like an excellent
tionally clean. The B&K is more like Carnegie Hall—warm, rich, but with a very

JGH reported the B&K ST-140 one of the
slight tendency to soften detail. In other
best amps under $1000 two years ago; I words, tubelike. (The B&K uses MOSFETs
think it's one of the best amps, period.
in the output stage.)
That's startling when you consider its $440

The B&K is no slouch when it comes to

price. It may well have some sonic compe-

reproducing low-level

tition from anew 100 watt/ch Adcom, ex-

though—particularly from compact discs.

pected to retail for around $400, but Ihave

You hear things—very soft bass drum beats,

ahunch the ST-140 will hold its own. It has
against the Threshold S/150, Quicksilver

other amps. The bass is better than I've

Mono 'Me Amps, and the New York Audio

heard from other MOSFET designs.

information,

for instance—that you can hear with few

Labs Moscode 600—all in the $1000+
price category.
Other showdowns: the ST-140 is more
dynamic than the NYAL Moscode 300
($899), and sweeter, less grainy, and more
dynamic than the Tandberg 3006A ($995).
And, as abonus, the B&K even looks good,
whether in black with gold handles, or all
gold.
Rated at "only" 100 watts/ch, the B&K
packs the tremendous dynamic punch of a
far more powerful amp—it's been able to
drive anything Iasked it to. Superb with
Spendor SP- ls, and equally outstanding
with Quad ESL-63s, the ST-140 is probably
the best amp Ihave used with the Quads,
including the Quicksilver Mono Tube
amps. It makes the Quads sound dynamic—
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The B&K Pro 10 MC
Preamplifier
Soon I'll be reporting on atube preamp
that mates superbly with the B&K ST 140:
the Audible Illusions Modulus Two. Meanwhile, Iwant to discuss the B&K Pro 10.
After all, Iasked B&K President John Beyer to hurry up and send it. (That was six
months ago.)
The preamp comes in two versions. The
regular Pro 10 has two moving-magnet
IOn full-range speakers with significant output below 40
Hz—this would not include Spendor SP.Is or Quad
ESL•63s—the B&K we have here in Santa Fe is no match
for the Eagle at the low end. Also, the Eagle's high end
tends to be clean and extremely extended, while the B&K
is alittle softer. At the high end, it's amatter of taste and
matching your speakers.
—LA
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stages and retails for $440; the Pro 10 MC
has only one MM stage, but adds an MC

tridges of 0.5-1.1 mV output.

stage and lists for $550. Ireceived the lat-

labels on the back of the preamp telling you
which RCA plug is for what. Also, the out-

ter. Both are identically, and handsomely,
finished in black with gold rack-mount

My only complaint: it's hard to read the

board power supply transformer comes in

handles.
The B&K Pro 10 MC sounds alot like the
Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono. It

a plastic box attached to the line cord. I

has the same wonderful sense of depth,
precise imaging, and apparent stereo sepa-

Itold John Beyer Iliked the B&K alot,
but liked the Audible Illusions even more.

ration. There is no hole in the middle with

John said he likes tubes, too, "But alot of
people don't want tubes. We decided to

the 13&K—no instruments wandering from

would have preferred metal, but the plastic
seems durable.

the center of the soundstage to the edges
(assuming, of course, that you have agood

built a solid-state product—the best we

cartridge, turntable, and speakers).

very strong recommendation.

could for the money." Fair enough. And a

The B&K even gives you ataste of what
killer solid state preamps like the Klyne
SK-5 are all about. The Pro 10 MC is, along
with the Sumo Electra, one of the most
detailed preamps around for under $1000.
You don't quite get the ultimate clarity and
resolution of a Klyne, nor the euphonic
qualities of tubed equipment. What you do
get is avery nice solid state preamp for the
money, though it doesn't devastate the competition as does the ST-140 power amp.
In fact, Icould live with the Pro 10 MC
very happily, but Ithink Iprefer the sonics
of the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual
Mono by aslight margin. The Superphon
sounds alittle softer and sweeter, more delicate, but the B&K seems to win on detail.
The differences, however, are so minor that
they might not hold up from sample to sample. On the plus side, the B&K is betterlooking than the Superphon and easier to
use. It has asingle volume control, with balance adjustment, rather than separate pots
for left and right channels. It also has more
inputs, for greater flexibility.
Ihaven't heard the Superphon Revelation
Basic with its moving coil stage, but Ican
•

tell you that the B&K's discrete moving coil
stage is quite good—far better than the
moving coil stages the Japanese typically
give you in their mass -fi preamps. In fact,

•

this could be the inexpensive preamp of

The B&K/Van Alstine
Controversy
Publisher's Note:
We intended a thomugh discussion of the
allegations made by Frank Van Alstine
against the B&K ST-140 amplifier design,
but space and time limitations intrude.
Briefly: Frank Van Alstine of Jensens
Stereo bas publicly alleged that the circuit
design B&K ST-I40 is a duplicate of the
circuit Van Alstine uses in his MOSFET 150
design. Steve Kaiser, originally the "K" of
B&K, has written us a letter supporting
Van Alstine. John Beyer of B&K contests
the allegations. Both sides say they can
''pmve" their contentions correct.
The Cheapskate continues:
John Beyer says he can document the
uniqueness of the ST-140's circuitry But
what if he bad borrowed from Van Alstine?
It's common practice for engineers to borrow elements of circuit design—it's virtually impossible not to do so.
B&K produces great products at terrific
prices; that's what really matters. Call B&K
(800-543-5252) for your nearest dealer; ,
they're few and far between. If John Beyer
answers the phone, tell him Frank Van
Alstine sent you.
Just kidding.

choice for use with low-output moving
coils, though Istill wouldn't use any cartridge of less than .2 mV output; the MC section seems actually happiest with car-
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2 Don't bother writing to B&K; numerous readers have
complained that getting awritten recommendation for a
local dealer is like pulling hen's teeth.
—LA
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Recommended Components
Cheapskate Style

Sam Tellig
LA suggested Isupplement Stereophile's

broad line of equipment told me, "The

"Recommended Components"

with

turntable market is going down the toilet."

With any product, audition before you

ket within two years for fussy $1500 Brit-

buy; you may not agree with the reviewers.
Also, remember that something that sounds

for $250 British 'tables that sell in this

great in the showroom may not work out

country for $450.

in your system. Speakers are particularly
fussy, since so much depends on your lis-

Two companies who will probably still
be in business are Dual and Thorens, not

Choices from the Cheapskate.

Iwill be very surprised if there is any marish table/arm/cartridge combinations. ..or

tening room. If possible, borrow ademo; at

that they haven't had problems. Among in-

the very least, buy with return privileges.

expensive armed 'tables, you should have a

Cartridges

rens TD 318 ($350). Though Ihaven't yet
received review samples, these might be

look at the Dual CS5000 ($300) and Tho-

The Shure V15-VMR is an excellent
value—neutral, unfussy about arm, and

excellent choices. The AR EB-101 ($400,

and often deeply discounted) is also worth
typically discounted to below 5150. It is a
seeking out.
much better buy than the slightly better UlFor alittle more money, you could arm a
tra 500 at $400. The Grado Signature 8MR
$350 AR Connoisseur ES-1 ($350) with a
is also aterrific value at $200—maybe alitRega RB 200 arm ($198). The Rega essentle smoother-sounding than the Shure. At
tially lacks height adjustment—you have to
$20, the Grado MTE+ lisa steal—my flatuse spacers under the pillar—and it's a
out choice for pennypinchers.
fixed headshell arm; strictly for one-carI've never been amoving coil fan till retridge-at-a-time people. The Sonographe
cently, but the Audioquest AQ-404 M (1.1
also looks like a nice turntable for $395
mV output) and AQ-404 H (2.2 mV) have
(without arm).
made me change m mind. At $225 each,
For non-cheapskate joy, you can get the
they aren't cheap, but they're detailed,
$1395 Micro Seiki BL99V complete with
quick, and reasonably smooth. The Audiovacuum platter (I may never be able to
quests can be run straight into aSuperphon
again do without) and SAEC WE-407 arm.
Revelation Basic Dual Mono or Audible IlEvery record becomes aflat record, which
lusions Modulus 2e.
Ithink is the most important thing aturn-

Turntables
There's going to be blood all over the
floor soon. As one representative for a
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table can do.

CD Players
There's too little software, it costs too

Stereophile

much, and you have to find it. And, as 1tell
my non-audiophile friends, the machines
aren't perfected yet. Of course, they will
never be perfected, despite the promises
made about the original players—"perfect
sound forever." Typically, though, Igive advice Ihaven't followed.
If you insist on buying aCD player, your
best bet is the cheapo Magnavox FD-1040
for about $169 (list $290) at your local discount house. This is the very same Philips

kit) into aMarantz Aux input, if you don't
care for the PM84 phono section.
Two other interesting integrateds are the
class A British Fidelity A-1 ($350) and the
Audiolab ($98), both from England. The
A-1 runs out of power quickly, though; and
the Audiolab, while excellent, seems slightly overpriced. There's also the Harman
Kardon PM655 at $25—a bit bright, but
otherwise fine.

104 that Mission fancies up and sells for

Cassette Decks

$750, adding remote control and their own
analog output section. The Mission has to

low price.

go from Belguim (where the basic machine

Nakamichi is the only thing to buy at a

is made) to England (for the Mission mods)

Tuners

to Canada (where the North American importer is) to awarehouse in the U.S., and

Onkyo is my only favorite, but Don Scott
has quite a cheapskate streak in him, so
cheapskates needn't be afraid of checking

then to your dealer—no wonder it costs
$750. The Magnavox is very solidly made

out "Recommended Components."

and puts most inexpensive Japanese players
to shame.

Receivers

If you don't mind laying out the bucks,

LA asked if I'd like to write up receivers,

the $600 Harman/Kardon HD 500 is highly

so Iwent down to my local mid -fi empori-

recommended. There's good depth, and
the highs are unfatiguing (they sound

tance (and Stereopbile reader) wondered

rolled off), but the machine is clunky in

what Iwas doing there.

operation. Still, the HD 500 makes CDs

um to have a look. A salesman acquain-

Irealized Icouldn't bear to look at the

sound enjoyable.

stuff, let alone listen to it. Almost all

Integrated Amps

zle the eye and destroy the ear.

receivers nowadays seem designed to dazCreek amps sound good, and the might

Three exceptions are Harman/Kardon,

no blow up as often as, I'm told, they once
did. Iprefer the CAS 4140 at $369, with its
beefed-up power supply, to the $299 4040,

Denon, and NAD.,My daughter has an H/K

which does, however, have tone controls.

Denon receivers into budget systems for

Nice—and enough power to drive apair of
Spendor SP2s or SPIs (the 4140 especially).
The British Fidelity Synthesis, now up to

friends with good results; NAD receivers

$550, is better yet. It's an 80 watt /ch MOS-

are said to be good compromises also, but
I'm not so sure of their tuner sections.
Overall Istill think you're better off buying

separates costing over three times the mon-

a good tuner and acheap integrated for
about the same money. You can upgrade

ey. Construction quality, though, isn't the

later without throwing out everything you

greatest.
The more Ithink about it, the more Ilike

purchased earlier.

FET that sounds as good or better than
,

receiver with a pair of Spectrum 108A
speakers, and the sound isn't bad. I've put

the Marantz PM84 —$600 for 120 watts/
ch, of which up to 30 watts/ch is said to be

Preamps
Istill like the Dual Mono Superphon at

Class A. Other amps are said to do this, but
the Marantz actually sounds like it. And
you can always feed a Phoenix P-100

IIthink you can safely add Onkyo. They make a 5650
product that combines their 806" integrated with avery
respectable tuner—and Onkyo knows from tuners! Iha-

phono -only preamp ($149 assembled; $99

ven't heard the combo, but Its worth alisten

Stereophile
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$399. Everyone else seems to like it, too,

pricey $950, this is one tube preamp that

but each person describes the sound differ-

does roll off the highs. But it has nice depth

ently. Strange—it makes me think there's

and a wonderful, euphonic midrange—

significant sample-to-sample variation (or

and that's what you buy tube gear for.

it could be simply reviewer-to-reviewer

Roger says he's improved the RM5 since my
audition of it.

variation). As Ihear it, the Superphon has
great depth, good detail and imaging, and

For me, any one of these tube preamps

tubelike smoothness through the midrange.

(or one of the inexpensive Conrad Johnson

Up abit in price, Ilike the B&K Pro 10

models) beats the expensive solid state

($440 without MC; $550 with MC). The

preamps in musicality, if not in detail. It's

B&K sounds more detailed than the Super-

not just LPs that benefit; CDs, too, sound

phon, and construction quality is excellent

better flowing through bottles.

for the price, but you can't quite forget
you're not listening to tubes. The Pro 10
MC is my top choice for amodestly priced

Power Amps

solid-state preamp that takes low-output
MCs straight-in. Icould live with this

Easy! The B&K ST-I40, one of the most
musical power amps on the market. It's

preamp very nicely—in fact, Ihave.

also dynamic and powerful-sounding. As

My preference, though, is for tubes. The

with many other MOSFET designs, the de-

Counterpoint SA-7 ($595) has sounded

tail isn't quite as sharp as it might be, but at

very good to me, though past versions of it

$440 this sounds better than many other

have enchanted other Stereophile staffers
less. Iawait the newest version. The Audi-

amps selling for twice the price. A beefedup version, the ST-202, puts out 120 watts

ble Illusions Modulus 2is being upgraded;
the original 2offered excellent depth, good

and lists for $600, though Idon't know

detail, avery smooth midrange, and ahigh

have power-hungry
speakers.

end that is maybe atad bright.
Another tube preamp, also in transition

how it sounds. It might be worth it if you
low-impedance

Where does that leave the Eagle 2? As I

(isn't most of this stuff?), is the $600 Laza-

mentioned in my review of the B&K

rus. It will take some looking to find one;
the Audio Adviser in Grand Rapids Michi-

ST-I40, the Eagle sounds more detailed,
but less tubelike and alittle harder in the

gan can ship you one (see below) if you

upper midrange. The Eagle is hard to beat

have no local dealer. Compared to the

for sonic purity and lists for $895.

Modulus 2, the Lazarus sounds a little
rolled off in the highs, but does asuperb

The Quad 34/405-2 combination is a
special case. Other preamps sound more

job of resolving low-frequency detail. This
is a strictly bare-bones preamp—limited

detailed, but few sound smoother. It has

inputs, no on-off switch, no output relays.

buy it for are the unique tonal balance con-

excellent depth, too, but what you really

Once again, Ifind myself in agreement

trols, which Ifind excellent. Iwonder why

with Alvin Gold—the Rega arm, solid-core

other manufacturers don't at least include

speaker cables, and now this generaliza-

one or two high-frequency roll-off filters.

tion: the simpler the better. Simple is why
the Superphon is successful; Stan Warren

The Quad 405-2 is a 100 watt /ch amp
that doesn't sound quite that powerful. It

can't afford more parts! 'lithe preamps are

is, however, very clean and neutral. It

generally simpler than transistor in their

won't fool you into thinking it's a tube

circuit design, which may help explain

amp, the way the B&K can. The truth is,
you buy the 405-2 because it pairs well
with the Quad 34 preamp, which is what

why they sound so good to me. Hi-fi needs
more simple-mindedness.
Another fine tube preamp is the Music

you really want. The 405-2 costs $650 and

Reference RM5, designed and manufac-

the 34 $595; no bargains, but well made

tured by Roger Modjeski. Listing for a

and very useful.
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The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel MLP-202 II

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for
over eight years. Now, with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLP-202.
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,
incorporate several notable
technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings, the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.
Morel Acoustics USA
414 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
tel. (617) 277-6663 telex 650-2499475
Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Foxtail Road, Ransomes Indus. Estate
Ipswich IP3 9RT, England
tel. (0473) 719212 telex 987601 Morel G

morel

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B, P.O. Box 140, Ness Ziona
70451 Israel Telex 361951

Speakers
Everything you've heard about the Thiel

exaggerate depth. So what? They are
detailed and nice to listen to at the same

CS2 ($1350 a pair) is true, but it doesn't

time. The Spendor version goes for $398 a
mean other speakers aren't competitive. I pair, while the Rogers lists for $449. Per-

still like the JSE Model 1, despite its bloated

haps Michael Zeugin, the Rogers importer,

bass, at $919 —it's so smooth. And Idon't
think you can beat the Spendor SP-1 ($850

could explain why his speakers cost $50
more; Iunderstand the two are identical. ,

a pair) when it comes to dispersion and
definition in the upper treble. The Thiels

Where to Buy

have less boxy coloration than the Spen-

Igenerally recommend buying from lo-

dors, though, and they go lower and play

cal dealers, though I've departed from that

louder. The Thiels are still boxes; if you

course in past recommendations. The ad-

want real openness and air, you need planar speakers. The Quad ESL-63 electrostatic

vantages of alocal dealer: if it's broken, you

is still my favorite planar speaker, at $2450
apair.

can take it back; if you don't like it, you can
usually exchange it for something else; a
dealer can set stuff up (particularly crucial

There are good budget speakers, but all

with turntables and tonearms). But some-

involve significant compromise (there's not

times you know exactly what you want,

aspeaker made that doesn't involve some

and want to save money; or sometimes (fre-

compromise). The Spendor SP-2 is splen-

quently, if you don't live on one of the

did, at $598 apair; you don't get the bass

coasts) no local store has what you want.

of the SP-1, nor the high-end definition,

In such circumstances, you can get just

but you do get a smooth, neutral sound

about anything, typically at 15-20% off,

that some prefer to the more analytical
SP-1. If a forward-sounding midrange

Michigan (616-451-3868).

from the Audio Advisor, Grand Rapids,

doesn't bother you, the Castle Pembrokes

For mass-market items, you can always

at $625 provide very good imaging and

try one of the mass-market mail order dis-

depth—and magnificent cabinetry! Iawait

counters: Illinois Audio, in Chicago

the Wharfedale 708s that AG liked so

(800-621-8042), or Wisconsin Discount

much; at $695 a pair, they could fill a

Stereo, in Madison, a division of the All

niche.

American Appliance Company (800-356-

Dipping down, if we must, Icome to the

9514)—ask about their microwave ovens

DCM Time Frames at $500 a pair—for

with wireless remote. And there's always

rockers only. These speakers are neutral,

Crazy Eddie or Tokyo Shapiro; just don't

but don't have the depth and delicacy that

expect them to have heard of the Audible
Illusions or the Lazarus. Magnavox CD

classical and jazz fans look for. They go low
and play loud—but the truth is Idon't like
them all that much. They're here because

players are sold through catalog showroom

cheapskate rock-only fans are people too.

that's where you seem to get the lowest
prices.

At $295 apair, the Spectrum 208A is a

stores in many parts of the country, and

steal and suited for all types of music; I'd

Overall, though, your local dealer can

buy a pair of these rather than the Time
Frames. For $195 apair, the Spectrum 108A

probably be persuaded to give you some

gives you less bass than the 208A (actually

end up feeling alot less hassled about your
purchase. And it may work a lot better.

quite good at the low end), but everything
else is about the same. Either Spectrum is

kind of abreak; you may spend more, but

an obvious Cheapskate choice.
Then there's the BBC-designed IS3/5A,
originally brought to this country by
Rogers. Not liked by JGH, but very much
liked by ST. Yes, they are polite. Yes, they
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2Idon't know the answer, hut Ican imagine afew possibilities: the Spendor cabinets arc less expensive to make;
Sprndor's price to RCS is higher than Rogers' price to Zru•
gin; or (the Cheapskates suspicion. no doubt) Zeugin
marks them up more than RCS.
—LA
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obKtechnokyp reected

aassé ÁuDief enc.
227G BRUNSWCK BLVD.. PONTE CLAIRE. QUEBEC

H9R 4X5

514/694-6561

UncornprornIsIng Tune Technology at a
Reasonable Price For the Love of MUSIC 010e

JiloduPus 2

One a Listen
CHECK THESE FEATURES

'lleampfibrh

.Highest OualitY Parts
.Regulated High Current,
Low Impedance Power Supply
•Fully Automatic Muting With
Separate Mute Switch
.Premium-importeci Tubes
.Custom-Wound Transformer
.0-Feedback High Level Section
.Precision Machined NOn-MagnetiC
Chassis Parts ano Control Knobs

•
Now you can afford to satiSfy your lust for
duality musical reproduction

,
e675.00
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LAudibee Meustons
distributed by

APAX MARKETING
for nearest dealer call 14151 463-2380
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wo years ago at CES, Iheard two of

the best speaker systems in existence' pro-

vide the most realistic soundstage reproduction Ihad ever heard. But the total reproduction was unconvincing; all that
space and depth was around and behind the
speakers, while around and behind me was
asmall, acoustically dead hotel room. Iwas
not apart of that recording environment; I
was merely "listening in" on it through a
large window at the end of the room.

The feeling of ultimate realism —the feeling that Iwas in that concert hall—was
completely missing, because three-fourths
of the spatial cues (from sides and rear)
were inconsistent with what Iheard from
the front. It was then Irealized that audio
was not going to get much closer to the
sound of the "real thing" without paying
attention to those other spatial cues. In
short, audio must begin to concern itself
with surround sound.
Unfortunately, surround-sound reproduc-

IThe VI'i bon Audio WANIMs and the Infinity IRS-Ill.
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tion has earned abad name among perfec-

Stereophile

tionists, because much of it has, in fact,
been very bad. Quadraphonic sound was

high-quality stereo sound from films; most
films done in stereo also contain surround

probably one of the most thoroughly

information matrixed into their stereo

botched technologies ever foisted on the

tracks (See Sidebox). Reproducing these

buying public.

surround signals can make Hollywood
films as exciting in the home as in amovie
theater. 3 One could also say that surround

To begin with, it was introduced to the
marketplace (during the early 19705) for the
wrong reason: not as another step towards

reproduction from films at home is "higher

realism, but as a"new technology" to give

fidelity" because it's more like the way the

sagging sales of stereo components ashot in

films originally sounded.

the arm. ("Oh, Wow! Now we can sell two

All surround information in two-channel

more speakers, another stereo amp, and a

stereo recordings is encoded as antiphase

quad preamp to everybody, an' then we can
record the whole repertoire of classical

(opposite-polarity) signals, so it can be iso-

noisemakers all over again!") Secondly,

simple difference-signal (L-R) extractor

there were three "standard" systems, two of

consisting of nothing more than an addi-

lated from the main stereo channels by a

them (SQ and QS) somewhat incompatible,

tional loudspeaker or two, connected be-

and the third (RCA's CD-4) hopelessly so.
As if that wasn't bad enough, none of

tween the Left and Right Hot outputs from
the stereo amplifier. 4 But this arrangement
reduces front-channel stereo separation

those systems even worked properly. Either
the decoders added vast amounts of gar-

and provides very little front/back separa-

bage to the sound, or grossly degraded

tion. To overcome this, today's more sophis-

channel separation, or both. And when the
record makers abandoned all pretense of
spatial realism and started doing "sound in

ticated surround decoders use arear-channel delay to further separate the front and
back images. Some also add what is called

the round" recording, Quadraphonic au-

"logic steering" to enhance separation in all

dio's demise was guaranteed. Perfectionists

directions.

couldn't abide the recording techniques or
the abominable sound, and the general public couldn't have cared less one way or the

Decoders using logic are much more
complex and expensive (naturally) than
those without, and may not be worth the

other. Quad was dead and largely forgotten
by the end of the decade.

extra cost to you. If only one, or at most

Surround recording didn't die, though; it

round system, asimple L-R decoder will

just went elsewhere. Two English research-

probably be adequate. (Actually, "adequate"
has no place in Stereophile, hut that's beside

ers devised asystem which reproduced the
entire spatial field instead of four discrete

two, people will be listening to your sur-

the point.) Only if listeners will be occupying a fairly large area in the room, with

points of that field. 2 And cinema surround
sound (first used in 1976 for A Star Is Born)

some closer to one or another of the loud-

was on its way to becoming astandard fea-

speakers, will logic steering be absolutely

ture of "blockbuster" films. Meanwhile,

necessary for adequate channel separation.

there has been continuing refinement of
quad decoders—refinement that gained

Since those original matrixed SQ and QS

tremendous impetus during the last few
years due to the availability on home video
of Hollywood films with so-called Dolby
surround signals encoded into the stereo
sound tracks.
Both video cassettes (in the VHS or Beta

3A year ago Iwould have body contested this proposition.
but arecent visit to Magnepan in Minneapolis convinced
me otherwise. The secret is to focus on overwhelming
sound. both in quantity and quality. As Magncpan's demo
we looked at a 19" monitor, hut backed up by two pairs of
MG-Ills driven by Levinson electronics. After five minutes.
the size of the picture no longer mattered; Ihad become
completely engrossed by the sound track at asdhconscious
—LA

HiFi formats) and LaserVision discs provide

4Don't push asystem with add-on speakers too hard; the

2Sec "Ambisonics: Everything You Know About Stereo is
Wrong" in Vol. 8. Nœ 6.

reduced load impedance on the amp may exceed its ability to deliver clean power to the speakers, and amplifier
clipping can destroy tweeters
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quad systems used much the same encod-

tional channels. Matrixing encodes the ex-

ing as Dolby film surround, manufacturers

tra signals as additions to or subtractions

of most Dolby-surround decoders also

from the main stereo signals; areverse process is used to separate them out.

recommended them for use with SQ quad
recordings and standard stereo recordings.

In stereo reproduction, identical signals

The latter are not specifically encoded with

from apair of loudspeakers will cause avir-

surround information, but, since hall rever-

tual image of that sound to appear midway

beration is random in nature, roughly half

between the speakers. An infinite difference

of it consists of antiphase material. This can

between otherwise identical signals (as

be L-R extracted and fed to the rear, where

when all the sound comes from one speaker) places the image at the one driven speak-

it has the effect of seeming to enlarge the
listening environment, in somewhat the
same manner as does afully encoded surround recording.
The ambient information which these
devices extract from stereo and SQ recordings is not synthetic, as with such proces-

er. Unequal signals, slightly louder from
one speaker than the other, will produce
images at various intermediate points to the
right or left of center.
What happens with signals which are
identical, but of opposite electrical polarity?

sors as the now-extinct Audiopulse One.

You get no image at all—just avague spread

The extracted ambience comes from the
recording itself; the processing merely

of sound towards the sides, flanking avacant center. (Try this yourself, with amono

serves to better separate it from the direct
Thus, different recording venues will pro-

disc and one speaker's polarity reversed.)
This is how athird signal is shoehorned into
our stereo signal for rear ambience informa-

duce different kinds of ambience unique to

tion: we derive the rear "image" from that

those halls. Stereo reproduction of that ambiance can help to give the impression that

reversed-polarity signal which produces no
image up front.

sounds which, generally, belong at the front.

one is "in" that hall.
Actually, in connection with Dolby film

When you reproduce a mono signal
equally through both channels, the same

surround, the term "surround sound" is a

signal appears at each "Hot" output con-

misnomer because its back signal is monophonic. In atheater, you may indeed be sur-

nection on the amplifier. You could connect
aloudspeaker between Left and Right Hot

rounded by back speakers, but the "sur-

terminals and get no sound at all, because

round" information comes equally from all

there would be no voltage difference be-

of them; you tend to hear the one you're

tween those terminals. But if one channel's

seated nearest. All home "quad" systems,

signal has reverse polarity, the original sig-

on the other hand, were intended to pro-

nal appears between the Hot amplifier out-

vide astereo back signal, which yields a
much more convincing illusion of space

puts, and comes from that loudspeaker
more strongly than from either of the front

from QS- and SQ-encoded recordings as

(stereo) speakers. And that, basically, is how

well as from conventional stereo sources.

surround-sound information is added to a
stereo signal.

Matexing: How It Works

directional microphone would be aimed at

To record rear hall ambience, a single
Mathematically, amatrix is atwo-dimen-

the back of the hall primarily to receive

sional array of numbers, like an accountant's

reverberation. Its mono output would then

spreadsheet. Electrically, it is asimilarly-

be divided into two parallel paths, and the

shaped array of components whose function
is to add and subtract electrical signals.

polarity of one would be inverted. Each
would then be mixed in with the main stereo

In audio, matrixing is used to "shoehorn"
additional signal channels into astereo pair,

signals. To decode the rear channel, it is
necessary only to draw off the signal

enabling subsequent separation of the addi-

representing the difference between Land
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Always keeping in mind that loudspeakers are designed to recreate live musical performance, Pres Speakers has now conceived the Classic Series: brilliant, versatile, durable .... appealing to every sense, just as live performances do.
Since 1973, Pres Speakers has been fulfilling the expectations
of discriminating customers. As an introduction to STEREOPHILE
readers, we are offering the Pres Classic 11 (pictured) at a no risk,
30-day, money back guarantee special price of $395.00/pair including shipping (list price is $495.00/pair; offer good through
I 1986 — Mass. residents add 5% sales tax.)
Dimensions: 91
2 " W x 11 1
/
/
2" D
161
/ "1
2
1
Finish: Oak
Weight: 20 lbs.
Use this opportunity to become ACQUAINTED with
PRES SPEAKERS
for information, write:
Pres Speakers
183 Main St.
Northampton, MA 01060
Please make all dealer inquiries to Robert Rubin
d-

audioquest
McLAREN AUDIO
audioquest

products bring your system to life

629 Camino de los Mores, #306, Son Clemente, CR 92672 •(714) 240-0604
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Rand feed it to the back loudspeaker. (This

channels.

is an oversimplification. In practice, the sig-

The two original matrixed quad systems

nal from the rear mike is rotated through

used symmetrical modulation axes to de-

90 °and 270° of phase before being mixed
with the main channels. This maintains the

which the listener sat facing one end (Fig-

180° polarity difference, but by putting it
90 °out of phase with each main channel,
prevents it from being 180° out of phase
with either one.)
This can be more easily visualized from
the motions of a phono stylus tracing
matrixed material in astereo groove.
On adisc. Land Rsignals produce groove

fine the four corners of a rectangle, in
ure 4). Both front and back pairs reproduced
astereo field.
The Dolby Surround film system encodes
asymmetrical triangular pattern, with the
listener in the middle and facing the short
side (Figure 5). The back channel is a
straight L-R (out-of-phase) signal, and is
monophonic, although this mono signal

motions at mutually perpendicular 45 °anfeeds several back speakers in atheater. A
gles to the surface of the disc. Figure 1 fourth L+R channel, for dialogue only, is
shows these modulation axes, as viewed
also matrixed in, but the center speaker it
from directly in front of the cartridge. The
normally feeds in theaters is optional in
stereo disc standard also specifies that signal polarities be such that, when Land R
signals are identical, the 45 °motions combine to produce purely side-to-side groove
motions. From this, it should be obvious
that identical signals of opposite electrical
polarity will cause purely vertical groove
motions (Figure 2).

home video setups. (It does help to stabilize
dialogue at the center of the picture, but this
is only needed if the stereo speakers are fairly far apart.)
The specifications for the Dolby Surround system require that the decoder use
adelay line and modified Dolby B noise
reduction for the back signal. Only decoders

Now, if we take lateral groove motion to

embodying those features are licensed to

represent acenter front image, and vertical
groove motion to represent acenter rear, it

carry the Dolby Surround logo. Other fea-

is clear that asuitable choice of modulation
axes between these two will define the position of any virtual sound image around
the circumference of acircle (Figure 3).
Unfortunately, decoding can never recover the original separation between adjacent
channels, because there is no way of "un-

tures, such as logic steering and rearchannel HF filtering, used in most theater
installations and some home decoders, are
optional enhancements.
The ultimate in spatial reproduction is
provided by arelatively new system called
Ambisonics (See the article in Vol. 8No. 6),
which reconstructs the entire soundfield—

doing" the effects of the additions to and

including height information—from the

subtractions from the front signals. These
effects are audible as crosstalk—poor separation.

matrixed outputs of four closely spaced
microphone capsules. Despite its proven

There are two solutions to this problem.
One is to add some delay to the rear chan-

superiority, Ambisonics has yet to attract
much industry enthusiasm, probably because it reminds everyone too much of the

nel, to take advantage of what is known as

now-discredited quad systems. But, as sur-

the Haas precedence effect (which states

round sound in home video gains popular-

that the direction from which asound is

ity, and increasing numbers of consumers

first heard is perceived as the sound's direc-

combine and integrate their audio and vid-

tion of origin). The other is to employ log-

eo systems, Ambisonics may eventually

ic steering, in which sophisticated circuits

earn the recognition it deserves. It should;

compare what is going on in all four chan-

once you've lived with good surround

nels at each instant, make an educated
"guess" as to which signal belongs in which

sound for a while, conventional stereo

channel, and suppresses it in the other
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sounds awfully flat. It's almost like giving
up stereo for mono.
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SPI

Building on Success
•: ..Everything considered, Ifeel the SP1 is
the best loudspeaker available for under
$1500/pair. When it comes to replicating
the illusion of areal musical performance,
these are matched by few speakers, all of
which cost more. At $850/pair they are
asteal."
—Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3

Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
US. distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short,
Spendor, and Logic.
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esynthesis

expresses the
excitement and
impact of the
original
performance.
'Thuly amusician's
loudspeaker"
hewls 1,1pnick
Principal Contrabassoonist
National Symphony Orchestm

Musical accuracy—the ability to produce the
illusion of alive musical event 'lb achieve musical
accurady, aloudspeaker must be tonally correct,
image precisely, reproduce fine detail cleanly,
and convey the wide dynamic contrasts of live
music. lb meet this challenge taxes the state of
art and science of loudspeaker design. At
SYNTHESIS, we employ advanced computer
measurement and design techniques to provide
accurate data on the acoustic performance of
individual elements (drivers, crossovers and
cabinets) taken in isolation and ultimately as a
system. This, however, provides only astarting
point. Prospective designs are then auditioned
at length in avariety of environments. Each
speaker design is fine-tuned during extensive
listening sessions using recorded music carefully
selected to illuminate the design's potential and
limitations. Competing approaches are evaluated
and afinal design arrived at By this process,
every SYNTHESIS model has been designed to
meet our ultimate objective—musical accuracy.
SYNTHESIS.
Musically accurate loudspeakers for as little as
$600 per pain

(a_inthes15
2817 M Dorr

vow ,•niirfax, Virginia 22031

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
PHOENIX P250-DL
SURROUND SOUND DECODER
J Gordon Holt

2W y
WV Ple,11110 emus
àu ewe.
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(go

An ambience extractor with stereo synthesis
and adjustable rear delay. Frequency response: DC to 20 KHz front; 30 Hz to 12 kHz
rear. Distortion: .01% front, 0.5% rear. Max
output: 8 volts. Delay range: 5 to 50 ms.
Noise: -102 dBV front, -92 dBV rear. Input
impedance 20k ohms. Dimensions: 12" W
by 2" H by 61
/ "D. Price: $249 ready-built;
2
$179 kit. MANUFACTURER: Rhoades National Corp., PO Box 1316, Highway 99E,
Columbia TN 38402.
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Phoenix P250-DL
for center-channel level, rear-channel level, and master level (outputs are provided
for each).
The Phoenix is intended for connection
between preamp and power amp, rather
than in the tape monitor loop. The advantage here is that, although the main preamp's
olume control affects the signal going to
the decoder, it affects both front and back
channel levels at once, and thus does not
disturb the front/rear balance settings. But,

One of the least expensive surround decod-

since there is no bypass switch on the Phoe-

ers available, the Phoenix P250-DL is rather

nix, and it does have aslight effect on front -

unprepossessing in appearance, and much

channel sound (see below), perfectionists

smaller than most components; it may be

will probably prefer to install it in the tape

difficult to find aconvenient place for it in

loop, where it can easily be switched out
when desired. (Put amark on the preamp's

your system. It's not wide enough to fill
much more than half the width of atypical

front panel to show where the volume con-

equipment shelf, but too wide to put next

trol belongs when using the surround

to any other component. A low-profile

system.)

shape (wide and low) or arelatively tall and

As amatter of fact, you don't have to use

narrow one might have been more practi-

the 250's front-channel outputs at all when

cal. But, for the price, who would quibble?

it's processing stereo or film surround ma-

The P250-DL combines an L-R recovery

terial. No processing is done on the front

unit, arear-channel delay, and aspace syn-

channels (except in mono); you could feed

thesizer that produces pseudo-stereo from

those signals straight through the main sys-

mono sources. Front-panel controls in-

tem, and merely tap signals out (from, say,

clude AC power, rear-channel delay time (5

the preamp's Tape outputs) to the decoder

to 50 milliseconds), astereo/mono switch

for its rear extraction. You would then,

whose mono setting automatically engages

however, have to adjust volume on preamp

the stereo synthesizer, and potentiometers

and Phoenix independently every time you
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changed listening level.
Despite its low price, this little unit has

bience effects from blending as well as they
could. (Rain, for example, sounds like

remarkably good audio circuitry. It does almost nothing to the sound of the front

whoosh in front and hiss from the rear.) The

channels. Only on the best systems are you
likely to notice aslight reduction of sound-

EQ to roll down the rear-channel high end

stage width and depth when the back channels aren't in use. (When they are, the sound-

250-DL could well have used some fixed
by about 3 dB at 10 kHz; this would improve its match with the front, as well as
reducing the apparent amount of front-to-

staging is completely changed anyway, so it

back "leakage" from stereo and SQ sources.

hardly matters.)

(Because the unit is designed for kit con-

The stereo synthesizer doesn't seem to

struction, modification of the back channel

degrade the signal quality either, though it's

should be asnap.)
How well does the 250 separate out rear

difficult to tell: the broadened image enriches the apparent texture of the sound.

channel information? Well, separation per

The synthesizer works quite well, spread-

se is minimal. Using an SQ test record, I

ing mono signals outward to fill most of the
space between the speakers, but without

judged front-to-rear separation on center
signals (the equivalent of cinema dialogue

creating "phasey" effects (feelings of pres-

and surround channels) to be no more than

sure in the ears). The comb-filter! simulat-

6dB, and front-to-rear side separation to be

ed stereo is reasonably spacious, producing

on the order of 3dB. But the delay makes
the critical difference. Adjusting this ac-

ahorizontal elliptical pattern of sound occupying about 2/
3 of the space between the
speakers. In addition, the synthesized difference signal is routed to the rear, so you

cording to the instructions provided, apparent separation from Dolby surround

can take aone-dimensional sound source

material was for all intents and purposes total! The delay actually works!! Dialogue

(mono) and open it out to three. This results

stayed firmly anchored at center front,

in an astounding gain in realism!

while surround effects stayed resolutely at

Because the Phoenix uses exactly the
same

decoding

parameters

for

stereo

the sides or, on occasion, zoomed from

sources as it does for Dolby surround, its

front to rear across one side or the other.
And the apparent total separation was main-

back output is operated full-range, rather

tained even when surround effects were

than with the restricted bandwidth called

much louder than the front sounds. Only

for by Dolby's specs. This has no effect on
film surround sound, but allows full utiliza-

on avery few film tracks did Ihear bleed-

tion of the wider-band rear-channel infor-

through of vocal sibilants into the rear, but
this was easily ignored unless one sat quite

mation on SQ discs. Neither does the

near either back speaker (I used two, flank-

P250-DL use the prescribed Dolby noise

ing the sofa in one room, and in the hack
corners of the other room.)
The delay control has an insignificant

reduction on its rear-channel outputs. This
causes no problems with noise (home video and audio recordings are much quieter
and cleaner than optical film tracks), but
does cause some excessive sibilance and exaggerated detail in back channels when
reproducing film surround, preventing amIAcomb fiber cuts deep, narrow notches into asignal's frequency response at regular intervals across the audio band.
producing aresponse similar to that of randomized reverberation (The response curve would resemble acomb
with downturned teeth. tIn reciprocal combing, one filter
cuts its notches between the notches of the other.
Reproducing each notched signal from aseparate signal
provides the original full frequency response, but with the
"random - phase and amplitude differences that our ears
recognize as spatial information.

Stereophile

side effect which is rather disconcerting
when first encountered. The delay is digital, and the rate at which the signal passes
through it is determined by the "clock"
controlling the processing speed. If you adjust the control fairly rapidly, it causes a
burst of "wow" —a momentary change in
the pitch of the rear-channel signal. This
happens because, while the wavelengths of
the encoded signals remain the same, changing the clock speed changes the velocity of
their transmission through the delay line. (If
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you have asmall child in the house, try not

ward to 'way past the location of the speak-

to let him find out about this, or he'll enter-

ers. Detail in the front channels seemed to

tain you with hours of warbling music)
Would "full logic" have improved the

be reduced. (The same thing happens when
you move farther out into the hall at alive

P250's performance Not in most home

performance.) The instruments seemed to

listening situations—at least, not with film

pull forward, away from the back wall, and

material, unless logic steering could get rid
of the occasional sibilance splatter. (It

take on an enhanced roundness and richness, which sounded distinctly more natu-

would also improve SQ reproduction, al-

ral. Finally, one had afeeling of being im-

though if you own enough SQ discs to warrant the expense of afull-logic decoder, you

hall, which is what surround reproduction

should look for one that produces aproper-

of music is all about in the first place.

ly separated stereo rear from SQ.)
Incidentally, the mono surround doesn't

mersed in the acoustics of the performing

In terms of spatiality and instrumental
timbres, Ifelt the ambience greatly en-

sound like mono. Effects that were original-

hanced the realism of the presentation. But

ly panned to, say, back left, appear both in

what about the loss of detail? That, Ibe-

the back speakers and in the front left. This

lieve, was related to the way the recordings

front left channel information makes the

had been miked, in an effort to try and

sound appear at left rear. Essentially the
same thing happens with such encompass-

squeeze the maximum possible apparent

ing ambient sounds as rain, which "image"

ambience from arecording system (stereo)
inherently limited in the amount of am-

to the sides as well as across the front,

bience it can capture. Remember that these

sounding like acontinuous surround.
With non-SQ music recordings, where

systems, while drawing ambience from the
stereo channels for the rear, do not reduce

only ambience was extracted for the rear,

the amount of ambience already in the front
channels. With a drier, less reverberant

front/rear separation ranged from moderate
to practically nonexistent, depending on

front-channel pickup, and the ambience

the recording. Separation was worst with
multi-miked recordings, where phase relationships are a shambles to begin with.

separately encoded for rear reproduction,

With simply miked recordings, it was possible to raise the back level until the sur-

Two precautions should be observed
with the P250-DL. It produces a very

Isuspect there would have been no loss of
detail at all.

rounding "acoustics" became absolutely

strong "thud" in the back channels (less in

cavernous before there was any awareness
of front sounds coming from the rear.

the front) when turned on, and for this rea-

Ambient SQ worked even better than

all the time. Iheartily concur. Also, when

conventional stereo recordings, with alSound-in-the-round SQs, however, did not

the unit's master gain control is advanced
beyond about 2 o'clock (which should
never be necessary), switching it in and out

pan out well (a nasty pun, that!). Imaging

of circuit causes avery loud and potential-

most total apparent front/rear isolation.

son, Phoenix recommends that it be left on

specificity was poor in all directions, but

ly dangerous POP through both the front

was noticeably worse in back, where the

and rear outputs. Another reason, perhaps,

lack of separation splattered most sounds

not to put it into aTape Monitor loop.

widely across the rear.

All in all. Ifeel that the Phoenix P250-DL

With most material, the most realistic

does aremarkably good job of what it is in-

sound was obtained with the back channels

tended to da It produces no audible hum or

set well below distinct audibility. When this
was done, several interesting things hap-

hiss, doesn't seriously foul the front-channel sound, and reproduces Dolby Surround

pened. The original stereo soundstage vir-

material just about flawlessly, and other

tually disappeared, to be replaced by one

music sources nearly as well. The only con-

even more convincing, that extended for-

dition under which the Phoenix would not
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be adequate would be when there is afair-

movie theater conditions, requires amore

ly large audience occupying several rows of

sophisticated decoder with logic steering.

seats. Then, no single rear-channel delay

(Some of these will be reviewed in future

adjustment could be correct for all listeners,
and front/rear separation would be im-

issues.)
In either kit or assembled form, the Phoe-

paired for some. That situation, similar to

nix P250-DL is an excellent buy.

CLASSE AUDIO DR-3
POWER AMPLIFIER
Laurence Greenhill

Classé Audio DR-3
Solid-state Class A stereo amplifier. Rated
Power: 25 watts per channel into 8 ohms.
Power bandwidth, 1watt out: 0.3 Hz to 80

Classe. Audio's DR-3 once again brings to

kHz, +0, -3 dB. Dynamic Headroom: 7dB.
Polarity: non-inverting. Dimensions: 17"

pensive vs. clever and inexpensive.

W by 10 1
2 "H by 14" D. Weight: 70 lbs. Price:
/
$2895. Optional silicon-steel Magnetic Flux
Enhancer MFE-1, $279 (heavier), or MFE0.5, $219 (lighter). MANUFACTURER: Classe'
Audio, 227-G Brunswick Blvd., Pointe Claire,
Quebec, Canada H9R 4X5, (514) 694-6561.

rule of thumb says that asmall, quick ampli-

Stereophile

the fore the issues of Class A vs A/B, weighty
vs. small and efficient, and brute-force exA well-worn, if unproven, audiophile
fier will sound better than avery powerful
one. ,Among low-powered amps, those that
IIbave found anumber of very high-power amplifiers
with excellent sound, such as the Onkyo M510.
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operate in "pure" Class A are thought to be

came on a mono chassis weighing 65

sonically superior. Pure Class A means the

pounds, with large heat radiators lining

amplifier must run a constant high bias

both sides and resembling an elaborate bent

(more than one ampere), so the output

metal sculpture—a modern artist's concept

devices never turn off. ,This high bias cur-

of technology gone wild. Each ML-2 was

rent means the amplifier emits alot of heat;

fully regulated, ran asteady 4.5 amperes of

to avoid noisy fans, extensive, expensive

bias current, and pumped 300 watts of heat

metal radiating fins are needed to disperse

into the room at idle.

the heat.
Past Class-A designers have suggested it
as an intrinsically superior operating mode
because it reduces several types of distor-

The ML-2 was preferred by high-end
dealers for driving complex speaker systems such as electrostatics, especially the
Levinson HQD hybrid spealcers. 3 During a

tion. But far more designers have worked in

subjective listening test run in my listening

Class A/B, resulting in great refinement and

room several years ago, the ML-2s won out

almost complete elimination of the non-lin-

sonically over Bedini, Helen and Audire

earities Class A is said to uniquely address.
Other Class A designs have taken differ-

amplifiers while driving a pair of Quad
electrostatics. The ML-2 produced afaster,

ent directions. Nelson Pass's innovations

more transparent and sweeter sound, with

with "sliding Class A'", where the bias lev-

much more information than the other am-

el adjusted to meet signal level, increased

plifiers.

the amplifier's efficiency and lowered its

This "heroic" design philosophy, ex-

heat dissipation. It was not, however,
regarded as pure Class Aby anumber of au-

treme in its disregard for efficiency, size,

diophiles, and is not Threshold's current

and weight, inevitably results in large, costly amplifiers. The DR-3's 70-lb chassis,

claim to fame. "Sliding Class A" was, how-

prominent heat sinks, $2895 price, and low

ever, stolen by several Japanese firms for use

power output put it squarely in the Class-A

in their mid -fi gear.

tradition. Although the DR-3 resembles the

Rolls-Royce packaging of amassive but
low-powered amplifier with ahigh price

ML-2's massive metalwork, it is unlike the

tag had its roots in the Levinson ML-2, a

ML-2 because it is astereo amplifier, costs
far less, and does not use Levinson Camac

high-end product of the 1970s just now

connectors which, requiring adaptors or

coming up fo replacement by MLAS. The

unique cables, themselves involve the ex-

ML-2 itself attracted criticism as an audi-

penditure of extra hundreds.

ophile "excess," but this didn't seem to affect its commercial success; Levinson sold

marketing buzzword in recent years, but

hundreds of them.

Classe" Audio's interpretation of it in the

The ML-2, once labelled the "Gold stand-

Class A has become little more than a

DR-3 is far more rigorous than the Japanese

ard" of amplifiers by The Audio Critic's

receivers with front panel pushbuttons that

Peter Aczel, became the most prominent ex-

drop the power rating and step up bias cur-

ample of pure Class Adesign. Now available
at $8848 apair on custom order only, it

turer's name, after all, is adouble pun across

2Output devices (in this case transistor.) typically amplify
only half the audio signal: they are paired to complementary' devices that "take over" the signal as it crosses the
zero-voltage axis. Maximum efficiency. known as Class-B
operation, dictates that the device should turn off (stop
conducting) as soon as it stops processing the signal, but
this produces ahorribly harsh form of distonion labeled
"crossover notch" distortion The other extreme is to bias
the transistor at such ahigh amperage that it never turns
off, even with no signal present: this is Class A. Class A/11
is acompromise: up to reasonable outputs (say. 20 watts)
the biasing is sufficient to maintain Class A operation: at
higher outputs, the amp reverts to Class B. but the high
output is said to swamp the resulting distortion, and clever
circuit design can keep most of it from happening in the
first place.
—LA

-0

rent to deliver "Class A." The manufactwo languages: the French Classe' sounds
like "Class A" and reads like "classy".
The DR-3's price point and power rating,
which yield an extraordinarily expensive
3HQD stands for Hartley/Quad/Decca, the names of the
drivers used. The system could cost upwards of $55.000 if
you included six MI- 25. Levinson cable throughout, and
the -basic" speaker, which cost 824.000. JGH attracted
mighty wrath (and you thought CD was the first time
everyone came down on him!) by listening to acarefully
set-up HQD for two minutes and condemning it out of
hand. Wrath or not, his criticisms were well- founded.
—LA
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$58 /watt, cause one to worry about expending money instead of good sense. And
the sufficiency of amere 25 watts may concern audio buffs who own inefficient
speaker systems.
Suspicions of expensive watts aside, what
really matters are the DR-3's sonics, and
here the news is very good. This exotic,
low-powered but big-sounding amplifier
proved itself over and over in my listening

phase signals to achieve maximum power.
Opening the unit, Iwas impressed with
the well-organized, dual-mono construction, and the large energy storage of
160,000 microfarads (over 250 joules). Speaker connectors consist of 1/4" silver plated
brass bolts, which can really be torqued
down—finally! They allow you to use those
fancy—and big—spade lugs that adorn
Powerline II, MIT Music Hose, and Randall

tests. Its modest power rating fails to de-

Research speaker cables; these speaker ter-

scribe its dynamics, speed, transparency,

minals are the best in the business.
Optionally, one can purchase an MFE-1

sweetness, and ability to communicate instrumental resonances.

Large Magnetic Flux Enhancer (or the less

It is this quality of detailing and sonic

expensive MFE-0.5) to reduce (actually,

sweetness that Classe' Audio's designer,

redistribute) magnetic flux in the DR-3.
The MFE-1 takes the form of a30-lb silicon-

David Reich, aspires to. Reich believes that
the Class Aoperating mode avoids sonic ir-

steel brick engraved with the company's

ritants, including crossover notch distor-

name; it is meant to be seated on top of the

tion, and slew-induced distortion. He claims
that the DR-3 displays smoother and more

transformer housing in the same manner as
aVPI brick.

evenly distributed harmonic spectra during

David Reich loaned two DR-3s to the

clipping. This performance is also related to

New York-based Audiophile Society for

the DR-3's quality of construction, which

demonstration when he came to visit us,

is first-rate: polyfilm capacitors for cou-

and these were briefly available for review.

pling and bypassing key circuit areas, shield

My reference Snell Type A/III loudspeakers

plates to reduce hum in input circuitry, very

were configured in abiamplified mode, so

heavy-gauge OFC (oxygen free copper) in-

each stereo DR-3 was set up to drive one

ternal wiring, floating-ground power sup-

speaker. Ifound that my recently updated
Levinson ML-7 and older ML 6A preamps
developed avery low-level buzz when con-

plies, and dual-mono construction.
Physically, the DR-3 follows Rolls-Royce
in many ways: weight, mass, and solidity of
product come first. A 1/4" thick polished

nected to DR-35, 4 so Iused Luxman C-03

faceplate, massive extruded heatsinks, and

of my critical listening. Shure V-15MR and
Accuphase AC-2 cartridges were used in a

acentral transformer box (containing two
potted transformers) are bolted to athick,
welded aluminum chassis. The transform-

and Tandberg 3008A preamplifiers for most

Magnepan Unitrac arm on aLinn Sondek
turntable. A number of the best DMP com-

ers are mounted via rubber bushings to reduce hum and vibration transmission. The

pact discs were played over afirst genera-

internal printed circuit boards (PCBs) em-

connects and speaker cable, which worked

ploy thick copper traces sealed in glass ep-

marvelously with the DR-3s, were also em-

oxy to get rid of the lead that, claims Reich,
contaminates copper laminate in other PCBs.

ployed.
The DR-3s, like most pure Class A amps,

The amplifier is bridgeable into mono,

run quite warm. More than any other ampli-

tion Philips-style CD player. Tandberg inter-

for significantly increased power output.

fier I've tested, they need to warm up, their

The bridging circuit has been designed to

sonic character changing dramatically over

run 25 kohms input impedance, to favor

the first 30 minutes after turn-on. At first

tube preamps, and can be entirely switched
out of the circuit when not used. Reich con-

distant, reserved, and detailed, a "cold"

tends he used a "true" bridging scheme,
sending the two bridged channels out-of-

Stereophile

DR-3 is too analytical. But fully warmed up,
4 Neither Sid Chancier of MLAS nor David Reich could
explain the compatibility problem.
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Classé Audio DR-3 interior
it becomes highly dynamic, sweet, and fast

Weaver's "Guantatumera - (The Weavers'

The change is highly pleasing and very

Reunion at Carnegie Hall, 1963, Van-

dramatic.

guard), heard only once before on an entire-

Inever before heard such beautiful, rich,
resonant, and glowing sound in my listen-

Spectral electronics.

ing room! Centerfill was seamless, the

ly different system using Quad ESL-63s and

soundstage width was huge, and the depth

Of course, the DR-3 wasn't ideal for every
record. On Billy Joel's "Seen the Lights Go

and detailing were tops. My usual awareness

Out on Broadway" (Songs in the Attic,

of the system's presence—the speakers,

Columbia), there was enormous detailing

electronics, room boundaries, and anasty
slap echo from my ceiling—was simply ab-

but not quite enough dynamics for the

sent. Using one of the MFE-1 "bricks" on
top of the amp slightly enhanced these son-

resonance and musical detailing were required, the DR-3s were wonderful. Ihave

ic qualities—but not nearly as much as the

never heard the Brahms Ballades reproduced

simple introduction of the DR-3.

with such lovely tonality as over the DR-3s;

Ithink all audiophiles treasure memories

song's full impact. But when instrumental

it produced an intimacy and contact with

of how aparticular record sounded one day

the music previously unavailable to me.

in the past. After time has passed, and they
can't achieve those feelings or sonics again,

Ifound asingle DR-3 almost as good as
two, lacking only the huge soundstage ex-

they doubt whether they really heard that

panse and three-dimensional detailing af-

special sound, that lost chord. With a

forded by the pair. The bridged-mono

warmed-up pair of DR-3s, Irediscovered
that special sonic contact. For example, my

mode also sounded quite decent, with each

system reproduced just the right reverb for
Stevie Nicks' voice (Fleetwood Mac's Sisters

amp driving one channel of the normallyconfigured Snells. Overall, though, the
combination of two DR-3s in biamplified

of the Moon); the bass line and drums were

mode, using Tandberg speaker cable, is by

up front, but her voice was unmuffled. The

far the best setup for driving the Snell A/Ills

elusive bass line once again emerged on the

in my listening room. This should answer
Stereophile

the questions of those wondering about

ation. Ican't think of any amp at or below

power capability: refer back to my original
review of the Snells (Vol. 7, No. 6): "This

its price that sounds as good in my system.

speaker does best with a very powerful

market? Although the question can not be

solid-state amp, such as the Levinson ML-9

entertained in the review of just one prod-

(330 watts/ch)."
The DR-3 did remarkably well driving a
pair of Apogee Scintillas. These speaker sys-

Is the DR-3 the best amplifier now on the

uct, the DR-3's combination of marketing
mystique, high price, beautiful construction, ability to drive the nasty low-imped-

tems sound best (to my ears)S configured as

ance loads of exotic audiophile speakers,

a one-ohm load, which most amplifiers

and, last but certainly not least, superb

have difficulty driving. Aside from the big-

sonics, will make it aleading product in the

gest Krell amplifiers (the mono KMA-100s

high end. The product's impact on our Au-

and -200s), Iknow of no other amplifier

diophile Society had to be seen to be be-

that makes the Scintillas sound as good as

lieved; 6 members jumped to move out their

the DR-3. Run full out at the Audiophile So-

116000 amplifiers in order to test the DR-3s.

ciety's meeting for acrowded roomful of

Several members have purchased DR-3s

audio buffs, two DR-3 biamping Scintillas

since that meeting, and are glad they did.

played as loudly (that's not atypo) as the big

They were even glad they bought Magnetic

200 watt /ch KMA-200s. Actually, the Classe'

Flux Enhancer "bricks," though I'm uncer-

Audio amps sounded mellower and richer,
while the Krells were cleaner, had more

tain the bricks wrought any improvements

presence, and were more transparent and

for me.
Is the DR-3 the equal of its famous

detailed in the highs. Neither was aclear

predecessor, the Levinson ML-2? Unfor-

winner, but both sounded great. Trying the

tunately, Ican't definitively answer that

two DR-3s in bridged configuration pro-

question; try as Imight, Icouldn't borrow

duced muffled, distorted sound with the

apair of the hot-running Levinson amps for

Scintillas set up as a one-ohm load; one

asonic "showdown" in my listening room.

ohm is just too low an impedance for a

But clearly, David Reich's amp is the best

bridged amplifier.

stand-in for those audiophiles, like myself,

So here we have an expensive, low-powered amp that sounds marvelous—and will

who always dreamed they would one day
own apair of ML-2s.

put out plenty of sound in almost any situ5And everyone ekes ran reponed in prim: see AMC% rcview in Vol. 8,
—LA

6 FOR SALE: 1985 Audiophile Society. Fully loaded, like.
new rond* • .Mum see to believe.

ONKYO M-510 GRAND INTEGRA
POWER AMPLIFIER
Laurence Greenhill

Solid-state stereo amplifier. Rated Power,
continuous: 300 watts/ch into 8ohms. 500
watts/ch into 4 ohms, 800 watts/ch into 2
ohms. THD plus noise: 0.005%. IM distortion: 0.003%. Power bandwidth, 1watt out:
1Hz to 100 kHz, +0, -1.5 dB. IHF dynamic
power: 2.1 kW into one ohm. Polarity: non-

Stereophile

inverting. Input impedance: 20 kohms.
Dimensions: 201/4" W by 10 1
2 "H by 20 1
/
2 "
/
D, including rear connectors. Weight: 139
pounds. Shipping weight: 220 pounds in
Anvil case. Price: $4200. Optional Anvil
shipping case: approx. $450. MANUFACTURER: Onkyo U.S.A. Corporation, 200
Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446.
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Onkyo M-510 Grand Integra
Onkyo's Grand Integra amplifier impressed
me in three major ways. One, it weighs
more than any other amplifier I've ever
auditioned. Sitting in its custom-made Anvil case, the M-510 tips the scales at 220

David Birch-Jones received a single
100-volt M-510 (requiring a step-down
autotransformer for use on our 120-volt
AC), he contacted Stereopbtle for areview.
Technically, the M-510 introduces a

pounds. Two, the Grand Integra has the

number of compelling innovations which

most impressive power-on sequence I've

prove useful in the design of avery powerful audio amplifier. This is the first amp to

ever seen, with a 15-second show of
flashing panel lights of increasing tempo,
until the meter lights come on full force.

employ the company's "Real Phase Power

Three, if you get past the size (exactly

charging currents going to the electrolytic

Supply" concept. Onkyo claims that the

where does an amp like this fit in aliving

capacitors in the power supply of anormal

room?) and light show, the sound of the

amplifier may cause subtle sonic effects as

Onkyo M-510 is marvelous. For me, the

they rise and fall. Charging currents of a

Grand Integra is one of the few Japanese

conventional power supply radiate magnetic

amplifiers Ihave auditioned and found to

fields, which can induce aspurious out-of-

be of top audiophile caliber.

phase voltage superimposed on the audio

Ihave never associated Onkyo's product

signal. To prevent this, Onkyo puts an "In-

line with high end gear like the Integra, and
it came as a surprise that the company

Phase" transformer between the power
supply and the rectifiers. This prevents the

(whose name means "audio" in Japanese) is
solely devoted to audio manufacturing.

quency audio information, particularly

charging currents from modulating low fre-

Founded in 1946 by audio engineer Takeshi

when the amplifier is driving reactive

Godai, the company has spawned such

loudspeakers. Onkyo believes that the

high end goodies as the GS-1 linear
amplitude loudspeaker. This $10,000-per-

"Real Phase" design permits the amplifier
to maintain precise phase accuracy of the

pair system weighs in at 260 pounds per

audio signal, which may be heard as

side, and, with the M-510, took the Grand

superior stereo imaging. These are strong

Prix award from Japan's Stereo Sound

claims-1 had my doubts prior to audition
of this very sizeable product.

magazine. This is the first time Onkyo has
exported these flagship products to America. When Onkyo's U.S. product manager
-r4

The M-510 has atotal of five transformers:
one AC-power and one "In-Phase" transStereophile

former per channel, and an auxiliary power

4, and 2ohm loads respectively (20-20,0(X)

supply and transformer to provide power
for non-audio circuits (meters, protection,
relays, lights, etc.). The output stage contains

Hz). The amplifier gave "perfect" clipping
waveforms with no hum modulation or

14 power transistors with a total power
capacity of 2800 watts, mounted on heat

distortion components (perhaps due to an

sticking, and only predictable high-order

internal "pre-clipping" circuit). Using DLC's
sinks providing more than 5square feet of instant current delivery test, the amplifier
radiating area. The amplifier possesses a produced 26 amperes RMS into a0.1 ohm
clever "accelerated preheat" mode that load for 20 ms pulses of a1.0 kHz signal, a
warms up the heat sinks to an optimal 122°

reading limited by the protection circuit

E in ten minutes, to minimize crossover
notch distortion. The power output meters

relays. The meters were very fast, probably

are calibrated for 8ohm operation, and are

reading music peaks. The only glitch was
hum at -65 dB in the output, 76 dB below

surprisingly accurate, with 100-uS rise and
1-second decay times between -20 and 0

the most accurate we've found to date for

1volt.

dB.
The Grand Integra's massive chassis is

efficient Magneplanar MG Ills were im-

covered with alacquered persimmon wood

pressive. High-frequency transients were

Listening tests on the Lab's relatively in-

found in anumber of other large, expen-

reproduced with articulation and snap at

sive Japanese power amps. The front panel
is dominated by the two large power meters,

very high listening levels without clipping.
As anticipated, the Onkyo amplifier sounded

which range from 0.01 watts to 800 watts.

discernibly better than our current favorite,

There is alight bar between the two meters,
the source of the light show, labelled a

blind ABX listening test,

"Waiting Monitor," and also LEDs to indicate meter sensitivity (X1 or X.001) and

the 25 watt/ch Classe' DR-3, in adoublebut only when

power-consuming bass drum whacks were

speaker selection. A drop panel conceals

used as the source. (This is no trivial observation: on orchestral music, the panel

the power switch, a panel-light dimmer

could not always distinguish the 300

button, meter range selectors, level controls for each channel, input selector
("variable" or "direct"), and speaker selectors. The back panel has four large rubber
feet so the amp can be rocked into an

watt/ch M-510 from the 25 watt/ch DR-3.)
The lab concluded that "so far, this appears
to be the best amp evaluated on our test
bench."
Onkyo's design skills were evident in my

upright position. There are two sets of RCA

listening as well. The M-510 held its own

inputs (again, variable or direct) and two
sets of 5-way speaker outputs that are too

against a pair of Classe' Audio DR-3

widely spaced for dual banana plugs.

match for my reference Snell Type A/Ill

By the way, Istrongly recommend purchase of the 'Anvil" packaging (available

DR-3s excelled in their reproduction of in-

from Anvil Corp. in Southern California). It
certainly adds to the Rolls Royce feel of the

pulled ahead in clarity, imaging, and sonic

product, but, even more important, it
makes it possible to move the amplifier
around. Out of its case, the 139 lbs of amplifier is quite awkward to move, but in the
Anvil case, apiece of cake.
DLC Design, in Farmington Hills, MI,
gave the M-510 aglowing testbench report.
Easily meeting all power ratings, the amplifier ran THD +N measurements of 0.005,
0.006, and 0.020% at rated power into 8,

Stereophile

amplifiers, ± which are atruly synergistic
loudspeakers when biamped. While the
strumental tone and resonance, the Onkyo
detailing. Switching to the Grand Integra
opened up the sound field. As for the imagIDave Clark of OW Design is also President of the AUX
company, whose comparator was reviewed by 'Gil in
Volume 5, Number 5. Iat first wondered why DLC would
bother comparing two amplifiers of such widely varying
output capacities, but then realized that the "literature on
comparative listening tests is so meager that even an "obvious" difference is useful to establish with ABX testing.
—LA
2 Which may say more about the DR-3; its rated at 25
watts (Class Al and costs $2893
—LA
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stage width, with good positioning of

Anvil case, the M-510 must be moved,
preferably by two people. Iknow of no

ing, the M-510 produced glorious soundsingers and solo instruments. Hall am-

shelf system or equipment rack that can

bience emerged with great clarity. This

support its weight. Most important, the

amplifier's most significant attribute is not

Grand Integra costs over $4000, putting it

its imaging, as the manufacturer suggests,

up against the Krells, the Levinsons, and

but its depiction of the size and depth of

the best of Audio Research. Although this is

the soundstage.
Here we have avery powerful amplifier

very strong competition, today Ifind the

with outstanding sonics across the board—

and transient fidelity; in other respects it is

power with delicacy. Low-impedance

at least very good. Iwould advise Onkyo to
continue pushing back the frontiers of audio

panel systems like the Apogee Scintillas
will do their best with this amplifier. But
keep in mind that this product, like agrand

M-510 unmatched in its soundstage width

engineering; their American competition
certainly will be.

piano, must be delivered: even in the elegant

THE PS AUDIO 200C POWER AMPLIFIER:
A NEW CONTESTANT FOR
BEST POWER AMPLIFIER AROUND!
Anthony H Cordesman

Stereo power amplifier. Power: well over 200
watts/ch into 8ohms, 400 watts into 4ohms,
1000 watts into 1.5 ohms. Peak current: 64
amps. Bandwidth: DC to 140 kHz, +3 dB.
Damping factor: greater than 400. S/N:
greater than 100 dB. Slew rate: 300 V/ms.
Inputs: direct-coupled (DC), capacitorcoupled. Sensitivity: 1.3 volts for rated output. Price: $1649. Serial number: 1024.
MANUFACTURER: PS Audio, 4145 Santa
Fe Road, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401. (805)
543-6655.

The PS Audio 200C is scarcely cheap at
$1649, but Iwill issue the following
challenge: go to your dealer's and listen. Ignore the mystique and hype surrounding
more expensive power amplifiers, and
compare the 200C to any amplifier, tube or
transistor, at any price in terms of overall
performance. Ihave not heard abetter transistor amplifier at any price, and that includes most of the big name amplifiers
costing at least twice as much as the PS

Several issues back, Imentioned amajor

200C.
Ihave heard amplifiers that provide adif-

"new wave" of power amplifiers coming

ferent mix of sonic advantages; you may

along: the Adcom 555, the New York Audio

well prefer and pay far more for them than
you would for the PS Audio 200C. Tailor-

Labs transistor-tube hybrids, and the latest
Krells, for example. They demonstrate that
major audible improvements are still
possible in something as well-explored as

ing a system to your personal taste and
listening conditions can get to be an extraordinarily expensive proposition, and

the power amplifier. Not only that, some of
these products demonstrate that superior
performance can be combined with

some sound characteristics depend on

relatively low price.

superior features available in the best rival
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technologies and parts that don't come
cheap. I will argue, however, that the

Stereophile

amplifiers all involve significant trade-offs

response. This power seems to help even

relative to the 200C. You only get their ad-

the most bass-limited full-range speaker.

vantages by giving up some of merits

and, on those few speakers possessing true

available from the 200C.

low bass, can reproduce the lowest octaves

Ignore the mystique and hype surrounding more
expensive power amplifiers, and compare the 200C to
any amplifie; tube or transistot; at any price.
The Merits

with real sonic glory.

This is strong praise,' and Iwill temper it

• Midrange performance typical of only

with comparisons to other top-line prod-

the best tube amps from Conrad Johnson

ucts in amoment. There are also other new

and Audio Research. The timbre is flat from

amplifiers coming: the Audio Research

the upper bass to lower treble. There is no

D-250-1I "Servo," Counterpoint SA-4 OTL,
Levinson ML-20 (or whatever they're going

trace of the lower midrange "suckout"

to call

it), and

NYAL OTL-3

characteristic of transistor amplifiers. This

Mark

midrange performance is dynamic, detailed,

2.5—none of which I've heard, though the

and transparent from the softest to loudest

Counterpoint is on hand. Idon't push the

passages. The transistor tendency to soften

200C as the "ultimate:" it's worth buying

transients and musical life in the lower

because it sounds superb today, not

and middle midrange, and exaggerate them

because it will "outrank" all of tomorrow's

in the upper midrange, is not present.

competition.

• No transistor "tunnel" effect. The

Nevertheless, the PS Audio 200C has the
following merits:

soundstage width and height rival that of
the Conrad Johnson Premier Five and

2

• Almost total freedom from transistor

Audio Research D-250-1I. Depth is ex-

hardness or zing in the upper four octaves.

cellent, though precision of location

The 200C rivals the best tube amplifiers in

within that depth is slightly lacking. Place-

the smoothness and musical liquidity of its

ment of voices and instruments across the

upper octave performance, but is flatter

stage rivals the best tube amps, but fails to

and more extended than most. Other top-

equal the "holography" available from the

price transistor amplifiers may appear to

D-250-1I.

have more highs and "life," but all the ones

• There is remarkable transparency. The

I've heard provide this life at the expense
of low-level treble detail, and with more

200C provides the illusion of sitting in an
actual hall, conveyed by low-level detail,

upper octave energy than you'll ever hear

soft harmonics, and musician noises. Only

from live music.

the best Audio Research, Conrad Johnson,

• Superb bass power and control, with

Krell, NYAL, and Counterpoint designs can

dynamic rather than tight or reticent bass,

equal the PS-200C in this respect. Since

but no trace of loose or overfull bass

each amplifier reveals some information of

II'll say Iagree that the PS is asuperior amplifier. and so
does J61.1. but Isuspect there's some of the overrnthusiasm here that one experiences at first contact with an
exciting product.

—LA

2 Like all PS Audio products. the 200€ had some early
teething problems. If you have alower serial number than
mine. you should have been contacted: if you haven't
been. call PS to see if any adjustment to your amp is
needed.
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this kind the others do not, Icannot say
which one is "right." Ican say that the
200C equals the state of the art in this
respect.
• Compatibility: Ihave not met apreamp
or speaker that this amplifier does not like.
It is the first transistor amplifier to sound
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good on the Infinity RS-IB; it can drive any

should choose a top-priced amplifier

Apogee; and it handles difficult speaker

without first listening to the practical result

and crossover loads. Other amplifiers may,

of combining it with agiven speaker and

and certainly will, sound better in given

speaker cable. Good as the 200C is, com-

combinations, but the overall compatibility
of the 200C is an embarrassing indictment

peting amps may "lock in" on aparticular
system, and sound better.

of the vast majority of amplifiers—at any

• Some audiophiles are still treble junkies,

price.
• Awesome dynamic power and transient

getting their "highs" off the illusion of sitting one foot from the orchestra. Ican't

performance. The 200C communicates the

stand their systems; no live performance

true power of full orchestral music, organ,
and rock—something that only the most

dience to justify such a treble balance.

powerful Audio Research, Conrad Johnson,

Treblophiliacs will prefer an amplifier that

and Krell amplifiers have previously been

has more apparent highs, and many

has enough highs at any seat in the au-

able to accomplish. At the same time, the

listeners used to less accurate transistor

lowest levels of musical information are

amplifiers will take a few hours to learn
that amplifiers don't bave to harden the up-

not blurred, hardened, or disguised.

per midrange and highs.

Restoring My Perspective
It should now be clear why Iconsider

• My praise of the 200C assumes that your
preamp can drive the 200C's direct-

the PS Audio 200C as important a coupled input without problems, that your
breakthrough as the Adcom 555, albeit at a 200C is perfectly biased, has been "run-in"
higher price. This may be due to the fact it with 15-20 hours of music or white noise,
weighs half aton, has true direct coupling
and less than 20 dB of feedback, uses

and warmed up for at least several hours.

massive copper bars to conduct current

ed from anew, "cold" sample. And don't

from the power supply to the output tran-

buy the 200C if you have any DC coming

Don't expect the performance I've describ-

sistors, can pass over 60 amps of current,

out of your preamp (which is arare pro-

and has gold-plated fuses and sockets. It

blem with modern preamps). If DC is pre-

may even come from the fact that it's the

sent (the amp has abuilt-in sensing circuit

first PS Audio product with really good
styling. 3
The 200C is a superb piece of equip-

the speakers), you must use the the 200C's

ment, but not the ultimate amplifier, or the

used after the 200C's AC inputs is as bad as

proper amplifier for every system. Ido

Paul McGowan's sense of humor—which
may well be the worst in the high end audio

have some caveats:

to tell you if there is before you hook up
AC input. Beware; the coupling capacitor

• As amplifiers get better, we learn more
and more about the variations in sound

industry. But then, at least Paul is part of

character caused by the amplifier-speaker
interaction, something that was masked by

has asense of humor!
• The 200C does not have the ability to

past amplifier colorations. These interac-

reproduce low-level harmonics and tran-

the 3percent minority in this industry that

tions vary so greatly, and for reasons still

sients with quite the resolution and
not fully understood, that the ability of a dynamic naturalness of the very best tube
given combination to suddenly "lock in"
designs. Audio Research, CJ, and NYAL/

and provide truly outstanding sound is

Counterpoint -OTL lovers will miss this.

almost impossible to predict. No one

• The Krells have better low-level resolution, and a rock-solid stability in their

3Ican only be sure that the 200C's sonic superiority does
not come from what the manufacturer's brochure claims
are "12 solid copper output transistors." Solid copper
semi-conductors' A true (disc-shaped) wire with gain>
What ivM Bell Laboratories think of next>
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soundstaging at all musical levels that's
slightly better than the 200C. If you love
the Krell sound, the PS Audio will not

Stereophile

replicate it.

preconceptions about what is really on

• You can also get one hell of an amplifier
in the Adcom 555, at about one-third the

your records. It is certain to be a"killer" in
terms of existing amplifier designs. Iam

price of a 200C—but Ifeel the PS Audio

virtually certain that top competitors like

200C is well worth the added investment if

Mark Levinson and Threshold will have to

you can afford it. Nevertheless, diminishing

rethink their product line; the 200C will

returns set in pretty rapidly in power

even push Krell to upgrade its sound. Many

amplifiers. I'd give priority to speakers, the

audiophiles will have to rethink buying a

cartridge or CD player, and phono gain

tube amplifier. As for the flood of "me too"

stages, all of which are more likely than the

amplifiers, and virtually all Asian and Euro-

amplifier to set the limits on overall system

pean imports ...
Let me repeat. The PS Audio 200C really

sound quality.

is good enough to merit one-on-one com-

Summing Up

parison with any other power amplifier at

The PS Audio 200C is one of those few
products that can suddenly give your

any price. It is amajor new entry to Stereoelk's list of Class A amplifiers!

system new life, and challenge your

AND NOW FOR A SOMEWHAT MORE
MODERATE APPRAISAL
THE PS AUDIO SIGNATURE SERIES 200C
POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt

200 watts/ch. into 8ohms; 400 into 4ohms.
Power Bandwidth: DC to 140 kHz. Rated
THD: .02% Rated IM: .01 %. Dimensions:
19" W by 61/
2"H by 19" D. Weight: 70 lbs.
Price: $1649. MANUFACTURER: PS Audio,
Inc., 4145 Santa Fe Rd., San Luis Obispo
CA 93401.

terminals are machined and formed from a
1/8-inch sheet of copper, to provide avery
low resistance conduction path between
the output devices and loudspeaker terminals. This allows the speakers to draw on
every joule of energy stored in a pair of
I0,000-mFd storage capacitors.
According to PS, the 200C is the first au-

PS Audio's most ambitious product to date,

dio component ever to use gold-plated

this hefty power amplifier combines no-

speaker-protection fuses. They contend

holds-barred construction and an attention

that oxidation at the contacts of "conven-

to detail which borders on the neurot-

tional" (nickel-plated) speaker fuses causes

ic/compulsive.

distortion, not an unreasonable claim giv-

For instance, the interconnections be-

en the low impedance of a loudspeaker

tween the output devices and the speaker

line. (The lower acircuit's impedance, the

Stereophile
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PS Audio 200C interior
more effect agiven amount of resistance
will have.) But PS carries this idea even fur-

coupled input is provided, for use with

ther by including their gold-plated speak-

(PS's manual points out that any preamp

er fuses inside the amplifier's feedback

having DC at its outputs is defective, and

preamps whose outputs have DC offset.

loop, to take care of the fuse's residual dis-

that repairing it makes more sense than

tortion, which PS claims to be inherent in

compensating for the defect with an in-

all fusible conductors. Now, that's what I circuit capacitor, which inevitably produces some loss of signal quality. Good
call overkill!
PS also claims first use of solid-copper

advice.)

output transistors. That this is patently im-

Incidentally, PS's manual for the 200C

possible (there's gotta be room inside for

has one glaring omission: no specifications

the semiconductor device!) suggests only

at all (those at the head of this report were

that PS should come up with aclearer way

gleaned from Audio's equipment directo-

to explain that each output transistor's outer case is made of copper. The supplied

the view that specs are less important than

literature fails to make clear what advan-

aproduct's sound, particularly in the case

tage might be gained from asolid copper

of an amplifier whose distortion figures are

ry). Ican understand amanufacturer taking

transistor, except to imply that it improves

mediocre by high-end standards, but there

the coupling of power and extraneous heat

are certain specs which must be known in

to the solid copper output straps (probably
true).

sensitivity, for example, to determine how

The entire circuit path is direct-coupled,

order to properly utilize an amplifier. Input
the amp will balance out in abiamplified

and will amplify any DC input voltage by a

system, or power consumption, for com-

factor of 30 if given the chance. Since this

puting the per-month cost of following

could obviously damage or destroy the sys-

PS's recommendation to leave the amp on

tem's woofers, an alternative capacitor-

continuously, or input impedance, to figure
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how to set the impedance switch on apassive crossover network. (For the 200C,
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2 and 15 ips 2-track tapes and aKyocera
/

these figures are: 1.25 volts, about 100

phile fare (Sheffields, Reference Record-

watts no-signal, and 100,000 ohms.)

ings, Opus 3s, and afew Telarcs). No pre-

DA -910 CD player with avariety of audio-

The 200C uses no protection circuitry as

amp or analog discs were used because my

such. Instead, it uses acombination of fus-

reference Conrad Johnson Premier Three

ing and thermal sensors to protect the am-

preamp was at the factory for acheckout;

plifier and the speakers. The speaker fuses
will blow instantly if the system gets asud-

it has so spoiled me that I'd rather do without than use another preamp.

den massive overload—preferably blowing

The PS 200C is only the second solid-

before the loudspeakers do. The fuses
provided are 8-amp fast-blows, which will

state amplifier whose extreme high end
can be favorably compared with the best I

not protect a speaker of modest power-

have heard from tubes, the other being the

handling capacity. It will take over 200

Rowland Research 7. Neither has quite the

watts into a4-ohm load to blow an 8-amp

exquisite sweetness of, say, the C-J Premier

fuse, and almost 350 into an 8-ohm load;

Five, being instead ahair on the dry side.

watch it! The thermal sensors respond to

But there is not atrace of grain, grit, or tiz-

the kind of marginal overload condition

ziness in the 200C's high end, making it

that causes the amp to overheat, and will

one of only two solid-state amplifiers I

eventually trigger the amplifier's power re-

would recommend for use with electrostat-

lay to open up. This relay, by the way,
makes a most alarming zap sound and a

the strongest suit with PS Audio's previous

ic systems. High-end quality has not been

bright flash when you first turn the amp

power amps, but it is one of the 200C's

on. This is normal, but it takes some get-

strongest. The Rowlands still surpass it by
a small margin, mainly in terms of com-

ting used to. If you've just recently turned
the amp off, you don't get the flash on
turn-on, since the capacitors haven't yet
discharged.
Ilet the 200C warm up for 24 hours before taking my first listen, so Ican't report
how bad it may have sounded right out of
the box. My experience, though, has been
that no amplifier sounds as good immediately after aone-week hiatus as it does af-

pletely unstrained openness and sweetness.
Of course, the Rowlands cost $6500 apair;
I've never heard this kind of high-end
sound from an amplifier in the 200C's
price range.
This is one of the most neutral-sounding
power amps Iknow of. The mid/upper
middle range is neither forward-sounding
like tubes nor recessed like many solid-

state equipment, 24 hours. PS, like most

state amplifiers. It is not quite as forward as
the Electron Kinetics Eagle 2and not quite

other high-end manufacturers, recom-

as laid-back as the BEL 2002. Inner detail-

ter at least an hour's warmup or, for solid-

mends leaving the 200C on at all times. I

ing and resolution of delicate nuances are

would qualify that by recommending that

excellent, soundstage width is very well
rendered, and depth and perspective are

it be unplugged during thunderstorms, and
while you're away for more than aday or so.
Itried the 200C on two speaker systems:

well presented, though not as well as from
the best tubed amplifiers.

The Infinity RS-1B and the Martin Logan

Bass is excellent: deep, tight, and very

Monoliths, both of which Iam very famil-

well-controlled, but not quite as taut as

iar with. The RS- lBs must be biamplified,

that from either the Eagle 2or the Adcom

so Ihad to audition the 200C in two shifts.

GFA-555. (This is not to say that either of

The Monoliths can be biamped, but since
Iam more familiar with their characteris-

the others will do abetter job of reproduc-

tics with the amp run full-range, that's the
way Iused this amp. Other equipment in-

best with rather underdamped speakers

cluded amodified Revox A-77-1I playing

taut low end; the PS does better with
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ing low end on all loudspeakers. They do
that need what might even be an overly
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speakers that have very good damping

Here, then, is an amplifier that can hold

characteristics to begin with. For instance,

its own, overall, with anything else in its

on the M-L Monoliths, the Eagle 2 pro-

price class; it will work best with speakers

duced much tighter bass than the PS; on
the RS-1B woofer columns, it was hard to

that are neutral through the middle range,
very extended and detailed at the extreme

tell the Eagle from the PS except at very
high listening levels, where the 140-watt

top, less than microscopically revealing
through the middle range, and well-

Eagle was obviously going into clipping

damped through the low end. And, since it
will cleanly belt out prodigious amounts of

while the 200C sailed along.
Apart from the slightly compressed
depth, the only area where the 200C was
judged to be inferior to the best of the competition was through the upper middle

power, the PS 200C should be ideal for
"difficult" loads like full-range ribbon
speakers and dynamic systems with com-

range, where a very subtle texturing de-

plex crossover networks.
This is, if not aworld-beater, at least a

tracted slightly from the system's "ease" of
listening through the Monoliths. Idid not

previous amplifiers—not to mention just

notice anything amiss here from the Infinity
RS- Ills, which are more-than-normally
revealing. (The Monoliths, like all electrostatics, are exceedingly revealing of such

world-class amplifier, far better than PS's
about all the competition. While not
cheap, it's alot less than many people have
been paying for amplifiers not nearly as
good.

things.)

THE ENIGMA SUBWOOFER SYSTEM
Dick Olsher
Subwoofer system consisting of woofer array, controller, and amplifier (optional).
Rated frequency response: 20 to 100 Hz in
a typical room at 3 meters. Sensitivity: 88
dB. Impedance: 6ohms minimum. Recommended amplifier power: 50 vsetts minimum,
600 watts maximum, RMS; 1200 watts
short-term. Dimensions: 36 1
/ "W by 46" H
2
by 7" D. Weight: 80 lbs. Electronic
crossover: low pass, 18-dB/octave active;
high pass, 18-dB/octave active switchable
to 6-dB/octave passive. Optional amplifier:
Hafler DH-220, bridged mode. Prices: subwoofer alone, $2295; amplifier, $600.
MANUFACTURER: Sound Associates, Inc.,
N65 W5730 Columbia Road, Cedarburg, WI
53012. (800) 331-6677.

Idoubt that any audiophile, when confronted for the first time with the Enigma,

nouter , Ihat the Enigma.
If you go back far enough, you may recall the open-back loudspeakers of the
'40s. These made pleasant, boomingnoises
but produced no deep bass. Why? Front-toback cancellation. Whenever a woofer
moves forward, compressing the air in
front, there is asimultaneous rarefaction
behind its cone. With no enclosure to stop
it, the front pressure wave will fold around
the edges of the speaker to the rear, where
it is cancelled by the rarefaction wave. If we
mount the speaker on afiat baffle, the same
thing will happen, but because the frontto-rear path is longer, the waves take longer
to make the trip. As wave length decreases
with increasing frequency, or baffle size in-

would guess it's asubwoofer. A free-stand-

creases, the cancellation effect goes away.
Similarly, the larger the baffle, the lower
the frequency at which cancellation sets in,

ing, enclosureless, dipole array—a sub-

until, with total front/rear isolation (as
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The Enigma Subwoofer System
with the speaker in asealed box), all can-

an average baffle dimension of 5feet only

cellation is eliminated.

prevents cancellation of frequencies above

Front/back cancellation starts when half
the wavelength of the sound equals the

speakers are the rule.

average baffle dimension. For example, even
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100 Hz; you can see why enclosed loudHow can the Enigma put out clean,
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powerful bass down to its claimed 20 Hz?

presented to the listener? ,

By electronic equalization. The rate of cancellation is auniform 6dB/octave down to

All kidding aside, why have designers
John Bruss and Robert Dizack gone to all

the woofer's resonant frequency, below

this trouble? Why go with an open system,

which the falloff rate approaches 18 dB/oc-

instead of abox like everyone else? The an-

tave. Thus, asimple complementary bass

swer has to do with their desire to avoid

boost circuit should flatten out the speaker's response, which is exactly what Enigma's controller does, although the folks at
Sound Associates don't quite spell it out.

cabinet resonances and to minimize room
effects. Woofer enclosures tend to be large.
(I should know, having recently completed
a subwoofer project using 10-cubic-foot

This approach was suggested in the litera-

enclosures!) The problems with large box

ture by R. J. Newman of Electro -Voice in
1980.'

enclosures are that the panel area is much

And, while the idea itself may not be

and that large enclosures require much

larger than the radiating area of the woofer,

original, its practical realization is a more bracing to achieve rigidity.
Large box panels couple very efficiently
technical tour-de-force. Life is already difficult enough for woofers in the lowest oc- to the air, so even the slightest flexing or vitaves because of the large cone excursions

bration contributes significantly to the total

required. To increase the bass drive signal
by afactor of 10 or 20, as this equalization

acoustic output. Furthermore, this contri-

requires, would simply destroy the average

bution is made just in the narrow frequencies of panel or enclosure resonance. Poorly

woofer. The Enigma uses four 14.7"

controlled resonances lead to smeared bass

woofers, each capable of almost 1" peak-

transients, adding to the sound amuddy

to-peak excursions. These proprietary woof-

boom that's often mistaken for rich, full

ers make it possible to achieve high SPLs in
the deep bass with minimal distortion.

bass. The panel resonances can be pushed

The woofers are mounted in a panel of

cabinet walls or by using more rigid materi-

narrow profile, with fabric stretched over

als, but it's almost impossible to push these

lower in frequency by mass-loading the

the entire affair. Exotic hardwood legs raise

resonances below 30 Hz. At that low afre-

the panel about afoot off the floor.

quency, damping is largely ineffective.

Construction quality appeared to be very
high. The speaker frame is made of lovely
wood, finely finished. The detachable legs

boasting response down to 40 Hz, it will
not do for asubwoofer aiming at clean re-

came wrapped in what Ican only describe

sponse down to 20 Hz. These difficulties

as leg-warmers (presumably to prevent

are swept away with dipole designs of mod-

While this may be adequate for aspeaker

scratching during shipment)! Though I est dimensions, like the Enigma's.
didn't unclothe the speaker, the drivers ap-

Adipole also offers advantages in the area

peared sturdy. The overall feel is luxurious;

of room interactions. A conventional sub-

this is reflected in the price.
Viewed sideways, with the magnet as-

woofer radiates omnidirectionally —with
equal intensity in all directions. The Enigma

semblies of the woofers straining against

radiates only in the forward and backward

the back side of the grille, there's avivid im-

directions. There is very little side-directed

pression in my mind of two pairs of nicely

energy due to front-to-back cancellation.

developed mammaries. This leads to my

The result is adiminished tendency to ex-

first suggestion for improving the Enigma.

cite room resonances, and an attendant in-

Would it not be physiologically more cor-

crease in bass smoothness and clarity.

rect to aim the drivers in the opposite direction so that the proper visual aspect is
INor was that the first appearance of the idea: designers
were equalizing loudspeakers and microphones prior to
the 1920s.
—JGH
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2Or at least add adecorative fanny at the front to fill out
the picture.
—JGH
It Stoo bad we don't pay DO enough to allow him to visit apsychiatrist on aregular basis to work out this problem.
—LA
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Setting Up
The instructions provided with the Enig-

Enigma was more than willing to provide
asecond subwoofer, but in calculating how

ma are painstakingly complete. They cover

much space would be necessary for it Ireal-

initial assembly (attach the legs), polarity

ized my listening room, which is pretty
generous, would never accommodate asec-

matching, final interconnections, positioning of the array, and final system tweaking.
Two signal generators are incorporated in

ond Enigma properly set up. Something

the controller. A pulse signal is used in the

more like asmall lecture hall would be the
right size. And, in spite of my preference for

polarity checks, while anoise signal is used
in matching the level of the array to that of

stereo bass, Ifound the integration between

the main speakers. Ifound the noise signal
very useful and accurate for level-matching,
but the polarity checks seemed overly complicated. It's really easy to tell when the
relative polarity between the Enigma array
and the main speakers is reversed: there's a

the Enigma and the planar speakers Itried
it with to be almost ideal; Isuspect that perhaps the mono subwoofer matches up better than would astereo pair.
The controller contains all of the requisite crossovers. You don't have any choice

monstrous suckout in the midbass that

for the low pass filter feeding the array; it's
fixed at 18 dB/octave at 100 Hz. Two high

should be audible even to the near-deaf. As
far as absolute phase is concerned, that de-

dB/octave and apassive 6dB/octave. While

pends on the program source and should be
checked for each recording, as with any
speaker system. 3
A measuring cord is even provided for accurate positioning of the main speakers and
the array; it makes it easy to position your
satellite speakers equidistant from your
prime listening location. The array is to be
positioned between the main speakers, but
10 inches closer to your listening seat.
Note that you get only one subwoofer for
the money; Enigma is obviously in favor of
mono bass. It's true that most LP masters
have been mixed monophonically below
100 Hz to minimize record cutting problems; on these recordings, at least, the Enigma should perform as well as astereo pair.
But the argument certainly does not hold
for CDs, nor for some of the more ambitious record producers.
Idefinitely prefer stereo bass. My observation has been that soundstage focus is
generally more convincing when the bass
channels are separate and located in close
proximity to the main speakers. Mono bass
seems to flatten the space instruments occupy on the soundstage; since that detracts
from the illusion of live music, Ifind myself
firmly in the stereo-bass camp.
3Scc our response to the letter from Sheldon Collins in this
issue.
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pass filters are selectable: an active 18
these are limited choices, they ought to
work quite well with a variety of main
speakers. Finally, there's an impact control
which adjusts the signal amplitude below
50 Hz, allowing you to compensate somewhat for the effects of your room on the
deep bass.

The Sound
The Enigma performs as advertised, with
excellent impact, freedom from resonant
boom and mud, and marvelous pitch definition. In my listening room, it measures flat
to 20 Hz (± 3dB) in the near field, which
is impressive. At 3 meters, the measured
response is not quite as smooth, which is
to be expected: Ifound room modes of 10
dB at 35 Hz and 4dB at 85 Hz. To solve the
problem. Iexperimented with the Enigma's
"impact control" (which simply rolls off
the bass below 50 Hz). Enigma's instructions
recommend an impact control setting of 5
for my particular setup. The control, you
see, is intended to cancel dips in frequency
response caused by proximate walls. Setting the impact control back to 0reduced
my 35 Hz peak to 8dB, but increased the
dip at 50 Hz by 2 dB; Iended up doing
most of listening with the control at 5and
the peak at 10 dB—it sounded just fine!
These excellent measurements help con-
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vey the quantity of bass available from the

Apparently, the Enigma is almost inde-

Enigma, but they in no way even begin to

structible. With the Hafler amp running

do justice to the truly superior bass quality

wide open on a continuous 30-Hz input

of the Enigma. Distinguishing the character

signal, Imerely succeeded in shaking the

of the various bass registers, from the

walls and rattling pictures in my listening

mighty organ on up through the strings and

room. At 20 Hz Iwas at last able to elicit

woodwinds, becomes child's play. Bass

buzzes from the Enigma, and managed to

transients (e.g., tympani strikes) are cleanly

trigger the over-excursion protection cir-

reproduced, with no compression and an

cuit. This was the only time the protection

excellent sense of dynamic bloom. I'm not

circuit came into action during the entire

afan of organ music, but the Enigma had me

time Ispent with the Enigma, but it could

scouring my collection of LPs for just that

also happen if your phono system is on the

Lind of record. Dave Wilson's organ records

edge of LF feedback or has runaway reso-

never sounded better in my system—even

nances. Also, recordings with grossly hyped-

with my 10-cubic-foot bass-reflex enclo-

up bass might do the trick. Once triggered,

sures. What's really exciting about the Enig-

the protection circuit keeps the woofer shut

ma is its ability to resolve bass detail with a

down until manually reset, which you do

clarity I've never before experienced. Sure,

by pressing the Enigma logo on the front of

my big boxes play louder than the Enigma,

the baffle. Clever!

but they also dish out enough spurious mud
to bury alot of bass detail.
Please note, however, that your system's
overall impression of power will depend on
the satellites used with the Enigma. Delicate
electrostatics, for example, just do not have
the midbass dynamics to keep pace with
the Enigma, especially at high volumes.
And large-surface-area dipoles, being akin
to ahigh-impedance microphone, will be
disturbed by the pressure variations caused
by the Enigma. 4 I've noticed sympathetic
vibrations and resonances in my electrostatics when the Enigma really gets going.
Both the Martin-Logan CIS and the Audi°static ES-240 graft very well with the Enigma. Idon't think it's as much aquestion of
speed as of control and dispersion; asubwoofer does not have to be very quick for
operation below 100 Hz. It's the upper harmonics of the bass transient which establish
the perceived speed of attack, and these are
reproduced by the main speakers. The Enigma does, however, have the control and
clarity to keep up with the most highresolution speakers around. And the dipole
acoustic pattern causes fewer interaction
problems with other dipoles than do pointsource subwoofers.
4Just as they would hc by any subwoofer extending to 20
Hz.
—LA
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The Bad News
While Idon't have any complaints about
the Enigma's bass quantity or quality, Ido
have slight misgivings about what its highpass crossover may do to the sound of the
upper-range speakers.
Idetected slight timbrai changes in the
first couple of octaves above the 100 Hz
crossover frequency. With program material devoid of any deep bass or dynamics
(chamber music, for example), Iconsistently preferred the Martin-Logan CLS run fullrange. Isimply bypassed the Enigma with
the Compare switch on the controller;
nothing was physically moved. With the
Enigma back in the system, there was also a
slight loss of sheen and delicacy in string
tone: abit more grain, less bloom. This effect was audible with active or passive highpass filters.
On vocal material, Ipreferred the passive
6 dB to the active 18 dB high-pass slope;
with this source, the passive filter was hard
to detect in the system. The only clue was a
slightly enhanced robustness of male voice—
which Iliked. With the active high-pass filter, aslight edginess creeps into the upper
midrange and brightness regions. The overall sound character becomes more solidstatish, with more crispness and less ii-
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crossovers, Ifound the Enigma to some-

alternative bass amplifiers. Certainly, the
Hafler amp available from Sound Associates

what diminish the focus of instruments

is not aworld-beater, and Enigma is not

across the sound stage. The feeling of aco-

really in business to sell amps. Iwould think

quidity. Finally, regardless of the choice of

hesive space about individual instruments
was more convincing from the main speakers alone. If Ihad to point fingers, I'd say
that the culprits are most likely the active 18
dB/octave low and high pass filters. This is
not surprising, since there are precious few
crossovers out there sufficiently unobtrusive for use with high resolution systems.
There's no question that the Enigma is
great stuff on bombastic program material.
Bass extension, low end impact, enhancement of dynamics and midrange clarity are
very impressive; Iwould unhesitatingly use

that the Kœlls, Eagles, or Rowlands would
easily outdo the Hafler, but for ahell of alot
more green stuff. According to Bob Dizack
of Sound Associates, the small Krell amp
(KSA-50 or KMA- 100) is apopular choice
for use with the Enigma.
The Enigma subwoofer offers the wellheeled music lover exceptional bass performance. Like most assaults on state-of-theart, the Enigma is not great value for the
dollar, but is, in my opinion, worthy of inclusion in the finest audio systems. I'm not
entirely won over by the performance of

the Enigma under these circumstances. On
more intimate material, well. ..
that's what

the active crossovers included, and hope

the Compare switch is for.

rethought. For now, aqualified recommen-

Time did not permit an investigation of

this aspect of the design will be carefully
dation.

MCM SYSTEM MODEL .7
SPEAKER SYSTEM
Dick Olsher

Two-iney dynamic speaker, bass-reflex loaded.
Driver complement: 1" soft-dome Vifa
tweeter, 8" co-polymer Peerless woofer.
Dimensions: 12" W by 12" D by 28" H.
Weight: 32 pounds each. Frequency response: 40 Hz to 19 kHz, ±2dB. Nominal
impedance: 8 ohms. Sensitivity: 90 dB.
Recommended power: 30 to 150 watts/ch.
Price: $799/pair. Serial numbers: 1054 and
1055. MANUFACTURER: MCM Systems
Inc., 709 Dauphin Street, Mobile, Alabama
36602.

when the .7 came along. But where did .5
and 1.0 come from ...
Names aside, the .7s are really excellent
speakers. MCM's literature makes abig deal
of the speaker's imaging capabilities, and
they do indeed excel in this area. The
soundstage is panoramic in its lateral extension, with convincing localization of instruments within the stereo stage. The
stage itself is located some distance behind
the speakers; because of this, perceived
depth perspective is somewhat diminished.

Iadmit to being puzzled by the choice of

Imaging is seamless, though; the speakers

name for this speaker. ".7" is quite unas-

never call attention to themselves.
Choice of amps is important with the .7s.

suming for atop-of-the-line model, and
what does it mean? Jeff Crigler of MCM
was kind enough to explain that they simply interpolated between .5 and 1.0, which
were the model numbers already in the line
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Surprisingly for abass-reflex design, they
mated very well with the tube amps Ihave
on hand (Luxman 3045s and aFutterman
H3a). According to Jeff, the Quicksilver
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mono amps were heavily relied on during
design of the speaker, so it turns out to be
not so surprising that tube amps sound natural with the .7s. The Spectrascan BPA-10I
also fared well with these speakers, as long
as nothing else in your system exacerbates
acertain midband depression Ihear. The
Rowland Model 7mono amps, for instance,
made the .7s sound polite to the point of
blah.
Tonally, this recessed midband is the
strongest characteristic; the speaker lacks
a bit of bravado, sounding slightly laidback and polite. The extreme top is abit
deficient in spaciousness and delicacy.
which detracts from the bloom of massed
voices and strings. In the lower treble.
there's too much bite when you listen directly on-axis; Irecommend off-axis listening. For the same reason, atilt-back speaker
stand is just about mandatory. Iused the
Chicago Speaker Stand model MOO,
recommended by MCM and agood mate
for the .7s.
Biwiring—running two pairs of speaker
cables in parallel from asingle amp to the
speakers—is possible with the .7s, since
the tweeter and woofer inputs are accessible separately. I'm not sure from atheoretical standpoint why this should improve the
sound, especially if you were using excellent cable to start with, but there is asmall
improvement in the highs, which became
cleaner. Biwiring used to be thought of as
a poor man's way of obtaining the sonic

.MCM

Systems Model .7

benefits of biamping, but with the cost of

rigid and well-braced enclosure, made
from ahighly damped composite material

agood speaker cable rivaling that of asec-

called epoxy pulp by MCM. Cabinet panel

ond amplifier, I'm not sure it's worth the

resonances can significantly contribute to

trouble. Icertainly wouldn't want to have

the acoustical output of aspeaker over nar-

to buy a second pair of MIT-750 cables

row frequency bands, thus coloring the

at $430!

sound. The MCM enclosure goes a long

Timbrai accuracy on the .7s is very good

way toward minimizing this problem.

through the midband and midbass, except

The deep bass extends to the lower 40s

for the cello's lower register, which sounds

with good control and only ahint of boxi-

abit anemic. In general, though, Ididn't

ness. Unfortunately, the woofer has rather

find the balance too thin. Midbass clarity

modest excursion, so dynamic range and

and definition are excellent, the best I've

impact on wide-range program material is

heard from a bass-reflex design, which

rather limited. You won't have to worry

traditionally has trouble in this area. A fac-

about the .7s shaking the walls or distress-

tor probably contributing to the lack of

ing the neighbors.

mud through the lower-midrange is the
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I've been alittle skimpy in my praise, but
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the .7s' overall musical character and bal-

sic, the .7s manages to sound more con-

ance, as well as their excellent imaging, are

vincing in its portrayal of the power and

good enough to merit comparison with the

majesty of an orchestra. There's more

Spendor SPI, my benchmark speaker in the

weight and guts to the .7s' bottom octaves.
Overall. Ipersonally prefer the Spen-

under-S1,000/pair category. Ispent quite a
bit of time comparing them. Both speakers
are cohesive, detailed, and very easy to listen to. Within their respective soundstages,
however, the .7s have noticeably less focus,
and there's abit less transparency—more
veiling—through the midrange. On voice
or small-scale orchestral works Idefinitely prefer the Spendors; on large-scale mu-

dors. They better assuage my seemingly insatiable appetite for midrange clarity—
reproduced sound never seems to have
enough! The .7 is nevertheless avery good
speaker that will win many friends. Ihighly recommend it for at least an audition, especially if imaging excellence is high on
your list of priorities.

TANGLE TAMERS
Monster Cable Cable Helpers Quickline Cable Makers
J. Gordon Holt
Monster Cable Products, Inc, 101 Townsend

it goes. The labels are marked Phono, Min-

St., San Francisco, CA 10550.
Quickline Products, 1927 SW Marigold,
Portland, OR 97219

er, Tape In, Tape Out, CD, Aux, Pre Out.
Main Amp, Bass Amp, Mid Amp, Twt Amp,
and /Cover In. Each pack contains 40 labels;
there are at least two of each label in a
pack.

If your audio system is typical, the back

Monster's ID- 1 labels are much more

looks like someone threw two handfuls of

costly — SIO apack—as befits the product

spaghetti at it. Tangled, unkempt intercon-

of amanufacturer whose top interconnects

nects not only make it unnecessarily diffi-

retail for $80 per I-meter pair! Instead of

cult to figure out where things go if you

paper, these labels are printed on what ap-

ever have to change components—and

pears to be a plastic-impregnated fabric,

who doesn't?—they can also lead to hum

which is virtually indestructible. You can

problems when AC cables and signal leads

cut it or burn it, but it is almost impossible

get too close in the wrong orientation.

to tear. A pack contains 168 labels, covering

(When the magnetic field created by the AC

almost every conceivable source and out-

line cuts across an interconnect conductor,

put (including Video. Video Disc, and

a60-Hz voltage is induced in the interconnect since the magnetic field from the AC is

Equalizer—scandalous!). There are even
labels to identify AC plugs, plus two sets of

constantly switching direction.)
The kits under review offer neat solu-

numbered labels for the otherwise unidentifiable! Oddly, though, there are no labels

tions to both problems. The el ebeapo
Quickline CM-1 markers (S1 postpaid) are

to specifically identify the connections to

printed, peel-off gummed paper labels that

system, as there are with the Quickline

the power amps in abiamped or triamped

wrap around each end of an interconnect

markers. Monster's labels come in two

to identify where it comes from and where

colors, white for left-channel connections
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BEFORE

and yellow for right.
Since both brands of labels use apermanently tacky material for adhesion, Ihad
some misgivings about their interacting

AFTER

who changes components as often as Ido.
Incidentally, there are two ways of attaching the labels. Wrapping alabel entirely around athin cable produces the neatest

with the plasticiser in the cable insulation;

appearance, but may obscure some of the

they might detach themselves after awhile.

label's printing, making it difficult to read.

However, Isaw no evidence of this after six

The alternative is to fold the label double

months from either product; they seem to

over the cable, butterfly-wing style, and at-

be perfectly safe. And they are amarvelous

tach it like atab. Not as neat, but alot more
readable.

convenience, particularly for someone
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Of course, labels alone won't keep your

ties ($5 apack) will hold bundles of cable

spaghetti pile in some semblance of order.

together, but do not attach to the equip-

For that, we must turn to Monster's other

ment cabinet. Each thin plastic strap forms

helpers, the WC-1 clamps and CT-1 ties.

aloop around the bundle; when you pull

The clamps (PS for apack of six) have an

the loop tight, that's it—the adjustment is

adhesive base which attaches firmly and

strictly a one-way affair. You can pull it

permanently to any smooth surface on the

tighter, but loosening is accomplished with

equipment cabinet. An adjustable strap

diagonal cutters. 52 ties come in apack,

wraps around up to several cables—it will

and, once the pack is open, are an untidy

handle abundle of up to almost an inch in

mess to store. A suggestion: use your first

diameter—and locks in place. The strap

tie to bundle all the others together. You

can be easily removed or readjusted. These

can take up the slack as you use up the ties.

clamps are perfect for immobilizing such

All in all, Ifound both the Monster Cable

things as tonearm cables, which can be par-

products and the labels from Quickline a

ticularly sensitive to hum pickup from

tremendous boon. If you're not now ex-

nearby AC cords if you use alow output

periencing hum, they probably won't im-

moving coil cartridge.
For more permanent lashup, the CT-1

prove the sound of your system, but they
can sure make it easier to enjoy.

FIDELITY RESEARCH MC45
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE
Steven Watkinson

Moving coil phonograph cartridge. Output
Voltage: 0.2mV
1kHz. Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±2 dB. Separation: 26 dB @ 1 kHz, 18 dB @ 15 kHz.
Weight: 6.2 grams. Price: $245. Importer:
Giorgi-Com, P.O. Box 1079, Simi Valley, CA
93062. (805) 584-1445.
My first moving coil, back in 1977, was a
Fidelity Research FR3-Mk IF. I fondly
remember its rich, full-bodied sound,

Fidelity Research MC45

which managed to seem faster and more
detailed than any moving magnet I'd heard,

cality in order to get speed and detail.)

its extremely musical character notwith-

Over the next few years Iowned and en-

standing. (Some cartridges sacrifice musi-

joyed an FR201 and 202; Istill remember
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how they "warmed" the room with magic

brought out more detail from the record.

on cold Chicago winter nights.' With the

With more forgiving electronics, the differ-

announcement of Fidelity Research's return

ences became less obvious, but this is hardly arecommendation.

to the U.S. market (they dropped out for
about two years), Ieagerly awaited my

Dynamics are another weak spot in the

chance to sample their new wares.
The MC45 is FR's new top-of-the-line

45's performance. It just doesn't respond
quickly enough on transients. Crescendos

cartridge. In contrast to high mass, low-

don't overwhelm, bass drums go [pip] in-

compliance cartridges like the FR3-Mk1F,

stead of [boom], and tension in the music

the 45 is relatively light, at 6.5 grams, and

doesn't build towards aclimax. In short,

has moderate compliance. As aresult, the

the excitement which afirst-rate hi-fi sys-

45 tracks much better than the FRs of yes-

tem can deliver is missing.

teryear. But it lacks their dynamics, and
richness of tone and texture; the 45 is a

On the plus side, the MC45 had excellent
overall tonal balance: this is one of the few

"musical" cartridge, but there the similar-

low output moving coils I've encountered

ity to its ancestors ends. It achieves that

that doesn't have asharp rise in the top oc-

feeling of musicality by rounding the be-

tave; in fact, the HF balance seems just

ginnings and endings of notes; it seems
lacking in quickness and intertransient si-

about right. Tonal contrasts were accurate,

lence. There also is aslight smearing, Isus-

edges of the music adversely affected in-

though the 45's tendency to round the

pect a consequence of excess cartridge

strumental textures. Brass instruments

body resonance.

sounded alittle too smooth, and varying

Iused the MC45 with both the Sumiko

string-playing techniques were difficult to

MDC-800 "The Arm" and the Well Tempered Arm, mounted on aSOTA Star and an

discern. The MC45 presents agood soundstage, on apar with the Talisman S, with

Elite Rock, respectively. The Klyne, Dayton

good width and depth. Instrument place-

Wright 777, and Electrocompaniet headamps, and aFidelity Research FRT-5 trans-

ment was stable, with no tendency for the
instrument location to jump as frequency

former, were the step-up devices employed.

changed. However, separation of individual

Adequate setting-up of the MC45 was atask

voices and instruments was lacking, in com-

Inever managed to complete. The 45 uses

parison to the better cartridges in this

a line-contact stylus. With most line-

general price range.

contact styli there is a sweet spot in the

There's not really much more that needs

sound when VTA and SRA are adjusted just

to be said about the MC45. Its good bal-

right. Ispent several days making minute

ance, image, and tracking just don't make

adjustments to arm height, and, within the

up for shortcomings in other areas; they

limits of excursion allowed by the two

fail to lift the 45 above the multitude of

tonearms, Iheard no significant difference

mediocre cartridges inhabiting this sector

in the sound. There was no sweet spot.

of the market. If you're looking for acar-

The results were consistent with all my

tridge in this price range, my recommenda-

different phono front end combinations: a

tions are the Talisman Sand B or the Dy-

pleasant, but somewhat loose and dull,

navector 23R and I7D. If you insist on a

sound Ifind slightly veiled and unfocused

more romantic sound, try the Alchemist III

compared to the best cartridges in this

S, Shure V15 VMR (for less money), or the

price class. With very revealing solid state

Grace F9E.

electronics, such as the Klyne SK -5 and
Electrocompaniet Pre One preamps, and
the BEL 2002 amplifier, the differences between the MC45 and the Talisman Swere
instantly apparent. The Talisman simply
II'd uy they colored the mom purple!
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THE
TURnTABLE
51"PrID
This is no hapless coffee table,
hi-jacked by a hi-fi enthusiast.
The Rata Stand has been designed
from first principles to optimally
support the turntable.
Lightness and Rigidity are two seemingly incompatible requirements
for turntable support; but Torlyte, based on light materials and
ingenious construction has brought these together to create the
optimum foundation for turntables and amplifiers.
TORLYTE '
For more ,flormation please
wnte or phone the Excluswe North Amencan DIsmbutor
May Audio Marketing, Ltd. 646 Gu'mood Blvd
Longueud. Quebec J4G 1P8
(5 14 )551-5707 Telex 05-25289

Listen to the Music!

High Gain-Low Noise-Great Sound

GK-1
A vacuum tube preamp designed for use with
moving coil and moving magnet cartridges.
Priced under $1200.

MES®
723 Bound Brook Rd. Dunelien, NJ 08812
(201) 929-2613
Call or write for information.
Stereophile

PARTIAL DEALER LIST
AUDIO BY CARUSO MIAMI, FL
AUDIO CLASSICS PAWTUCKET, RI
AUDIO CONNECTION VERONA, NJ
AUDIO EXPOSURE SAN CLEMENTE, CA
AUDIO STUDIO BROOKLINE, MA
AUDIO VISION LEXINGTON, MA
BETTER SOUND CONCEPTS PITT., PA
CANASON AUDIO MISS, OW., CANADA
CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO PHILA., PA
KRYSTAL CLEAR AUDIO DALLAS, TX
LIMITED AUDIO SALT LAKE CITY, UT
MUSICAL IMAGES GOSHEN, KY
O.E.M. AUDIO ROCKVILLE, MD
TAYLOR FiDUSE DENVER, NC

PRESENTS

Recommended
Components
Publisher's note
This Recommended Componentsfollows closely on the heels of our last. This one is not
a major overhaul, but rather afine-tuning of the one contained in Vol. 8, No. 6. We hope
to publish Recommended Components three times ayear

C

omponents listed here are ones
various forms of coloration) are of
which we have found to be among the
more concern to the musically orientbest available in each of four quality
ed listener than things subtracted from
classes. Following each listing is an abthe sound, such as deep bass or extreme
breviated description of the product's
treble. On the other hand, components
sonic characteristics and acode indiwhich are markedly deficient in one or
cating the magazine Volume and Issue
more respects are downrated to the exin which that product's report appeared.
tent that their deficiencies interfere
Some products will
with the full realiClass A:
be listed on which
Best attainable sound. without any practical considera zation of the prolions) "state of the art." IA big reward still awaits the reader
our official test regram
material.
with the best replacement for that phrase!)
Class 11:
ports have not yet
Some of the listed
The next best thing to the ver) best sound reproduction)
been published;
items are disconcost is a factor, but most Class B components arc still very
expensive.
these are marked
tinued models (
7),
Class C.
Somewhat lower •fl sound but far more musically natural
(NR). We recomretained in this list
than average home component high fidelits; products in
mend that any
this class are of high quality but still affordable.
because their duraClass D:
product's entire rebility and perforSatisfying musical sound but significantly lower fidelity
than the best available. Mae %of these products have obvious
view be read before
mance distinguish
defects, but are inexpensive and much better than most propurchase is seriousducts in the price cater,. Below this level, system colonthem as "classics,"
slow) start to become so great that guidance becomes almost
ly contemplated;
and because they
impossible.
Class K.
many salient charare sometimes avail"Keep your eye on this product." Class K is for components
acteristics, peculiable for substanwhich we have not tested (or have not finished testing), but
which we have reason to believe ma) be excellent per.
arities, and caveats
tially less than their
formers We are not actually recommending these components. only suggesting you take alook and listen.
appear in reviews
original
cost. UpClass X:
bt not here.
grade
modificaWe have also added acategory for X-rated component s(X).
Although Xtra•special and unquestionably state•of.the.art,
The ratings are pretions are available
the Xers are of dubious utility.
dicted entirely on
for many.
performance—i.e., accuracy off reproComponent classes (within classes,
duction—and are biased to an extent
components are listed in [alphabetical]
by our feeling that things added to
order):
reproduced sound (flutter, distortion,
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Turntables
A

Sota Sapphire Star (vacuum hold-down)
The latest version, complete with Sota Supermat,
is significantly superior to earlier versions, and
just abit better than the VPI. Compared to the
Sou Sapphire. the vacuum holddown significantly improves bass range and detail, and resolution
across the audio range. (Vol. 7 No. 2)

Linn-Sondek LP-12
The standard against which newer turntable designs have been measured for eleven years now,
the Linn is more colored than the 'tables in Class
A. harder to set up, and more likely to go out of
adjustment. AHC feels consumers should consider carefully whether the Linn is enough better
than the AR to justify the large price differential.
(NR)
Oracle Delphi II
Setting the standard for elegant appearance, the
Oracle also works superbly, giving up some bass
extension to the VPI and Sotas. If appearance
matters at all to you, give the Oracle alisten. (NR,
review forthcoming)
Sota Sapphire
The first high-end American 'table since the original AR, the SOTA is easy to set up and use, attractive, ingenious in design, and sonically excellent.
With the new Supermat it comes close to its
much more expensive brother, the Star Sapphire.
in sonic neutrality, midrange naturalness, and
high end sweetness. Borderline Class A. (Vol. 8.
No. 3—Supermat)
VPI HW-19
The latest VPI has achieved astandard of sonic
neutrality that puts it very close to the latest Sota
Sapphire Star, and at amuch lower price. It is cosmetically less elegant, and a bit more cumbersome to adjust, but it readily accommodates a
wide range of tonearms and is very stable.(Vol. 7.
No. 2, Vol. 8, No. 4).

The Acoustic Research ESB-101
This is one low-cost turntable we can heartily
recommend. Compared to the original AR, it has
much better cosmetics, seems sturdier, has provision for either its own tonearm or yours, but
seems to have aless effective suspension. (Vol. 7
No. ICheapskate)
Ariston RD-40
A close rival of the AR, the RD-40 costs more
only because it's less discounted. It provides afar
superior disc clamping (and therefore damping)
set-up, but has somewhat less immunity to acoustic breakthrough.
Sonographe
Better-sounding than the AR, and abit more expensive, the Sonop,raphe may be hard to find, but
is worth the effort. Recommended only in the
unarmed version.
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D

Dual 505-2 phono unit
Getting down to the least you can expect to pay
for arecord player that works at all well, the Dual
505-2 has been forced (by demanding British audiophiles) to perform for $200. It has its
problems—read the review for details—but you
can't do better without spending more than
$300. (Vol. 8, No. 3)
Dunlop Systemdek, Maplenoll, Elite Rock, Merrill, Harman Kardon T-65
Deletions
The Pink Triangle's overly soft suspension and
limited distribution have bumped it off our list.
The Goldmund Studio has not been auditioned
for three years; it may not be superior to the
much-improved Sota Star Sapphire and VPI, and
it costs much more.
The MAS turntable has been replaced by the Dual
505-2.

Tonearms
A

Eminent Technology Two
The ET One was afine-sounding arm, but obviously not afully refined design. The Two corrects
the One's cueing difficulties and comes up with a
mhost of ingenious extras. More important, it has
"an extraordinarily live and open soundstage" and
gets the best results from awide mge of cartridges.
Perhaps the best all-around arm at this time (Vol.
8, No. 7)
Alphason HR-100S
Neutral, very low friction. An advantage is the
availability of different tonearm tube and counterweight inserts to vary the effective mass, and
thus enable matching of virtually all medium to
low-compliance cartridges (even some moderately high compliance ones). (Vol. 7 No. 3)
Grado Signature
A detachable-headshell arm with performance
that virtually equals the best fixed-headshell arms
listed above. Very convenient to use, a top performer sonically, and only $485. The Grado provides very near to the best sound with user convenience that is simply not available in many high
end arms. (Vol. 8, No. 5)
Souther Triquartz
This is the latest version of the Souther SLA -3,
and shows obvious signs of refinement. The
whole arm is less resonant, the sound is more solid. It's aclose call rating the Eminent Technology
aclass higher—the Souther is very close to Class
A. Possesses amore "live" sound than the ET, and
works better with moving magnet cartridges.
and, of course, very well with the Ventas. (Vol. 8,
No. 7)
Sumiko "The Arm"t
This is the pivoting arm against which other
pivoting arms must be compared, but is unfor-
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tunately no longer being manufactured. SonicalThe Zeta dropped due to reports of quality conly neutral, virtually nonresonant, and possessing
trol problems.
high rigidity and close-tolerance bearings, The
Arm offers outstanding adjustability for fine tuning to avariety of cartridges. (Vol. 7 No. 3)
Publisher's Note:
Technics EPA-I00 Mk 2.
Readers interested in cartridge purchase owe it to
Ideal for high to medium compliance cartridges,
themselves to read the 50 cartridge reviews pubVTA is adjustable while playing, excellent bearlished in Vol. 7, No. 8and Vol. 8, Nos. 1, 3, and 4.
ings, anti-resonant boron arm tube. A bit hard to
The capsule reviews below don't do justice to the
find in the U.S. (Vol. 7 No. 6)
personalities of the products.
The Well Tempered arm
A
One of the most neutral arms available, this oddOrtofon MC-2000
looking arm is hard to fault on any count. Superb
Possibly the most literally accurate cartridge availhighs, midrange, excellent compatahility with MC
able, the MC-2000 makes most good discs sound
cartridges that put alot of energy back into the
very
much like their CD counterparts. It has suarm. One contributor complains of softness in
perb tracicability, very good soundstaging and imthe bass below 30 Hz, but above 30 there are viraging, excellent bass, and extremely smooth
tually no problems. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
highs. The only problem: such low output (0.05
mV!) that hum and noise may be an insoluble
problem in many systems. In any case, avery low
Rega RB-300
At $195, the Rega offers very good detail, depth,
noise step-up is necessary. Vol. 8 No. 2)
midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of
Van den Hul MC-10
imaging. Recommended by Audio Cheapskate as
The first van den Hul to provide midrange and
an ideal substitute for the arm that comes with
bass extension to match the typically-excellent
the AR 'table. Also works well with the Rega table.
vdH high frequency extension and detail. AvailNot that easy to mount and set up. (Vol. 7 No. 7)
able from Transparent Audio Marketing. (NR —

Cartridges

SAEC AQ-407
Very quick, somewhat bright, very detailed, with
tight rather than deep or full low end. Reveals life
and detail rather than bass and dynamic impact.
(Vol. 7 No. 8)
SME 3009-111$
No longer competitive with the best there is but
still excellent for high-compliance cartridges, the
SME offers excellent tracking, low coloration, and
reasonably easy adjustment of all parameters.
(Vol. 6 No. 6)
Sutniko MMT Revised
A simple, removable-headshell arm that is less
than the best but not that much. Well-suited to either MM or MC cartridges. (Vol. 8, No. 5)

D
Mayware Formula 4 Mk IV
A little fussy to set up, the latest version of the
Formula 4 has low coloration, low mass, good
bass, and generally works very well. Not distributed in the US, it can be purchased from the
UK for around $100, making it the lowest-priced
viscous-damped arm available. Class-C sound,
but difficult to use, not readily available. A bargain! (NR)
SME Series V, Alphason Xenon, Dynavector DV
507, new $500 arm from Sumiko.
Deletions
Goldmund T-3tand T-3b deleted; no audition in
three years, and major advances in other arms
since then.
Linn Basik LV-X replaced by Sumiko MMT (for a
little more money), or Rega RB-300 (same money, much better sound).
Obsolete MAS 282 arm dropped from list; series II
not yet tested.
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coming in Vol. 9. No. 2)
Veritas/ClearAudio
The Ventas has amazing resolution and definition, superb dynamics, excellent bass, exceptional imaging and depth, very sweet highs. A
remarkable cartridge. A special version is available for the Souther arm. (Vol. 8 No. 4)

Adcom XC /MR- II
Very smooth and neutral, much like master tape,
with excellent trackability. (Vol. 7No. 8)
Argent Diamond
Somewhat lean upper midrange, very neutral
midrange, gorgeous soundstage. Makes excellent
records "come almost eerily alive." (Vol. 8, No. 1)
Audioquest B-100L
Remarkably accurate balance and timbre, good
soundstaging, subtly forward and elevated highs
and upper midrange. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
The Decca cartridges.
Several entrepreneurs are modifying Decca's
stock cartridges to perfectionist standards. Many
perfectionists have alove-hate relationship with
these cartridges, which combine superb sound
with shoddy construction and apropensity for
causing incurable hum. (They use a common
ground circuit.) The Van Den Hul Decca has very
good trackability, sweet (tapelike) highs, excellent
speed and detail, and very dynamic and lifelike
sound. "One of the most seductive cartridges on
the market." (Vol. 7, Nos. 4 and 8) The Garrot
Decca is slightly superior in every way to the Van
Den Hull. (Vol. 8, Nos. Iand 3) The Super Gold,
which is actually marketed by Decca and
promises greater reliability and abetter warranty,
is similar to the Garrot but alittle more forward.
sounding. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
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Dynavector 17D2 MR
Lovely high end, very detailed sound. 2 superb
performer. One of the best cartridges tested by
ABC; the best that BS has heard. ('.bI. 7No. 8and
Vol 8 No. 1)
Monster Cable Alpha 2
Smooth, musical, detailed, very good soundstaging, very quick and detailed. Samples may vary;
ours did (though presumably one of them had become "magnetized"). Not at its best with Conrad
Johnson or Krell preamps. (Vol. 7 No. 8; Vol. 8,
No. 3)
Shinon Red Boron
Fast, smooth, excellent bass, superb imaging and
depth, sweet but very detailed highs. Highly sensitive to tonearm set-up, may require atilted-tothe-back tonearm to achieve correct VTA. (Vol. 8
No. 4)
Shure Ultra 500
Exceedingly neutral, very good soundstaging and
imaging, unsurpassed trackability, good bass,
lacking only the last iota of detail and snap
provided by the best moving coils. A very musical
cartridge. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
Talisman Alchemist IIIS
Excellent soundstaging, slightly forward, excellent midrange, smooth highs, very detailed. Dynamic and exciting rather than cool and analytical. (Vol. 7 No. 8)
Technics 100C Mk IV
Exceedingly smooth sound, tonally neutral, excellent trackability. The best moving magnet cartridge we know of when used with the EPA-100
Mk2 arm. (Vol. 7 No. 6)

•

Adcom HC/E II
Competition for the Grado 8MR and MAS
Econocoil, this is smooth, musical, and extended
in range, but with aslight upper midrange hardness and some shortage of imaging, depth, and
airiness. (Vol. 7 No. 8)
Grado 811411
Very liquid midrange, good detail, smooth and
neutral high end, slightly warm sound, very good
trackability. (Vol. 8, No. 4)
MAS Econocoil
An extraordinary huy, this is fast, very smooth,
and has very good trackability, good soundstaging and imaging, and aslightly laid-hack quality.
(Vol. 7 No. 8)
Shure V15-VMR
Exceedingly neutral midrange and bass, slightly
soft high end, high compliance. You sacrifice abit
of detail for unsurpassed tracking ability, excellent reliability, and listenability. (Vol. 7 No. 5, Audio Cheapskate)

D

Grado MTE +I
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this $20
MM has excellent trackability and sounds rather
like a good MC. When your friends need to
change the cartridge on their old Dual or Gar-
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rard, this is the one to recommend. Dealers aren't
in love with it; at $20, how much profit can their
be? (Vol. 7, No. 8; actual review was of an earlier
version, the GTE+ 1)
X
Vitason VS-1000
Awesome expense, almost infinite, compliance,
incredible trackability, but subtly lucid and grossly fictitious. (Vol. 7 No. I)
Deletions
Argent 500HR dropped in favor of Argent
Diamond
Discontinued Dynavector 17D superseded by the
newer 17D2MR.
Grado F3E + superseded by MTE+ I.
Shure M95-EJ unauditioned in the past decade.
Promethean Green unauditioned in the past two
years.
Shure VI5B significantly less good than the
V-15MR, and not that much less costly.
Astatic MF -I00 not able to keep up (to the best of
our remembrance) with later-model MM cartridges.

Compact Mac Players
A
Publisher's Note:
Class A has been eliminated, for the time being,
under CD players. The publisher urges caution
when searching for "state-of-the-art" in CD playback. Would-be Class-A CD players cost alot and
are superseded in less than six months. In fact,
the life span for the "top" CD player in Santa Fe is
an average of 38 days. This doesn't mean the players are not good, or not worth it, merely that the
technology is taking giant leaps forward.

•
Me ridian MCD Pro
A radical step forward in CD sound, according to
AFIC (unfortunately, direct comparison with the
Sony has not yet been possible). Superb bass, natural timbre, flat upper octaves; imaging, soundstage, and low-level harmonic information previously unavailable from CD playback.
Sony CDP- 520ES
The other of the two best-sounding CD players
tested to date, this has excellent bass, crisp hut
clean highs, and asomewhat forward and "alive"
upper middle range. (Vol. 8 No. 2)

•
Me ridian MCD
Very smooth high end, good depth, warm sound,
slightly loose bass. (Vol. 8 No. 2)
Mission 700OR
The first of the "tweak" CD players, the Mission
has since been modified yet more. Still has aserious bass weakness, but otherwise very listenable,
with an "analog" high end. (NR)
Nakamichi OMS -5
Serious controversy exists over this player. AHC
would put it in Class D. DO finds it one of the
two best-sounding CD players he's heard. The
OMS -5 has somewhat heftier bass, amore laid-
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back quality, and more-apparent high+ than the
Sony 520ES. (Vol. 8 No. 5)

(includes avariable-gain head amp and HF rolloff switching). (Vol. 8 Nos. 2and 5)

D

Motif MC-7
The Motif is atransistor preamp designed by Conrad Johnson, and sounds it. In fact, it has the
same virtues as the Premier Three, but is better at
them: the high frequency sweetness is there, but
more extension; the imaging is as threedimensional, but more specific. Highly recommended; the only thing missing is the glow of the
tubes. (NR—coming in Vol. 9, No. I)

Adcom GCD-300
Generally similar to other Sony-process players,
the Adcom contains a "CD-compensation switch that allows you to equalize either the upper midrange or the extreme treble to make your
CDs listertable. This one feature makes it very good
value for money. (NR—review in Vol. 9, No. 1)
Yamaha CD-2
Slightly dry sound combined with all the merits
and demerits of the second-generation nonoversampling Japanese players. Excellent disc
handling features, remote control. In truth, the
Yamaha is similar to many other players, alot of
them even made by Yamaha. We couldn't begin to
evaluate them all. (Vol. 7No. 6)
Magnavox FD 1040 (or Marantz and other
Philips-process players)
Very user-friendly, quite inexpensive on discount. Recessed highs, somewhat harsh
midrange, lack of ambience, somewhat loose
bass—but cheap. In fact, virtually all these criticisms apply, to varying degrees, to the
under-$500 players, and are often worse than on
this Magnavox.
Kyocera DA -910, Cambridge CD-1, PS Audio,
Harman Kardon HD 500.
Deletions
Yamaha CD-Xl bettered sonically (a little) by
CD-2, which is also easier to use.
Discontinued Magnavox FD- 100 and Sony
CDP-101 and 701 dropped from list.

Preamplifiers
A
Audio Research SP-10 II
This all-tube preamp is one of the three standards
by which all others are currently judged. Virtually
free of coloration, the SP-10 does everything almost perfectly, its only limitation being the inability to use low-output cartridges without additional gain devices. Watch, though, for the hybrid
tube-FET SP-11, which makes new strides forward in resolution and extension. (Vol. 7 No. 7)
ConradJohnson Premier Three
Another state-of-the-art tube preamp, the Premier Three is similar in overall quality to the
SP-10 II (with maybe anod to the latter, depending on taste), but more "tubey -:alittle warmer,
more luscious midrange, less analytically
detailed, less frequency extension at either extreme. JGH's reference for ayear, now. (Vol.8 No.
2)
lUyne SK-5
Incredibly clean, quick, detailed, smooth, open,
and solid, with superb imaging and soundstaging.
Possibly the most accurate preamplifier; may or
may not be the most listenable, depending on
your system. Particularly suitable for moving coils
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Berning TF -10
For along time our reference, the original version
of this preamp has now been superseded in
sweetness and detail by Conrad-Johnson, Audio
Research. and the Klyne SK-4 and 5. Still, this hybrid (tube/FET) preamp offers superb, very neutral sound and excellent control facilities at anotoutrageous price. (Vol. 4 No. 4)
ConradJohnson PV5
Competitive in price with the other Class B units
(S1485), the PV5 sounds wonderful. We suspect a
bit of euphonic sweetening, but it seems to get in
the way of the music so little, who cares? An ideal
preamp for those of you with CD players. It was
our reference preamp until replaced by the C-J
Premier Three. (Vol. 7 No. 3)
Electrocompaniet Pre I
Adjustable feedback allows the sound of this MCinput preamplifier to be adjusted from almost
tubelike to the most pristine, detailed solid-state
quality. Matched to the right cartridge, the Pre Iis
comparable with some of the best preamps available. Particularly suitable for moving coils. (Vol. 8
No. 2)
Krell PAM-3
Tremendous bass, tremendous upper-octave extension, extremely revealing, slightly laid-back,
liquid, and smooth. (Vol. 8 No. 5)
Nova CPA-100
Spacious, airy, slightly sweet sound with very
three-dimensional soundstage; particularly good
with moving magnets.
(Vol. 8 No. 3)

Audible Illusions Modulus 1#
This little wonder, at $450. offers quite good tube
sound. The Modulus Idoes agreat job for little
money. Replaced by the Modulus 2($600). (Vol.
7, No. 6)
Audible Illusions Modulus 2
Going wholly on the recommendation of the Audio Cheapskate, the Modulus 2 is a knockout
preamp at a fairly modest price: $600. That's
more than most of the other preamps in Class C,
but according to TAC the Modulus 2belongs virtually in Class B—if not A! The sound is very
similar to the Superphon Revelation Dual Mono,
but with the added magic of tubes. Full review to
follow. (NR)
ConradJohnson PV-4
An excellent preamp for its $485 price. rather
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tubelike in sound: Soft highs, good although
warm bass, broad soundstage, excellent detail,
fair depth, outstanding musicality. C-J deserves
an award for resisting the commercial pressure to
come out with anew model and/or higher price.
(Vol. 7 No. 6)
Jensen's Stereo SuperPas
Frank Van Alstine provides you with acomplete
new circuit in aPAS-3X chassis. If you supply the
PAS-3X: $300. If he supplies it (there are still a
bunch of new ones around): $400. The result is
shockingly good, and even avoids excessively
tubey sound. A full review is coming. (NR)
Precision Fidelity C-8
Less tubelike than average, this $649 preamp is
only slightly warm, well balanced, slightly forward, extended and weighty bass with good detail, somewhat rounded-off high end, wide but
shallow soundstage and good imaging. (Vol. 8
No. 1)
PS Audio IVH
The PS keeps getting better, but by small increments. It's a flexible preamp with a good MC
stage, neutral sound character, and only a very
small penalty in transistor sound. (Vol. 8, No. 7)
Superphon Revelation Dual Mono
The only solid-state preamp that can be recommended at under $400, the Dual Mono version is
apain to use (leave it on all the time, separate volume controls) but the sound quality hints at the
test available, particularly with MM cartridges.
Limited input switching. A great buy! (Vol. 8, No.
5)
Conrad-Johnson PV-3
At $300 in kit form, this is the least expensive
tube preamp we can recommend. The switching
facilities are limited, the volume control doesn't
track very well, and it's somewhat colored (warm
bass, rolled-off high end), but the sound is attractive. Good for use with Compact Discs. (Vol. 5
No. 10)
Dynaco PAS-3X$
Owners of this venerable classic should not yet
throw it out; if you come across one at agarage
sale, snap it up. Replacement of capacitors, upgrading of the rectifier and power supply, and
replacing resistors can turn an old PAS- 3X into a
very respectable preamp. You can buy aVan Alstifle update kit ($1OO) and turn your old PAS-3X
into anice-sounding product. (NR)
Phoenix Systems P-I00
The lowest-cost phono preamp we have found that
offers truly high quality ($99 kit, $149 assembled).
A "black box" with only an AC switch and astereo/mono switch, it accepts aMM cartridge and
delivers line-level RIAA-equalized outputs to
your main control preamp. The sound is clean
and dynamic, alittle thin at the bottom (there's a
good chance this was corrected in later versions),
with a wide, deep soundstage, remarkable
midrange clarity and sweet highs. (Vol. 8 No. 2)
Superphon Revelation Basic
Nearly as good as the Superphon Dual Mono (see
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above), the Basic costs only $329 and does almost as well. Probably the Dual Mono is abetter
buy, but if all you've got is 5300—well, stretch it
abit and buy the Basic.
ARC SP-11

Moving Coll Stepup
Devices
A

Audio Research MCP-33
Much the same open, three-dimensional sound as
the SP-10 preamp (with which it's not intended
for use), the MCP-33 will actually make you think
you're listening to an SP-10 if you add it to an
SP-8, and will benefit many other prramps. Frontpanel switchable cartridge loading (a big plus).
Not for use with really low-output cartridges. Expensive ($1395). (Vol. 8 No. 5)
Audio Research MCP-2
A transistor step-up that provides almost the
open sound quality of the Klyne SK -2A (see below), with greater ease of use, and slightly less
flexibility. Rolls Royce construction. Expensive
($1395). (Vol. 8 No. 5)
Conrad Johnson Premier Six
The ideal step-up for use with the Premier Three,
the Six has similar colorations and transparency.
Can be an ideal match for transistor prramps, but
requires careful matching. Quite expensive
($985). (Vol. 8 No. 5)
Counterpoint SA-2
Superb preservation of detail, low distortion,
lovely midrange. The noise is noticeably higher
than with the Klyne (see below), but the problem
with fat bass on early units has been corrected.
Comes with an interesting tube bias adjustment
for tailoring the sound to your tastes; the SA-2
can be made to sound rich and euphonic or
somewhat lean—as long as you don't go crazy
wondering what's right. (Vol. 6 No. 3)
Klyne SK-2a
A close rival to the Counterpoint SA-2, the basic
difference here being solid-state versus tube. Superb bass, very deep and tight, excellent high frequency extension, excellent imaging. It still lacks
the 3-dimensionality of tubes, but only slightly.
Adjustable high-frequency rolloff and cartridge
loading is a tremendous boon for those with
several MC cartridges. A bargain at $695. (Vol.
No. 3, Vol. 8, No. 5)
7

Electrocompaniet MC-2
The MC-2 provides openness and dynamics that
surpass the Klyne and approach the hest tube
step-ups. Must be used with cartridges of less
than 50-ohm internal impedance. The MC-2
must be tried with the specific cartridge you plan
to use; it is not "universal" like the Klyne. (Vol. 8
No. 5)
Fidelity Research XG-5
The least coloration of any transformer AHC has
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heard; less expensive, more convenient, and lower information loss than "The Head," which we
used to recommend. (Vol. 8 No. 5)
SOTA Headamp II
Somewhat warm and sweet, superb inner detail,
good HF detail, excellent soundstage presentation. [The solid state step-up to use if you like the
sound of tubes, but don't want to huy them. (Vol.
7 No. 8)
Music Reference RM-4B
Not as good as the best tube step-ups, but similar
in character and less expensive. The RM-4B is
flexible and agood deal. (Vol. 8, No. 5)

Amplifiers
A

Audio Research D-250-11
In the super-amplifier sweepstakes, the D-250-11
is analytical and revealing, yet musically natural
and unfatiguing. Not the typical tube sound: extended highs, very good bass control (though still
short of the best solid-state), close-up and intimate midrange with tremendous detail. (Vol.
No. 8)
Conrad Johnson Premier Five
The other super-amplifier contestant. Superb
soundstaging, imaging, balance, depth, detail,
musicality, clarity and realism. Combining all the
virtues of tube amps with few of their flaws, it is
surpassed slightly by some others in low-end heft
and range, and in high-end openness. Compared
to the D-250-1I, the Premier Five is more
"tubey": a "mid-hall" sound with sweeter and
more forgiving highs and slightly less bass
control—though plenty of power. The choice between the two amps is amatter of taste and the
speakers they'll be used with. (Vol. 7 No. 8)
Futterman OTL-3
Very good performance in every respect, but superb in the upper registers (sweet and musical).
Deep and rich but not very tight bass, realistic
soundstaging, superbly natural midrange. A great
amp for the Quad ESL-63. (Vol. 7 No. 8)

Adcom GFA- 555
Wide, deep soundstaging, excellent imaging, very
neutral sound. smooth, detailed and open highs,
excellent low end heft and control. (Vol. 8No. 4)
BEL 1001
A versatile and very powerful 100-watt amp with
extended high end, sweet upper midrange and
lower treble, tremendous drive in the midbass.
Not as powerful in the very low bass (below 30
Hz) as its brother, the 2002, and not as much like
an instrumentation amplifier. Perhaps abit more
listenable on awider range of systems, and significantly less expensive at $1395.
Conrad-Johnson Premier Four
A different topology and output tube than the
original Premier One (but similar to the Fives.
above), the Four provides only (!) 100 watts per
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channel. It is tonally more neutral than the One,
with more extended highs and less warmth at the
low end (though less power as well, if put to the
test). The Four is asuperb amplifier, with an emphasis on traditional tube virtues. (Vol. 7No. 3)
Electron Kinetics Eagle 2
Alive, up-front sound, very wide, moderately
deep soundstage, excellent imaging, crisp,
smooth, detailed and open highs, excellent definition and inner detailing, unsurpassed low-end
punch and control. JGH's favorite amp for over a
year. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
Threshold S/500 Series II
Very impressive low end, smooth, open highs,
very good soundstaging and definition. A real
powerhouse! (Vol. 6 No. 5, Vol. 7 No. 5)
ConradJohnson MV-75A-1
In its latest incarnation, the MV-75A gives you a
feel for what tube amplification is like in the
midrange and high end, with relatively little penalty at the low end: all this for only (!) $1500.
Makes an unusually good, and unexpected, match
with the Thiel CS3. (Vol. 7, No. 7)
Quicksilver Mono
The only review in Stereophile was by the The
Audio Cheapskate, who found the mono Quicksilvers ideal with the Quad ESL-63s. Wonderfully tube-like, superb midrange, a bargain at
S1000/pair. (Vol. 8, No. 2)
B&K ST-140
The B&K costs little enough ($440) to make it
into Class D and the sonics are almost good
enough for Class B. It features avery easy and enjoyable high end, deep hut not extraordinarily
powerful low bass, and good performance elsewhere. We can't figure out how B&K does so well
for so little. (Vol. 7 No. 4)
Berning EA-230
If you have an efficient system that likes tubes,
the Bcrning offers you the best sound available
for $900; it also puts out the most refined sound
for aClass C amplifier, albeit at low power. Very
sweet, with superb resolution of inner detail. Be
careful of the output rating, though: 30 watts just
isn't much on most of the speakers popular these
days. (Vol. 5No. 1)
Sumo Andromeda
Excellent midrange clarity and authority, superb
but not quite state-of-the-art bass heft and control, very wide soundstage. smooth, relaxed
highs. Similar in sound to the Eagle 2but with a
little less low-end impact. (Vol. 7 No. 6)

D

British Fidelity Synthesis
A remarkably good, small, integrated amp with
MC input, this has 2 very smooth midrange, silky
and unfatiguing highs, good bass, outstanding
depth, excellent imaging and soundstaging, modest definition. (Vol. 8 No. 5Cheapskate)

Creek CAS-4040
The least expensive amplifier of acceptable fidelity that we've encountered, this $299 integrated
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unit is limited in power but its sound is warm and
musically agreeable to listen to, with no transistory
shrillness. It has good tone controls and an adequate if minimal input lineup. (Vol. 7 No. 8
Cheapskate)

an orchestra appear in your listening room. The
two products are quite different in sound character; extensive audition of either is recommended
for someone with $30-45,000 to spend on a
speaker. (NR)

Harman-Kardon PM-655
A good buy, this integrated amp with very good
built in MC inputs has clean, punchy, highly
detailed sound that is just alittle cold. It has good
depth and detail, moderately good bass. (Vol. 8
No. 5Cheapskate)

The WAMM System
This $45.000 system does everything extraordinarily well (delicacy, balance, authority, pinpoint imaging), but in two respects it's unequalled. No other system we've heard does as
well at telling you what the other components in
your system are doing; and none other gives you
the feeling of weight and authority of areal orchestra without overdoing it. (Vol. 6 No. 3)

Jensen's Stereo MOSFET 120B
If you already own a Dyna Stereo 120. Jensen
Stereo's rebuild of it will give you aremarkably
powerful-sounding amplifier with excellent inner detail and visceral low end. No other expenditure of $220 will buy you sound this good.
(Vol. 7 No. I)
PS Audio Elite
This integrated preamp/amplifier has asmooth,
almost textureless high end, detailed but slightly
laid-back midrange, amoderately deep and wide
soundstage, and afull but rather loose low low
end. (Vol. 7 No. 7)
Rotel RA-820BX
Only 25 watts per channel, this integrated amp
has better bass than the Creek CAS-4040 but is
otherwise not quite as good. Slight treble hardness. (Vol. 8 No. 5Cheapskate)
Sonic Developments D-235
The least expensive high quality amplifier we
know of, this dual 35- watter has surprising
punch, smooth and open highs, neutral but
slightly flat (constricted depth) midrange, and 2
taut, lean low end. (Vol. 5No. I)
MV-50, ARC M100, Nestorovic, Classe DR-3.
PS Audio 200C.
Deletions
Amber 0 superseded by Adcom GFA-555 and
B&K ST-140.
Conrad Johnson Premier One dropped in favor of
Premiers Four and Five.
Original Eagle 7A dropped from list; new version
not yet tested.
Electrocompaniet Ampliwire lia discontinued in
favor of the Signature amp, not yet reviewed.
Esoteric Audio Research 509 dropped for lack of
availability in U.S.
Untested NAD 3020 dropped from list.
Paoli SOB not quite up to the standard of the
Class A amps, and too expensive for Class B. Still
one of the most lovely high ends ever.
VSP TransMos 150 and Acoustat TNT-200 superseded by several superior models of comparable or lower cost

Speaker Systems
A
Infinity IRS-Ill
A Class A speaker 13) am Ncandard, the IRS joins
the WAMMs as the only speaker systems we know
of that will make the full weight and authority of
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Apogee Scintilla
Very fussy in set-up and revealing of the quality
of the electronics used to drive it, the Scintilla can
provide very revealing and coherent sound when
everything is just right. Integration and cohesion,
extraordinarily natural timbre, detailed soundstaging. You'd better have an amp capable of lots
of current, especially in the Scintilla's one-ohm
mode (in which they sound best—naturally!).
(The above is AHC's judgment after long and
careful audition; JGH demurs.) (Vol. 8 No. 3)
Infinity RS-1B
A BIG-sounding system with awesomely deep,
tight bass, authoritarian midrange, incredibly
wide, deep soundstaging, excellent depth, very
good definition, very smooth, extended highs,
slightly up-front perspective. Best used with
tubed amps on high end. This may sound like the
ideal speaker, but it isn't, quite: the M-L Monolith
lacks some of the above qualities, but captures a
feeling of aliveness not present in the RS-IB. (Vol.
8 No. 4)
Martin Logan Monolith
This hybrid electrostatic/dynamic system is very
detailed, transparent and realistic, with superb
imaging and soundstaging, but it tends towards
hardness and excessive brightness. (ML can supply 2 brightness tamer.) Lows require lots of current capability from the amp, but can be very
deep and tight. (Vol. 8 No. 3)
Quad ESL-63
Very musical, natural imaging, excellent soundstaging, tight but not-very-deep bass, very good
resolution, somewhat limited maximum-volume
capability. Later models are less dry sounding
than early production. Can really come alive with
the right amp, usually tubed (Futtermans are ideal). (Vol. 6No. 4, Vol. 6 No. 5, Vol. 7No. 2, Vol. '
No. 7)
Snell A/3
A big sound and abig, deep soundstage, but without bloating the apparent sizes of instruments.
Superb low end, tremendous dynamic range,
slightly edgy high end, not quite the feeling of
relaxation possessed by some of the other Class B
speakers. (Vol. 7 No. 6)
Thiel CS2
The CS2 has replaced its brother, the CS3, in
Recommended Components due to aslightly bet-
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ter high end balance (this may have been corrected
in the CS3 since our early review samples), lack
of an equalizer, and markedly lower price. The
CS2 does it all: remarkable coherence, excellent
imaging, natural midrange, extended highs. (Vol.
8, No. 6)
Watkins WE-1
After nearly two years of living with it, the WE.
remains one of the most listenable speakers we've
heard. Superb top-to-bottom balance and overall
listenability, not quite as detailed and alive as
some. Use only with high-powered solid-state
amps; the Electron Kinetics Eagle 2 is recommended. (Vol. 6 No. 5)

Acoustat 1+1
The 1+ Is are quick, detailed, alive-sounding
speakers that image better than most electrostatics, produce abroad, deep soundstage, and have
better low end than you'd expect. More expensive
at $1395 than most of the speakers in Class C.
(Vol. " No. 7 )
Dayton Wright XAM-4
Well-balanced and integrated, outstanding soundstaging and imaging, speed and fine detailing
good to fair, very good dynamic contrasting, superb bass even without ICBM subwoofers. natural
and extended treble. (Vol. 8, No. 3)
Fourier 6
Peter Acid came up with a winner in the bassreflex Model 6. The speaker is not perfect—the
low end is a little loose and there are some
"boxy" lower midrange colorations—but its
overall performance is listenable and dynamically
effortless. We wonder if the product is still being
made; we hear little from this company. (Vol. "
Nos. 3&4)
Fried Studio IV
Gorgeous highs. very "dynamic" but rather colored middles. very good soundstaging and imaging, awesome bass! (Vol. 8 No, 4)
Phase Tech PC-60
The PC-60 uses apatented flat, expanded polystyrene woofer that provides the best low end
we've heard from asmall speaker, and it's well integrated with the tweeter though there's aslightly wiry quality at high frequencies. Very good for
$400. (Vol. 7No. 4)
QLN Model 1
With these, abit more than half agrand buys you
acoloration-free, lively midrange, aneutral perspective, a wide and convincingly deep soundstage, good imaging, clean tight and rather sparse
bass without much impact, and slightly closed-in
extreme highs. Adding QLN's $440 subwoofer
adds some missing warmth but does not extend
the bottom to much below 40 Hz. (Vol. 8, No. 3)
Rauna Tyr 11
Very smooth, neutral, musical with excellent imaging and soundstaging. A good. musical huy at
5400. (Vol. ' No. 4)
Spendor SP-1
The Cheapskate reports that these don't do any-
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thing wrong! Very neutral, excellent imaging and
depth, tight and moderately deep bass, somewhat
lean, forward sound, sweet and liquid midrange.
smooth yet crisp highs. DO concurs down the
line. (Vol. 8 No. 3: 2independent reports.)
Spica TC-50
Used with asubwoofer. the Spica is good enough
to be included in group B. The coherence and imaging of the mid- to upper-midrange rival the
Quads and would be considered excellent in a
speaker of any price; at $420 they're asteal. The
high frequencies roll off above 14 kHz and the
low end is designed to be very controlled down
to the lower limit of about 55 Hz. This makes it
perfect for matching to asubwoofer, but it sounds
alittle lean as astand- alone. (Vol.
Nos. 2&3)
Thiel 04a
This relatively low-priced (now 5-'50) floorstanding speaker from Thiel is very listenable and
represents good tradeoffs. The 04a has surprising
low end, extended and seductive highs, and good
imaging. An update will be introduced in January.
hut the old model is still agood deal. (Vol. 6No. 6)

D

Bill Reed 6-02
The 6-02 offers respectable, full-range sound out
of 2 bookshelf speaker at only $295 (in kit form).
Good balance, alive-sounding, respectable low
end. (Vol. No. 3, Vol. 7 No. 1)
Nelson Reed Satellites/Subwoofers
Very good middle range, wide and deep soundstage, mediocre imaging, smooth and slightly soft
highs, lows very respectable with subwoofers. A
little expensive for Class D. hut worth it. (Vol. 8
No. 3)
Siefert Maxim III
Beautifully balanced, very natural, accurate
midrange, almost perfectly neutral. slightly
warm, excellent highs, very good detail and inner
definition, surprisingly deep and concussive bass,
clean and relaxed sound at high listening levels,
excellent imaging and soundstaging. Close to
Class C. (Vol. 8 No. 3)
Spectrum 108A
For under $200 apair, these small speakers have
good balance, no deep bass. hut tight and well
controlled mid and upper bass, good imaging,
and smooth but somewhat closed-in highs. (Vol.
" No. 8)
Spectrum 208A
Very similar to the 108s (above) but with deeper
bass and higher power capability. Won't go well
with many low-priced amplifiers and preamps
because they're so revealing at the high end. (Vol.
6 No. 2)
Wharfedale Diamonds
Nothing in the way of low end, but very wellbalanced from "0 Hz up to about 10 kHz. The
Diamonds image superbly and reproduce instrumental timbres surprisingly well. One flaw: a
tendency towards high-end sizzle which is almost
gone with the best electronics available but increasingly evident with anything less—which in-
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dudes most of the electronics with which they'll
be used. Very small (no dimension more than 10
inches) and only $190.
X
OEM Omnipotent
Although hopelessly flawed in many respects,
this does some unimportant things enough better
than any other system to earn it aqualified ClassA rating. At $52,756 apair and 480 lbs per side,
the Omnipotent should be auditioned at home
before buying. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
Deletions
Acoustat 2+2 dropped for lack of audition in
several years; new models promise improvement.
Dayton Wright LCM-1 dropped due to frequent
reports of reliability problems, and limited distribution.
Fried Q/2 discontinued; replacement Q/3 as yet
untested.

FM Tuners
Publisher's Note:
Space limitations prevent a thorough going.
through of FM tuners in this issue of Recommended Components. What's here has been
shortened; the reviews appear in Vol. 7, No. 7,
Vol. 8, Nos. 1&4.

A

Accuphase T-106
The Accuphase spec'd out as well as any tuner
we've tested. The sound quality is very good, but
lacks the punch to really impress on rock or pop.
(Vol. 8, No. 7)
Magnum FT-101
A recently designed analog tuner, the FT- 101 is
superb from an RF standpoint, particularly in
quieting and sensitivity. Selectivity is bettered
only by the Onkyo. Sound quality and separation
on the Magnum, however, are significantly better
than the Onkyo. Cost: $550. (Vol. 8, No. 4)
McIntosh MR78
One of the best ever, an analog tuner with great
specs and excellent sound; no significant flaws.
(Vol. 7, No.")
Onkyo T-9090
The Onkyo is our RF champ, performing remarkable feats in sensitivity, adjacent channel selectivity, and capture ratio. 50-dB quieting specs are
merely good, and there is slightly more distortion
than the best. "A $2600 tuner that sells for $600."
(Vol. 7, No. 7)
NEC T-6E
A best buy in Class B for $229. the NEC has spectacular performance in S/N, capture ratio, and
THD. Sensitivity, adjacent channel selectivity,
and other specs are only moderate, but overall it's
awinner at the price. Listed first here because all
:he other tuners in Class Bcost upwards of $350.
(Vol. 8, `.•. I)
Adcom GFT-1A
The Adcom is another good-sounding tuner, but
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has problems with adjacent channels or with
weak, multipath-ridden signals. Can sound very
good with agood, strong FM signal. (Vol. 7, No.
7)
Akai AT-S7
The Altai is another relatively inexpensive ($250
list, discounted heavily) tuner that performs
along with the best of Class B. It offers very good
selectivity and sensitivity, and good performance
in other areas. Only weakness is an inconvenient
tuning meter and poor interface with preamps
having less than 50,000 ohm input impedance.
Amber Model 7
The Amber also does best with good, clean signals but has excellent sensitivity and very good
sound quality. Some problems with adjacent
channels. (Vol. 7, No. 7)
Denon TU -767
Excellent selectivity and sound quality, the Denon is one of the best-sounding tuners in the
under-1500 price category. (Vol. 8, No. I)
Quad FM4
Excellent sound quality, superb S/N, all other
specs good except adjacent channel selectivity.
Excellent quality of construction. (Vol. 8, No. 4)
Proton 440
The Schotz noise reduction circuit on the 440
functions properly. The result: good performance
even with noisy signals. Other specs are good,
with the exception of THD—it's only fair. If you
have one, keep it; otherwise the NEC is better and
costs less. (Vol. 8, No. I)
Scott 599T
The Scott is avery good all-around tuner, especially considering its often-discounted $250
price. Everything works well, especially the AM
section if this is of importance to you, but the
sound quality is not quite as good as the Class B
products. (Vol. 7, No. 7)

D

Onkyo T-22
The T-22 is aremarkable little analog tuner that
does nothing very well but doesn't fall on its
face—and it lists for $115! You'll find it some
places for under $100. The fact that it does nothing badly, and has decent (not superb) sound
quality, makes it agreat el cheap° special. (Vol. 8,
No. 1)

Signal Processors
A

Benchmark Acoustics Ambience Restoration
System*
A perfect example of the marketplace failure of a
superior product, this was the best surround.
sound (ambience) extractor we ever tested. Well
worth buying if you can find one, anywhere. (Vol.
5No. 6)
dbx 150 NR device
Ideal simultaneous encode/decode noise reduction device for serious open-reel tape recordists.
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"So here it is!

The Audio Cheapskate:

The Superphon Revelation Basic
Dual Mono is one of the greatest
preamps ever produced, and one of the
greatest audio products ever made. And it
retails for just $399. Hallelujah! And
shame on all you manufacturers who make
preamps that sound half as good for twice the price!"
TAM
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We have a new family of cable (IC). Call or write for
information on our new top-of-the-line cable.
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With twice as much noise reduction action (20 dB
than Dolby B. it does not require Dolby's level
setting for accurate tracking. Not recommended
for cassette recording. (NR)
dbx 224X NR device
Two-pass (encode/decode) noise-reduction device for cassette record and playback, and dbxed
disc playback. Gives 30 dB of S/N improvement.
(NR)
Packburn 323 and 103 disc-noise-reduction
devices
Quite expensive, and frankly intended for professional (archival) use, the Packbums are the best
such devices made. They can remove the maximum of surface noise—ticks, pops, and hiss—
from shellac or vinyl discs with a minimum of
signal degradation. (Vol. 5 No. 8)

dbx 313X-11 dynamic-range expander
Mainly for the classical listener, the 3BX restores
much of the original dynamic range to compressed recordings with minimal side effects. Its
major disadvantage is the likelihood of overuse;
expansion must be conservatively applied to
most discs to avoid "pumping" and exaggeration
of dynamics. (Vol. 5No. 9)
Burwen TNS- 7000 transient-noise suppressors
An amazing device for its modest price, the
TNS-7000 can eradicate about 90% of the
surface-noise ticks and pops from discs without
otherwise affecting the sound. It does not attenuate high frequencies. A boon to the person who
owns many valuable discs with much accumulated
surface noise. (Vol. 4 No. 8)
KLH 120IA dynamic hiss Insert
This is quite effective at removing hiss from tapes
and discs, but optimum settings involve acompromise between acceptable quieting and acceptable loss of high frequency content. (Vol. 5No. 6)
Deletions
Fosp,ate 101A dropped; it's discontinued and now
far surpassed.

Tandberg TD20A SE Open-Reel Tape
Recorder
The best buy in an open-reel deck, this offers
professional-calibre performance at a modest
(11150) price. Better sound than many professional decks. (Vol. 7 Na 7)

Crown PZM-31S pressure zone microphone
(Vol. 8 No. 5)
Nakamichi ZX-7/ZX-9 cassette deck*
Excellent controls and adjustments, very extended
high frequencies, sophisticated tape transport.
Neither of these Nakamichis is current, but the
latest model from Nak is likely to be just slightly
better. (Vol.7 No. 1)
Revox B-710 cassette decks
A superb performer with its own tapes—neutral
and liquid-sounding—this latest model adjusts itself automatically to whatever kind of tape you're
recording on. Playing back tapes made on other
machines is still unlikely to sound right at the
high end because of no azimuth adjust. Very rugged transport mechanism. (AHC can't stand the
sound of this deck, alleging Japanese-receiver"
sound quality.) (Vol. 7 No. 1)
Sony WDM-6 Pro Walkman cassette system
A pocketable stereo recording system of surprising quality and versatility. (Vol. 7No. 6)
randberg 3014 cassette deck
Superb midrange headroom, good transport, accessible and useful controls. Better at 11400 than
their previous $2200 model, the 3004 (which is
also a good-sounding deck). Not the most extended high end, but overall the best sound from
acassette deck. (NR, but see Vol. 7 No. I)
B&O 9000 cassette deck
An excellent machine, especially for the person
who just wants to hook it up and use it without a
lot of diddling around. Very sophisticated transport controls, and sound that is slightly less good
than the other tape decks mentioned. (Mal. 7No. I)
Revox B-215 cassette deck.

Home Recording
Equipment
A

Nakamichi DMP-100 PCM processor
Almost identical to the Sony PCM-FI, the
DMP-100 is built by Sony for Nakamichi, but has
some additional work done by Nak to the analog
circuitry. The DMP- 100 sounds noticeably better
than the Fl. (Vol. 7, No. 5)
Sony PCM-F1 digital audio processor
Professional recordists report some (but not
huge) differences between their Fl tapes and
tapes made on highly modified, 30-ips analog
machines. The first almost-perfect home recording system, and priced below 12000, including
VCR. (Vol. 5No. 7, Vol. 6 No. 1)
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Accessories
A

Mobile Fidelity Geo-rape
A valuable test and shopping aid for assessing
head alignment on cassette decks. (Vol. 8 No. 5)
Tweek
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals actually does improve the cleanness and
resolution of the sound of an already good system. (Vol. 7 No. 6)
StyLast Stylus Treatment
Stylast won't make adifference every time you
put it on, but it will help provide smoother high'
end sound, and is claimed to extend stylus and
cantilever life.
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Comments on the Watkins WE-1 loudspeaker
After nearly a year of living with it, the WE-1 remains one of the most listenable speakers we've
heard. Superb top-to-bottom balance and overall listenability.
J. Gordon Holt, Stereophlle.
Never would have believed Icould like a dynamic speaker better than an electrostatic. Icannot
imagine more musical pleasure than the WE-1's bring.
J.C., Arkansas.
Combines the best qualities of dynamic and electrostatic speakers into one magnificent musical
experience.
P.N., Illinois.
During my years as a music professor Ihave constantly searched for speakers that would satisfy
me. Iam now delighted.
G.T., Florida.
Absolutely superb! Excellent imaging and ambience reproduction. Highs are perfect. Sound as
fast as electrostats, but with highs intact.
S.M., Pennsylvania.
The more tlisten, the more Ilike them. Very smooth. Records Ihaven't listened to in years sound
good again. Great.
D.S., Colorado.
Glorious! The WE-1's are musical enough to last a lifetime. A wonderfully pleasing and accurate
speaker.
RS., Wisconsin.
Ownership of the WE-1's completes a quest of mine to get the lucidity and open sound of some
electrostats, but without their drawbacks.
G.A., Tennessee.
Most musical and non-fatiguing speakers I've ever heard. Do everything right.
G.C., Virginia
Relaxed, smooth, big stage, clean and such aPLEASURE to listen to.
G.P., California.
Very dynamic, clear, and open. Image well. Pass on more information than other speakers
I've owned.
DL., Michigan.
They perform extremely well in a difficult room. Ilike the large soundstage presentation. Clarity
is outstanding.
W.T., Arizona.

The WE-1 breaks away from obsolete dynamic loudspeaker design of the
past. You cannot buy amore musically satisfying loudspeaker.
Retail or factory direct
East $2,850 — West $2,990
Stereophile

Watkins Engineering
1019 E. Center St., Kingsport, TN 37660
(615) 246-3701

Headphones

low torque 'tables. Better than the DistWasher for
everyday use. (NR)

A

Stax Lambda Pro
Probably the most neutral and transparent headphone available, the Lambda Pro is capable of earpopping bass, though it doesn't blend well with
the rest of the range. Neutral perspective. As delivered, the Lambda suffers from upper-midrange
suckout, which disappears after some hours' use.
Expensive ($800), but includes own amp. Very
comfortable.

DiscWasher record brush
If you don't have acleaning machine, the DW system will do an adequate job on relatively clean
records, but won't get out the deep grundge. If
you begin to accumulate lots of gunk on your stylus after cleaning your record with an older DW
brush, the bristles are worn out; send it back for
resurfacing or buy anew one. A high torque turntable is required. (NR)

Signet TIC-33
Clean, smooth, slightly laid-back, good bass. (Vol
-i, No. 9)

Component
Interconnects

Record-Care Products

A

(Vol. 6 No. 6)

A

Keith Monks record cleaner
The Rolls-Royce of record launderers, this will
eliminate from any disc every last vestige of surface noise that doesn't stem from permanent
groove damage. This, the Nitty Gritty, or the VPI
are must-haves for every serious record collector.
Don't overuse; the longterm effects of frequent
record cleaning are as yet unknown. (NR)
LAST record-preservation treatment
This actually works. It significantly improves the
sound of even new records and is claimed to
make them last longer, though we haven't used it
long enough to verify the claim. (Vol. 7 No. 3)
Nitty Gritty Pro Il record cleaner
This semi-automatic wet cleaner cleans both disc
sides at once. Slightly less rugged than the VPI,
but both do an excellent job and the Nitty Gritty
Pro II is faster. Significantly better design than
earlier Nitty Grittys. (Vol. 8 No. I)
VPI HW-17 record cleaner
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality, the VPI does one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty.
"A highly functional and convenient luxury."
(Vol. 8 No. I)
Nitty-Gritty 2.5FI and 3.5 record cleaners
Instead of a vacuuming tone arm as on the
Monks, the NG cleaners use avacuum slot. Cleaning is efficient but they are noisy and harder to
use than the Monks. Cleaning is just as good as
the Pro, at half the price. (Vol. 8 No. I)
VPI HW-16 record cleaner
Manually-operated version of HW-17 (above),
noisier motor; less money. (Vol. 5No. 7)
Decca or Statibrush record brush
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle against the approaching grooves and slow4
slid off the record), these are the most effective
dry record cleaners available. And they work on
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(All reported In Vol. 8, No. 2)

Discrete Technology (Distech)
Almost totally uncolored, highly detailed, smooth,
excellent resolution.
Livewire FMS Blue
Like the Distech hut with slightly more treble
output.
Monster Cable Interlink Reference A
Virtually neutral, hut with slight I-IF sweetening
tendency.
Straight Wire LSI
Neutral, undramatic, but with excellent detail and
open, airy highs. The most consistently neutral
interconnect found to date; a clear best huy in
Class A.
Monster Cable Interlink Reference (Original)
Excellent detail, uncolored but for slight treble
softening; very musical.
Peterson Emerald
Slight extreme HF lift makes these ideal for use
with tubed components.
Randall Research Symmetrical TX
Stiff and awkward to handle; slight upper middle
hardness, bass lean-ness; requires some break-in.
Straight Wire Flexconnect
Some loss of upper-range detail, soundstage
depth, imaging, but 90% as good as Straight
Wire's LSI for one-third the price.
Van Den Hul Linear Crystal D-102
Good bass and middles, slightly tizzy and short of
HF resolution.
Apature
A favorite from our first interconnect survey, hut
not compared to the others listed here. Inexpensive.

Loudspeaker Cables

(All reported In Vol., 8 No. 2)

Kimber 4TC and 8TC
The latest Kimber has great4 improved Teflon

Stereophile

Al Stereo Remote
g" Control System
AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE Charles Graham
If accomplishes its objective with the reliability and elegant simplicity
we've come to expect of products from AR •
4400001
\

«IOW

'

STEREOPHILE J Gordon Holt
At the price this is asteal' Very highly recommended
CHICAGO SUN-TUNES Rich Warren
Omnipotent That's the way you feel holding the AR SRC
handset
HIGH FIDELITY MAGADNE
"Even as asimple volume and balance control, the SRC
is so lar superior to the ones built into most components that we can imagine some audiophiles buying
it tor that mason alone -

e•)•F
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le Teledyne Acoustic Research

330 TUrnpike St

Canton, MA 02021

1985

"... the most successful design of all"
J. Gordon Holt Stereophile July, 1985.
Mr. Holt elaborates further: "of all the speakers in this price class that I
have heard. Iwould say that Siefert's Maxim is probably the most successful design of all The system is beautifully balanced and almost
perfectly neutral,

the low end from these is just amazing!...these little

speakers will play LOUD! Unlike most small systems.. they have the
most accurate middle range Ihave heard from any speaker the high
end sounds as if it goes out almost indefinitely... Iwould gladly take this
high end in preference to that of most over-S2000 speaker systems Ihave
auditioned in recent years...The Maxim reproduce massed violin sound
superbly— with not a trace of steeliness, yet with all the resinous sheen
of the real thing...I have never heard strings on good CDs sound more
natural the imaging and soundstage presentation from these are excellent. They do not sound small.., It can make most audiophiles (and
practically all music lovers) quite happy for an indefinite period of time.
Recommended."
Siefert Research, dedicated to excellence in sound, is a pioneering
designer and manufacturer of minimum-group-delay
intermodulation-distortion speaker systems.

and

low.

Send for a reprint of the entire review
along with complete specifications of
this walnut 2-way bookshelf size
system. Save 8103 from the 1499 dealer
selling price. Buy the Maxim Ills
factory-direct for $399. including shipping. 30 day, satisfaction-guaranteed
return privilege.

51IEFERT
Phone: 213/457-4249

Stereophile
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dielectric, and widely varying gauges among its
strand. The result is widely compatible in different systems, and not too expensive. (NR—coming
in Vol. 9, No. I)
MIT MH-750 "Music Hose"
Winner take all! This is the best of the best, almost impossible to fault; bulky, stiff, and awkward to get around, expensive. Still the best.
Randall Research 64TBC
Similar to the MIT hut can become very subtly
bright with with certain components.

Livewire BC-4
Excellent except for some upper midrange
hardness.
Monster Cable (Original)
Very good but lacks resolution and upper-range
openness of the better cables.
Deletions
JG Acoustics, Cotter, and FMI cables superseded
by better cables.

Straight Wire Teflon 12
Very neutral, fast, clean, extended treble & bass,
excellent HF resolution.
List Minute Addition

Distech
Fast, detailed, extended HF and LE unusual4
good bass range and heft.
Kimber ICable 4VS and 8VS
Excellent, coherent across the board, not quite as
transparent at frequency extremes as the A cables.
Monster Cable Powerline II and III
Class-A cables except for some HF softening; the
III is softer than the II.
Kimber Kahle 4PR and 8PR
Good imaging, balance and dynamics hut not
quite as transparent a, some

STRAIGHTWIRE1

Amplifiers
PS Audio 200C
For acomplete description, read the report in this
issue. ANC firmly believes the PS belongs in Class
A. but the example auditioned by JGH has an annoyance in the upper midrange. The 200C is the
least expensive amp in Class A or B. and deserves
aserious audition no matter bow much you're planning to spend. Watch "Followup" for more on the
annoyance heard hy .IGH.

GASWORKS
MODIFICATIONS

How can a speaker cable that sells
for only S3/ft sound more like a direct

Gasworks Rebuilds
Classic Audio Components

connection than other cables selling
for over 5 times its price')

After six years of research, we have

Engineering
with less

the art of doing more

• Greater impedance linearity -lower
phase shift • Flat geometry (05
thin)
10 ga
OFC/Polyprop
• Superior mechanical stability -less
IM
We invite you to experience

MUSIC RIBBON
the speaker cable of tomorrow , today'
Call or write for specifications price
list and dealer information on MUSIC
RIBBON and the other technologically advanced Straight Wire products

LSI, FLEXCONNECT, TEFLON-12
p0 Box 78 Hollywood, FL 33022

developed what we consider to be
universal concepts in updating the performance of older, quality equipment.
It is possible to give your present gear
the smoothness and clarity of todays
finest at a fraction of the price.
Gasworks Mods Include:
— General Parts Upgrade
— Simplifing and proper adjustment of
circut design
— Unique Power Supply Regulation and
Grounding Networks
These concepts have proven to work
well with all quality audio circuts. Mods
now available for GAS, ARC, Threshold,
McIntosh plus others.
4570 W. State St. • Boise, ID 83703
(208) 343-3463

305 925-2470
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SIMPLY, THE BEST.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•Audio Research •Oracle •B&W
•Dahlguist •Robertson •B&K
•Alphason •Audible Illusions •VPI
•Spendor •Monster/Alpha
•PS Audio •Janis •Thorens •AR
•Sound Labs Electrostatics
•Polk Audio •Denon •Yamaha
•Nakamichi •NAD •Adcom
•Hafler •Bang 8, Olufsen •Signet
•Quad •Grado •Counterpoint
•Koetsu •Apogee •Ultra •Stax
•NEC •Acoustat
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New
York City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not
composed of "Sales People," but
of long time "Audiophiles" who
love MUSIC as much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 2L" 95-7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset ',I6-627-7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516-423-7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

Audio Breakthroughs

Where to Buy Stereophile
The following loyal & beloved high fidelity dealers sell Stereophile over their
counters, thereby qualifying for this list of saints! They also suffer slings
and arrows in the form of unfavorable reviews of products they sell—but
somehow survive nevertheless.
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson
at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Iliway

ARIZONA
Mesa
Ili- Fi sales
810 VVest Main Street
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
52 - V( Butler Drive
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
86 -2E Edgemont SE

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
DB Audio
258 Shattuck
Carmichael
Metes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave /-4
Chico
HCM Audio
16410B Mang'', ive
Claremont
Audio Basics
9-0 W Foothill 5139
Encino
Sound Factor West
r265 Ventura Blvd
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas

Lancaster
California Soundworks
'3" W. Lancaster Blvd.
Menlo Park
Classical Wax
1190 Chestnut
Newport Beach
Newport Audio
I1X)0 Bristol Si .North
North Oakland
Pro Audi()
383 40th Street
Northridge
Northridge Audi() Center
9054 Tampa Avenue

Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin Ave
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Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
-4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd.
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemone Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 South 21st Ave
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
II Eglin Parkway SE #6
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912.1i E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy.
Audi() Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy
Joes News Inc
1549 Sunset Dr
San Francisco
Laser World
533 Second Street
San Louis Obispo
Audiii Ecstasy
1130 Garden St. Suite A
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
i951 state Street
Santa Cruz
Stereo Solution
518 Front Street
Santa Monica
Jonas Miller Sound
2330 Santa Monica Blvd
Shelley 's Metro
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
sawyer .sNews Inc
'II Fourth Street
West Hollywood
Audio One
888 %Vest Suns,,,
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
20512 Ventura Blvd
Sound Center
21)044 Ventura Blvd

Listen l'p
2034 E Arapahoe
Denver
sound Hounds
15 -55 Pearl

Martinez
The Stereo Shoppe
Columbia Square
Shopping Center

ILLINOIS
CONNECTICUT
Greenwich
Aud Vid Inc
"9 East Putnam Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
Mantic
•
Bay St Kinds
24 .Pennsylvania Ave
Norwichtown
Sound Advice
42 Town Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Periodicals
1824 Eye St NW. Intl Sq.
Periodicals—Georgetown
3109 M Street NW
Serenade Records
1800 M Street NW

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Authu Viinkshop
6328 N College Ave
Southbend
Classics Stereo
6341 University Commons

IOWA
Davenport
Odvsses
East kimhirrly Road

-30

FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components. Inc
2- 10 Ponce de Leon
Boulevard
Tampa
Audio Visions
14 -33 N Dale Mayhry

Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
Glen Pix)r .sAudi() Visual
1912 B Round Barn Road
Chicago
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Chicago Sprakerworks
5-00 N Western Ave
The Golden Ear
10630 S. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
- 16 North Wells Street
Lisle
Sound Choice
2-91 Maple Ave
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
211 West Jefferson Si

KANSAS
Lawrence
Kier. (iramiiphone
2104)A West 25th
Topeka
Senses Electronics
835 Fairlawn Rd

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
1114 E Broadway

LOUISIANA
Lafayette
Acoustic Images
904 Greenbriar Rd
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
84X11 maple Si

MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
42-4 Paine Rd

COLORADO

GEORGIA

MARYLAND

Boulder
Boulder Sound Gallery
1022 Broadsray

Lilburn
Stereo Shop
.11 40 Highoray 29

Baltimore
Soundscope
406 W Cold Spring Lane
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MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
s
11 itio N1.4, Ave
Brookline
Audio Imports
il ,iHari ard Street
Cambridge
Q Audio
96
Street
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Road
Northampton
Custom Audio
1143 Main st

Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
611 Menaul N.E
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery N E
Los Alamos
Mt:2
82o Trinity Drive
Santa Fe
The Candy man
1461 St Michaels Drive

Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St,
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Road
lamiesons*
,
Lit" Dorr Street

Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace

MICHIGAN

Galisteo News
201 Galisteo
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
i128 North Woodward Ave NEW YORK
Buffalo
Saginaw
s• .L L Emporium
The Listening Room
• •Delaware
1305 Court Si.
( 010111iC
Swartz Creek
\I •
'••• 1,1
Warehl nre
Audio House
:
:lrai Ave
4304 Brayan Drive
iliintington Station
Breakthrough
i
29 Route 110
MINNESOTA
Lake Grove
Minneapolis
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Perfection
Smith Haven Plaza
'401 Lyndale Ave South
2021 Nesconset 1-1
HiFi Sound Electronics
Manhasset
1226 Harmon Place
Audio Breakthrough
153-4 NOrthern Blvd
Mount Kisco
MISSOURI
Fox & Sutherland
Kansas City
15 South Moger Ave
Sound Advice
New York City
8215 Grand Ave
Audio Breakthrough
Webster Grove
199 Amsterdam Ave
The Speaker Store
Lyric Hi ,Fi Inc
>1183 Big Bend
1221 lexington Avenue
Rochester
JB Sound
NEVADA
268o Ridge Rd
Las Vegas
Scarsdale
R P Miller Audio
The Listening Room Inc.
953 East Sahara B2."
590 Central Park Avenue
Valley
Stream
NEW HAMPSHIRE
American Audiophile
Hanover
Trading Corporation
HarlOVer Audio Inc
Sunrise Plaza
S Main St
Wappinger Falls
Northfield
Sound Odyssey Inc
Sound Inc
55 Route 9
900 Tilton Rd.

NEW JERSEY
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Avenue
Morristown
Sight & Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
"5 Franklin Ave.
Trenton
Hais Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Great National Sound
402 Queens St. West
Verona
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NORTH CAROLINA

OKLAHOMA
Edmond
K & FAudio
194 SE 33rd Market Place

OREGON
Portland
Corner Audio
2014 Tanabourne Mall
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
il ICherry St
Pittsburgh
Abbie's Audio
292" West Liberty Ave.

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo

2(r college St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria

Excalihur
52S s Washington
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 Fast Market St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad Street '
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc.
6519 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Seattle

West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St

Bulldog News
4142 University \Xhy NE
Definitive Audio
601' Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Ital .
.Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Wenatchee
Audiophile Mike's •
1856 N Vienatchee Ave

TENNESSEE

WISCONSIN

Memphis
Opus 2
4284 Summer Ave
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave

CANADA

PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave .2 -2

SOUTH CAROLINA

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon 1
1921 West Grand Ave.

NOVA

TEXAS
Austin

Audio File
1202 S Congress Ave.
Audio Concepts
Doble Mall
2021 Guadalupe
Audio Concepts
Creekside Square
i010 W. Anderson Lane
«
Austin Booksellers
2200 Guadalupe
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan

Shelby
Sound Advice Custom Stereo Dallas
1180 Scenic Drive
Omni Sound
Wilmington
4833 Keller Springs
Atlantic Audio
El Paso
4121 Oleander Drive
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway East ID
Houston
OHIO
Audio Prophiles
Cincinnati
12651 Memorial Dr.
Selene Audio
San Antonio
5256 Section Ave
Stereo Lab
Concert Sound
11389 Princeton Rd.
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Road

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Discriminator Music
2124 S 1100 East

'103A Blanco Road
Waco
North American Sound
1411 N Valley Mills Dr.

SCOTIA

Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St.

ONTARIO
London
Multi- Mag
209 Dundas Street
Ottawa
Euphonics
68" Bank Street
Toronto
Great National Sound
402 Queens Street Vkst
High-End Audio
2216a Queen Street East
Mississauga
Angstrom
21 ,5Dunwin Drive, ."
AUSTRALIA
Northeast, Victoria
A.O.Art
PO Box 58
ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound & Music
Via Maztarosa,
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STEREOPHILE BACK ISSUES
WHILE THEY LAST!

VOLUME I, Issues 1through 12

1962 -1966 (a reprint in one volume)
VOLUME II, Issues 1through 12

• '5.00

1966 -1972 (a reprint in one volume)
VOLUME III, 1972 -1976

25.00

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10
VOLUME IV, 1977 -1981

4.00
7.50 •

Issues 1, 3, 5, 6, 10
Issues 2, 4, 7, 8, 9

4.00
7.50

VOLUME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

4.00

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues

1, 2, 4, 5, 6

.4 00

Issue

3

7 50*

VOLUME VII, 1984

Issues 1, 3, 5, 7, 8
Issues 2, 4, 6

4.00
7.50 •

*Xeroxed copies

$225.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues:
Original copies at $4.00 each:
-

Xerox copies at $7.50 each:
Volumes Ior II at $25.00 each:

$225.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE!!!
TOTAL
Ienclose acheck.
-

Charge my VISA or MASTERCARD

SEND TO:

Number
Expire

RETURN THIS FORM TO STEREOPHILE, P.O. BOX 1948, SANTA FE, NM 87501
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Sumiko
Editor:
We would like to thank AHC for his review of the Premier MMT revised tonearm.
Although we agree with most of AHC's
findings, we would like to make afew clarifications.
The name of the tonearm is Premier

for that rubber washer; there isn't one.
AHC may be confusing the original headshell with the new one: the original had a
rubber washer, the new one does not. See
the picture in Vol. 8, No. 5, p. 101.
In the review, AHC mentioned that he
cleaned up the bass and midrange by substituting thebase from aLustre GST-801 for

MMT, not Sumiko MMT; Sumiko is our cor-

the standard base. We agree that the Lustre

porate name. The new universal headshell

base does improve sonic performance; it is

for the Premier MMT is called the Premier
HS-12.
When AHC described how to upgrade
the performance of an earlier Premier
MMT, he recommended purchasing the
new headshell and removing the rubber

more massive, and provides the bonus of
easily adjustable VTA. We were unable to
obtain asatisfactory VTA device from Lustre for sale as a separate item, so we
designed one of our own: the new VTA-16
mounting base, which provides easy ad-

into the headshell socket. We agree that

justment of VTA, has more mass for better
energy dissipation, and akinematic locking

purchasing the new headshell is aworthwhile investment, but don't bother looking

retail price is $100.

washer that comes on the collar that fits

system that is absolutely rigid. The suggested

Join us in
a Moving
Experience
We have moved to a great new location
and to celebrate. we are having acontest
(5 winners to be selected) All you have to do
to enter is visit our new store. (Out of stale
readers call or write us for special delails!??
on how to enter.)
Hear the finest from
The Chapman T-7, a loudspeaker of
true quality. Quality that comes from
fine craftsmanship, uncompromising
standards and attention to detail. True
honest sound.. smooth, neutral and
musical. The Chapman T-7, 'worth
looking for -worth listening to.'

P.O. Box 18123 • Seattle, WA 98118
1-206-526-8647
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•

Aricorn•Apagee• AR •Belles•B&K•Contad
Johnson •CWT) •Dayton Wright •Dennesen •
Dual•EtectrocomPaniet•Eminient Tech•FMS•
Grado •Harmon Kardon •Infinity RS1b •JSE •
Krell•Melos•Mission•Monster•Morrison •Motrf
•NEC •Nifty Gritty* MAL •Moscode •Premier •
Revolver •Role! •Shinon •Soundlab•Source•
Souther •Spendor•Spoca•Stax•Superphon•
Thorens •Vtindersteen •VPI &many more
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EXCELLENCE
REALIZED
AGAIN!

ARC also recommended purchase of a
high quality tonearm cable for use with the
Premier MMT. Although the cable that we
provide is not exotic, it is adequate and
flexible. A problem with many high-quality
cables is their inflexibility. Running astiff
cable to the floating subchassis of aturntable completely destroys the decoupling effect of the turntable suspension. The vibrations travel straight up the cable! Several cable
manufacturers have addressed this problem
by providing a flexible section on the
tonearm connector side of the cable. While
this is an excellent solution, it is also costly
(the two such cables we know of cost more
than $140.)
To solve this problem we designed the
Premier P1B-1 interface box. The PIB -1
consists of ametal 5-pin female tonearm
connector that is linked to ashielded metal
box. Mounted on the box are two gold
plate RCA female jacks and aground post.
The cable that links the box and 5-pin
tonearm connector is made up of four
pieces of very flexible OFC Litz wire,
housed in a silver-plated braided shield.
The P1B-1 provides the user with an effective interface that does not interfere with
the movement of, or transmit vibrations to,
the subchassis of the turntable. The P1B-1
also allows use of any standard RCA-to-RCA
cable as a tonearm interconnect, which

The Nelson-Reed
5-02/TV-1202 three-way
speaker system.

makes experimentation with tonearm interconnects easier and more cost-effective.
The suggested retail price is $70. Again,
thank you.

Guaranteed frequency
response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz,
+ /- 3db

PS:

"Impact bass—as from bass
drum, kick drum, and tap

Gerbils because of pressure from the

dancers—was tight, deep and
solid, and had the concussive
impact that one feels as akick to
the abdomen."
—JGH. Stereophile. Vol 8. No 3

NELSON-REED
RN LOUDSPEAKERS
15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

David W. Fletcher
Berkeley, CA
We have had to discontinue the Sumiko
S.P.C.A.

Rogers
Editor
Recent pre-press information from Don
Scott's SCES report shows that someone at
Stereopbile was paying attention to what
was new in Chicago, and actually listened
to determine, however roughly (under show

Stereophile

A JAi\ S BASS SYS IEV
FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

JCR\ VAROVSKS AUDIO SSTE VS, NC

2889 Roebihg Avenue Brcnx, NBA/lb-1K 10461 (212) 8929

BETWEEN THE OVERPRICED AND THE OVERPROMISED

Affordable Excellence from GSI
5TP 74db/Accepts moving coils and moving
magnets without the need for again switch
Seven Stage regulated and buffered power
supply, high current/computer optimized all
tube (not hybrid) audio circuit. 5-year warranty S1195.00

A-1

250-Watt Tube/HEXFET DC-Servo Power

Amp 10-stage regulated and buffered power
supply. 7-amp toroid wound power transformGS.

er, thermal tracked bias NO FAN NEEDED.
fully protected output stage, uses newest
HEXFET output devices Drives Duettas.
5-year warranty S1295.00

Dealer Inquiries Invited /Visit us in Suite 7212 Sahara Hotel

GSI

MUSICAL ELECTRONICS
622 Bloomfield Avenue
Bloomfield. New Jersey 07003
201/743-3021
Telex 177-368-IEBUT (ATT: GSI)
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conditions), what it sounded like. Ihave

As areviewer, you have alimited view of

also read your recently published internal

the reality of shows. By the time you show

debate over show reports. Though Idon't

up on your tour, most manufacturers have

agree completely with the no show-report

barely the energy to entertain guests. To re-

position of Anthony Cordesman, Ican
understand his complaints.

turn home after months of dealing with
pre-show paperwork, unions, sales meet-

Shows are primarily ameeting place for
business to be transacted. We are forced to
set up working displays to give preliminary

ings, transportation problems, and nightly
entertainment of clients, and then read
some of the off-the-cuff commentary on

exposure to new products. The demonstra-

below-audiophile-quality sound, is incens-

tion facilities are admittedly subject to
limits of physical properties and expenditure.

ing to say the least.

An example of what show limitations
force us into: For years Iworked with turn-

We understand and accept the sonic,
temporal, and monetary limits on our
presentations. CES shows are professional
meeting places, not audiophile listening

tables in demo rooms. Setup was tedious

centers. We come to do business, not to nit-

and never produced perfect results. To save

pick sonic attributes. Dealers recognize

money and lend simplicity to setup we
have opted to use aRevox CD player directly

this, and usually audition at home after
hearing and seeing what's new.

into the power amp. Although this also

Ibelieve Mr. Cordesman sees this clearly,

does not produce perfect sound, it does

as does Mr. Scott. Cordesman rightly points

produce reasonably good sound and is con-

out that there are even items shown in pro-

veniently simple in operation. There is also

totype stage. My suggestion is to report on

an audible improvement in removing the
preamp from the signal path.

new items of interest without being harshly
and unfairly judgmental. Then request sam-

Audipmmi
Cdnnection

meets the level of quality expected from
Stereopbile.

Tumtobies: Goldmund, Heybrook
VP1. Systemdek
%MOTU:

ET, Grodo. Lurne, Well Tempered

Cortridpee AudioQuest, Decca. Grado.
Prometheon (stylus retipping)
Electronics: (tubs) Audible Illusions, Melos,
WA Systems, Quicksilver
(solid state) Electrocomponlet, FM Acoustics,
Jordon, Leoch. Magnum. British Fidelity
CD Players: Melos Audio, Harmon Kordon
Spooky': Kindel, Merlin, Princeton Acoustics,
Round Soong:Sac Vondersteen
Accessories: AudioQuest, Chicago Sp Stands,
Goldmund Lost. OreWire, !limber. Kinergetics,
NG, Peterson, Sims Vibration Dynamics, Sono',
Tiptoes. Torurnot, Twee+, vdHui ,VPI
1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave .Verano, NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sole occasional
close-outs, some used equipment and display
pieces Single speaker demonstration, record
cleaning, audiophile discs HOURS: Mon. Tues,
Fri 12 to 7, Thurs 12 to 9 Sot 11 to 6
Closed Sun., Weds. Please call for an appoint:mend

I

ples for review, and do the job in away that

Your last SCES report was tantamount to
going to someone's home for dinner and
telling them the house is ugly and the
food's no good. Ihope that your next report will show more sensitivity to the nature of shows, and sensibility in the treatment of those who allow you to visit and
who spend their precious business time
talking with you.
Ihave included two recent reviews that
deal with shows in the way Iam suggesting. They followed up show leads after
careful listening, and in coming months
will complete the reviews initiated at SCES,
and start on new information gathered at
WCES. The result: more accurate information on new products than Stereophile has
provided their readers, and in a timely
manner. That is what journalism of any
kind is about.
Michael Zeugin
Niagara Falls, NY

Stereophile

Readers are referred to Vol. 8, No. 6 "Manu-

that his comments stem primarily from

facturers' Comments" for more of Mr
Zeugin's sweetness and light. It would seem

JGH 's mild comment that Rogers speakers
are too polite for his taste.
—LA

NEW

MUSIC

FROM

YOUR

RECORDS

THE WELL-TEMPERED ARM
"MY FAVORITE AND MY REFERENCE
STANDARD" J. Gordon Holt, STEREOPHILE Vol.

8 No. 4

"SETS NEW STANDARD FOR TONE ARM
PERFORMANCE" Jonas Miller, M&K Sound Corp.
AMUSICAL JOY
Write for details on this phenomenal new tone arm.

JI

The Well-Tempered Lab •3108 McKinley Way. Costa Mesa. CA 92626

hiti heretic2
ISSUE TWO includes:
A special, wide-ranging report on preamplifiers, including models from Counterpoint, Klyne, Conrad-

Johnson, Stax, McLaren, PS Audio, Amber, Rotel, and NAD: Part
One of our look at turntables under $500, featuring the Rega
Planar 2 and Planar 3, Revolver, Rotel 850, Dual CS 505-2, and
NAD 5120; Part Two of our survey of loudspeakers under $300,
including outstanding models from Linn, Heybrook, Rogers, Royd,
and Mordaunt-Short; and Part Two of the under-$500 integrated
amplifier survey, featuring the QED A230, Arcam Alpha, Rotel
820BX, and asecond look at the Creek 4040; and more.
If you believe high-quality sound needn't cost afortune, send S16
for a 1year (4 issue) subscription to:
HIFI HERETIC
P.O. Box 1549
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
Please specify whether subscription should begin with Issue One
or Issue Two.

stcreophile

OLD FASHIONED VALUES
Larry Archibald
Stereophile rolls into 1986 having frantically completed the last of nine 1985
issues (the ninth came out in January of
'86, but we wrote it in '85—Gimme a
break!). For 1986, we're going back to two
issues per quarter. Though tiring, 1985 was

tweak interest alone, and do nothing to pique the interest of the general public—
making them enthusiasts—aren't going to
do well in the coming years.
It's been coming for awhile, but it's now
here: High End audio must abandon the
snobbery that makes the general public gasp

abanner year. We reviewed far more prod-

for breath in the face of hyped-up verbiage,

ucts than ever before, and we seem to be do-

high-priced products that break regularly,

ing amoderately thorough job of covering
the entire audio field, something Ipreviously thought impossible.
Everything is better: we'll have upwards
of 30,000 subscribers through the whole of
'86, our backlog of equipment is less than
it used to be (so we'll get reports in print
soon after we receive samples), and manufacturers are eager to see their products
reviewed in IStereophilel.
For the hi-fi industry, 1985 was a year
when big trouble was expected, but didn't
quite show up. But, if attitudes don't change,
the trouble [will] show up in 1986. The
boom economy of 1983-84, which revived
a lot of borderline audio manufacturers,
won't be around to save anyone.
1985 taught us in the High End how much
we rely on the general public, and how we'd
better pay attention to their interests if we
want to survive. On the one hand, we see
the general public buying CD like mad—but
at K-Mart, Sears, and). C. Penney! On the
other, turntable manufacturers have found
that, in spite of significantly better products,

and companies that ignore complaints. Nor
are magazines and audiophiles innocent of
blame: stand-offish exclusivity turns off
their general-public friends just as surely
as does an amplifier DOA.
Though the public relations effort needed
to turn around industry practices is beyond
my conception, Ido have some ideas. One:
A return to the careful, show-it-to-themand-they'll-buy-it marketing that typified
the old AR, not to mention Dynaco, KLH,
McIntosh (who still does it), and Marantz.
Two: Dealers willing to put in huge
amounts of hard work to educate an aurally
ignorant public, winning customers through
superior knowledge of their products
and how they can work in the consumer's
home. Three: Excellent manufacturers who
adamantly refuse to rest on their laurels,
continuously searching for ways to provide
better sound and greater reliability even as
they feast on current success.
That's only three, but you'll see in them a
hefty chunk of Old-Fashioned Values.

the general public's dying interest in turn-

That's how the hi-fi business got popular in
the late '60s and early '70s—consumer-

tables has severely affected even the sales of

oriented evangelism of just the sort that

high end 'tables. Companies that rely on

will save it in the late '80s.

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

Apower amplifier built by acompany whose commitment to quality
demands that the final calibration
of every unit be performed by the
designer himself. Perhaps this is
why BEL can offer a 5-year warranty
and why, in the fickle audiophile
world, BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal

following.

3Ell 001
Brown Electronic Labs
1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose. CA 95132
(408) 259-8648
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New Products
MARTIN-LOGAN ELECTROSTATICS
McLAREN ELECTRONICS
SUPERPHON PREAMPS
SPECTRALIBRISSON CABLE

As Always
SPECTRAL

MOORE-FRANKLAND

QUICKSILVER
KOETSU

VPI

ELECTRON KINETICS

AUDIOQUEST

GRADO

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY

MIRAGE

ENTEC

LIVEWIRE

EMI

SHINON

C. J. WALKER STAX
REFERENCE

LYRITA

Please call or write for our newsletters and lists of equipment
and records. Much of this equipment is available to audition in
your system.

Two Jeffreys Audio
West Butler Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85021

527

Stereophile

Call Jeffrey Behr
evenings and weekends
6021943-6877
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per word,
$45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio
Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card number and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE
specializing in English loudspeakers by low cost
airfreight. Unite, Hi FL 35 High Street. Neu. Malden. Surrey England. Telephone: (I) 942-956";
Telex: 8814591.
FRANK VAN ALSTINE PRESENTS the Super-Pas
Two, an all new vacuum tube preamplifier circuit
of stunning musical quality and stability. Hear all
the music and ambience in your CDs with no
harshness or overload. Hear your records sound
as dynamic as your CDs. Hear your speakers vanish. Only 1300 for circuits that outperform
$2000 preamps. Write or call for our free catalog.
We build new solid state audiophile quality circuits in many Hailer and Dyna chassis too. Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 5533". (612)890-3517
BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM THE UK.
Most quality makes of equipment available at advantageous prices. For price list and price quotes
write to Audio T, Dept. D, PO. Box 152, Enfield.
Middx EN2 OPL, UK or call (01) 366-5015. For
demonstrations visit our showroom at 190 West
End Lane, London NW6. Call (01) '94-'848 for
an appointment.
SOUND CHOICE AUDIO-CHICAGO AREA.
Linn, Nairn, Rega, Onkyo, Systemdek, Dual. Spec
trum, Akroyd, Target Accs., Creek, Heyhrook.
VP1. Wharfedale diamonds. others. Call for free
newsletter. (312) 369- 6I".
AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AND ACCESSORIES
at discount prices: Mobile Fidelity, Reference,
Sheffield, Wilson, Telarc, LAST Cleaners, CDs.
VPI, and Distech Wire. Free catalog. Class-AUnderground, 35 North Greenbusb Road, West
Nyack, NY 10994. Phone (800)45"-456", extension 56' (10-4 EST). Quick delivery, Mastercard/Visa.
FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: Audition the fabulous
Studio IV at Audio Nexus, NJ (201) 464-8238.
(201) '30-2409.
KLYNE SK-5 PREAMPLIFIER: superbly crafted
for ultimate listening pleasure. Auditions at Audio
Nexus, NJ (200 464-8238, (201) "30-2409.
ACOUSTAT OWNERS. VACUUM TUBE ENTHUSIASTS: We extensively revise the original
Servo Charge Amplifiers using all-tube circuitry,
premium passive components, active voltage
regulation, mil-spec packaging, and more. The
price: $1200; the warranty: 18 months. Also
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offered: Complete tube prramp revisions: AR, CI
Maranta. etc., $600. Write (incl. phone no.): J.
Curcio. PO. Box 10503. State College. PA
16805-0503.
OCEAN STATE AUDIO IN NEW ENGLAND! B&K,
Melos, NYAL Mow-ode. Futterman aft. Rotrl. F:agle
2, Superphon. SOTA, Systemdek, Eminent Technology II, Grado, Grace, Premier MMT, Profile,
SME. Sumiko, Alchemist, Andante, Audioquest,
Kiseki, Supex, Talisman, Dayton Wright, Spectrum, Spica, Vandersmen, Wharfedale, Straight
Wire. Petersen, Tweek, Mod Squad. T. W, Sat., after 12 2.M. M. Th, F, after 3:30 p.m. EST Trades
welcome. Call or write for free newsletter. Ocean
State Audio, 985 Cranston St., Cranston, RI
02920. (401)943-2580. Visa/MC. Free shipping.
MERRILL AR MOD1FICATIONS-MERRILL TURNTABLE. Contact: Underground Sound, 2125 Central Am. Memphis, TN 38104. (900 2'2-12'5.
QUICKSILVER MONOBLOCK amps, mint condition. 51150/pair; Helius Aurum tonearm, excellent condition. $200; Marantz 8B w/poly caps,
excellent condition, $500; VP1 record cleaning machine. very good condition. SISO. Dick Olsber
86 Joya Loop. Los Alamos, NM 8'544. (505)
6'2-9263.
COUNTERPOINT SA5 preamp. 58"5 or hest offer.
(804)293-85J
AUDIOPHILE 1.Ps AT AND BEIDW COST: many
collector's items. For free catalog, price list, write
to: Records. 1008 Paseo de la Cuma. Santa Fe NM
8- 501.
STEREOPH1LE CLEARANCE SALE. VSP Labs 150:
$450. VSP Labs Gold: $750. Acoustat 120 amplifier: 5400. Acoustat 1+1S: $1195. Threshold
80()A, classic Class A amplifier (Nelson Pass's first
design): $1250. Robertson 4010. VAN class IA.
S550. new factory warranty. All in like-new condition. Acoustat 4s, old: 5900 or best offer (you
pay shipping). Cotter turntable using Technics
SP-1(111. originally 54000, now 51400. Robertson
6010, marred faceplate, very powerful: 5850.
Dayton Wrights XG- 10 Mk 3Series III full-range
electrostatics, great clarity and bass performance.
with stands: 51500. Can he upgraded to X(;- 10
series for more S. Marco! PPA-1 moving coil
stepup, $30. Symmetry phase coherent crossover.
5275. Call no matter what you're interested in,
make offer. Dina Boon, 110 .7 Early St.. Santa Fr.
NM 8'501. (505)982-2366.
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Experience
Intelligence!

Now — an Advanced
PREAMPLIFIER

With Remote Power Supply
Kinerqetics KPA-1
Dual-Mono Preamp
86 Db phono gain and phase
inverting switch with our
patented processing.

See our full line of electronics at your
Kindel P-200 Mk II

KINDEL AUDIO
3615 Presley Ave
fl,vers,cle CA 92507
714 787 Ore'

nearest Kinergetics Dealer.

Rs%

'FASR

KINEPGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Blvd •Tarzana CA 91356 •,818, 345 2851

MONEY WELL SPENT

That's how you want to feel when you purchase fine AUDIO. and VIDEO COMPONENTS.
At PERFORMANCE AUDIONIDEO we make that feeling happen with our Personal
Service. Professional Advice. Qualified Staff. Relaxed

No Rush - Showrooms. Free

Delivery and Free in Home Set Up.
Visit or call today and EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE.
FEATURING OVER 60 FINE BRANDS
ADS •Adcom •Alpha •Alphason •Amber •AudioQuest •AR •Celestion SL6/SL600
•DCM Time Window & Time Frame •Denon •Discrete Technology •Dual •Duntech
•Dynavector •Energy •Grado •Harman/Kardon •KEF •Kyocera •Monster Cable
• Precision Fidelity • Proton •Quad • Rauna •Signet •Soundcraftsmen •Sony
• Straight Wire • Systemdek •Tandberg •Thorens •Tiptoes •VPI •VSP Labs
•C.J. Walker •Wharfedale Diamond •And other fine lines ....
•Trade-ins Accepted •Financing & Leasing
Ciii or Write Harold Minto. Proprietor.

Export
Enquiries
Invited

(516) 378-4389
365 South Bayview Ave. (Corner Atlantic Ave.). Freeport. Long Island. New York 11520
Showroom Hours, Mon.-Fn. 12 Noon to 7p.m. Sat. It a.m. to 6p.m.
WELL WORTH A TRIP FROM ANYWHERE

Stercophik

M/C
VISA
AMEX

12...i

ALL YOU NEED
0 KNOW
ABOUT

TO SUBSCRIBE:
Send check or credit card
number/expiration date
for $18. Send $26
(US Funds) for
first class mail
to Canada.
Send $40
(US Funds)
for air mail
outside of
North
America.

To subscribe by credit card call TOLL FREE
1-800-892-0753 (in Illinois) or 1-800-435-0715 (all others)

Yes, Iwant stereophile!
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

VISA OR MASTER CARD#
EXPIRATION DATE
STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE

PO. BOX 364

MOUNT MORRIS, IL 61054

WON IN CONTEST: Perreaux SA-2 preamplifier.
Dual mono, class A, moving coil phono. Brand
new and factory sealed. Regularly $850, sell

PETERSON EMERALD interconnects. 15 ft, 5135:
4ft, 565; 2ft, 550; Ift, 545. Also, Im tonearm set
for The Arm, 5100. Less than 10 hours on all. Joe

5590. Bill (6/9) 483 -5'40.

(402) 4"" -5362. Leave message.

BEL, AN AMPLIFIER designed and built by Dick

r

Brown. A man with an obsession-an obsession
to build the best amplifier in the world. Private
Line Home Entertainment thinks so. Interested?
Please call Alan, (209) 948 -1804 or Marc (415)

PERR1 ,
.AUX 5150B 52395; Koctsu rosewood, 150
hi 555; Souther SLA- 3 w /Tiffany Jacks 5215:
Peterson arm cable w/RCAs 589. (5/2) 695-963

Poscwausen • AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

For al recorded sound media

The choice of recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world
Three processors lor reduction ot transient and steady state

Plus

records

Ly'

Ac•ir

AUDIO INTERFACE • BEVERIDGE • BERNING •
COUNTERPOINT • DECCA • DISTECH • DYNAVECTOR
• EAR • ELECTROCOMPANIET • ELECTRON KINETICS • ENTEC • GRACE • GRADO • HAFLER • ITC •
.15E • KISEKI • KIMBER CABLE • KOETSU • MICRO
SEIKI • MIT • MONSTER PRODUCTS • ORSONIC •
PRECISION FIDELITY • PROFILE • REGA • SIDEREAL
ACOUSTIC • SHINON • SOUTHER • SPICA • STAX •
SUPERPHON • SUPEX • TRIAD • VPI • VAN DEN HUL
ooditions by

appo.ntrnent • Shipping

and egport lacrldies

7805 Greenfield 51reet • limier Forest. Illtnors 80305
31 2/7 71-4880

7/85

Special features tor optimum reproduction 01 Old

lateral or vertical

Mono model $1.950, Mono/ Stereo $2.450
Write for literature to
P0 Box 335 Dewitt NY USA 13210 0335

»5'

ESOTERIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

ACOUSTAT • ACCUPHASE • ADCOM • ARISTON •

?49 -4442

noises

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT

The world's most superflexible
cables. Write for our catalog
of quality cables & connectors.

1110GAI111

*
Products Division
MARSHALL ELECTRONICS, INC.

, rr

eiwa. ellfelle

71114114-3417

aluivweream

P.O. Box 2027, Culver City CA 90230
(213) 390-6608 FAX 213-391-8926

Oualitg Tapes
Otelow memo

s•eric•s

TDK
60 ..
D 90
D 120
AD 60
AD 90
SA 60
SA 90
ADX 90
SAX 60
SAX 90
HXS 60
11)(5 90
MA 60

PAAXELL

85
99
1.89
1.39
1.49
1.39
1.55
1.95
2.19
2.29
3.39
3.89
3.29

UR 60
95
UR 90
109
UR 120
1.89
UD-S 1/11 90 1.59
XL 11 60
1. 59
XL II 90
1.69
XL 115 60
1.99
XL 11S 90
2.19
MX 60
3.39
MX 90
3.69
UD 35-90
4.89
XLI 35-908
6.39

DISCWASHER

MA 90
3.79
MAR 60
.
MAR 90
5.49
HD-01 Dmag 11.99

DISICIT
29.95
CD Cleaner 15.99

D'MAG
12.49
TAPE CARE .. 9.49

SONY

75
VIDEO
.
95 1IDE 1-120
159 ;TDK T-120 EFIG
1.65 TDK 120 HD PTO
1.75
MAXELL T-120
4.59 MAX T-120 HGX
MAX T-120 GOLD
FUJI
FR METAL 90 3.39 SONY 1120
FR II 90
1.69 SONY 1750
TEAC
SCOTCH
SONY L750
1120
WIG
HF 60
HF 90
HF 120
UCXS 60
UCXS 90
ES 90 Metal

CRC 90

2.99

4.59

Nakarnich Reference Recordings
The finest prerecorded cassettes available
Anywhere ,

4.69
5. 89
7.89
(69
4.89

Irniordoally duplocaled in real time
On the thest Nakamrchi recorders
(Sr the finest 10K Metal tapes
From the linest analog and drgdal masters

4.99
5.95

SCOTCH 1120 le 5.99

Stamm COITISONLY $11.1111POIAlre U. We
71 /1434.3417

OR ORVER RV MAIL

QuaLity
864 'fart ftll Street Dept 001.1 Illrasklyn XV 11230

Stereophile

Perfectron sr,, easy lo find these days
Certainly roll n prerecorded lapes
Until now.

5.
89
1199

wesnnmerint gems eats& nuarammatumenat
CALL NOW

Perfection...
M Elusive Quality

Nakamich. Reference Recordings
The only challenge to the Compact Dui
Available or Dolby ••B and Dolby-C format horn
selected duality retailers Nakarrechi Home and
Motile Sound dealers, o, d,ectry from

rikNekamichi Reference Recording
AA., Cassel.. lag 1.0
6248 4,ex,, CA •10`AA
•
TIA Deb, LalaCeillees

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARD

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the
merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are
available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not
conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never
knowlingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson & Associates, 62
Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
.
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE.
Designed to maximize
the performance of your
audio and video equipment, all
CWD modular component cabinets
are handcrafted and lovingly handfinished from select natural hardwoods.
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY. Add as your system grows,
arrange and rearrange our cabinets to almost
any configuration.
REMARKABLE QUALITY. From the precision hardware to the
natural oiled finish, all CWO cabinets are fine furniture with alook
and style you'll cherish for years to come.
See for yourself. For your nearest dealer CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159
On Illinois, 312-563-17451.
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The cabinet system shown above in
Dark Oak features solid wood, glass
and roll wood doors and interior lights.
Also in Natural Oak and Natural
American Walnut.

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system

The ONKY0
- M-510
the M stands for Magic

The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510 was created for the ultimate
,
reproduction of music. It combines transparency, natural imaging and
musicality with sufficient power to drive any loudspeaker system, regardless of impedance or efficiency Onkyo Real Phase Technology
is employed to eliminate phase shift between charging voltage and
current that occurs with reactive loudspeaker systems, maintaining
phase accuracy for precise stereo imaging.
Conservatively rated at 300 waits per channel, the M-510
offers tremendous power reserves stable down to six tenths
of 1ohm, with amaximum II-IF dynamic power output per
channel of 2.1 kilowatts!
State of the art amplification redefined
The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510.
Artistry in Sound
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